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Abstract 
 

 

Mixed ionic-electronic conductive (MIEC) perovskite material La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3- 

(LSCF6428) is a promising candidate for the cathode in intermediate temperature solid oxide 

fuel cells (IT-SOFCs). Understanding the three dimensional (3D) microstructural 

characteristics of such a material is crucial to its application because they predominately 

determine the performance and durability of the porous cathodes and hence of the SOFCs. 

They affect the overall cathode kinetics and thus the electrochemical reaction efficiency, as 

well as the mechanical properties, which dominate the lifetime of SOFCs. It is necessary to 

balance the trade-off between the electrochemical performance, which is improved by high 

porosity and minimal sintering, and the ability to withstand mechanical constraints, which is 

improved by the opposite.  

To date LSCF6428 has been widely investigated on subjects of microstructure-related 

electrochemical performance, while little work has been reported on the mechanical 

properties and their correlation with the 3D microstructures. The main purpose of this 

research was to study the mechanical properties (i.e. elastic modulus, hardness and fracture 

toughness) of LSCF6428 cathode films and bulk samples fabricated by high temperature 

sintering, and to evaluate the effect of 3D microstructural parameters on elastic modulus, and 

the Poisson’s ratio where applicable, by means of both experimental and numerical methods.      

Room-temperature mechanical properties were investigated by nanoindentation of 

porous bulk samples and porous films sintered at temperatures from 900 to 1200 °C. A 

spherical indenter was used so that the contact area was much greater than the scale of the 

porous microstructure. The elastic modulus of the bulk samples was found to increase from 

33.8 to 174.3 GPa and hardness from 0.64 to 5.32 GPa as the porosity decreased from 45 to 5 

vol% after sintering at 900 to 1200 °C. Densification under the indenter was found to have 

little influence on the measured elastic modulus. The residual porosity in the nominally dense 

sample was found to account for the discrepancy between the elastic moduli measured by 

nanoindentation and by impulse excitation. Based on the optimisation of a commercial 

LSCF6428 ink formulation, crack-free films of acceptable surface roughness for indentation 

were also prepared by sintering at 900 to 1200 °C. It was shown that reliable measurements 

of the true properties of the films were obtained by data extrapolation provided that the 

effects from both surface roughness and substrate were minimised to neglected levels within 

a certain range of indentation depth to film thickness ratio (which was 0.1 to 0.2 in this study). 
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The elastic moduli of the films and bulk materials were approximately equal for a given 

porosity.  

Based on the crack length measurements for Berkovich-indented samples, the fracture 

toughnesses of bulk LSCF6428 were determined to increase from 0.51 to 0.99 MPa·m
1/2

, 

after sintering at 900 to 1200 °C.  

The microstructures of films before and after indentation were characterised using 

FIB/SEM slice and view technique and the actual 3D microstructure models of the porous 

films were reconstructed based on the tomographic data obtained. Finite element modelling 

of the elastic modulus of the resulting microstructures showed excellent agreement with the 

nanoindentation results. The 3D microstructures were numerically modified at constant 

porosity by applying a cellular automaton algorithm based method, so that the influence on 

elastic modulus of factors other than porosity could be evaluated.  It was found that the 

heterogeneity of the pore structure has a significant influence on the elastic properties 

computed using mechanical simulation. 
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SOFC   solid oxide fuel cell 

TEC   thermal expansion coefficient 

TEM   transmission electron microscopy 

TPB   triple phase boundary 

TPBL   TPB length 

TGA   thermogravimetric analysis 

VOI   volume of interest 

XRD   X-ray diffraction. 

YSZ   yttria-stabilised zirconia 
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1  Introduction  

This Chapter is intended to introduce the background of the project, i.e. the fundamentals 

of fuel cell and solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) technology, the actual issues this study will 

address, and the aims of the study. 

 

1.1   Fuel Cell Technology 

Fuel cells are energy conversion devices which produce electricity directly from the 

electrochemical reactions of fuels and air (oxygen) without intermediate mechanical or 

combustion processes, which makes them a promising power generation technology with 

high efficiency and low environmental impact. They are quite different from conventional 

batteries since they do not store energy or require recharging [2]. Fuel cells can have various 

architectures, such as planar, tubular and monolithic. However they are generally made up of 

three segments which are sandwiched together: anode, electrolyte and cathode. Two chemical 

reactions (usually reduction of oxygen and oxidation of fuel) occur at the interfaces of the 

three different segments. The net result of the two reactions is that fuel is consumed, water or 

carbon dioxide is created, and an electric current is created, which can be used to power 

electrical devices. Fig. 1-1 shows the working principle of an individual fuel cell [1]. 

Advantages of fuel cell systems compared with other power generation systems include: 

higher energy conversion efficiency, much lower pollutant production, minimal sitting 

restriction, no moving parts, quiet and safe operation, long-term stability, and relatively low 

cost [3]. 

 

 

Fig. 1-1 Schematic of an individual fuel cell, from [1]. 
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Fuel cells are classified according to the choice of electrolyte and fuel, which in turn 

determine the electrode reactions and the type of ions that carry the current across the 

electrolyte. A variety of fuel cell systems have been developed since they were first invented. 

Table 1-1 lists  their electrolytes, oxidant, fuel and operating temperature [2, 4].  

 

Table 1-1 Fuel cell types and operating conditions 

Fuel Cell Type Oxidant Flow Direction Fuel 
Operation 

Temperature (C) 

Solid Oxide     

(SOFC) 
O2 (air) 

O
2-

 

cathode→anode 
Any fuel 500-1000 

Molten Carbonate 

(MCFC) 
O2 (air) 

CO3
2-

 

cathode→anode 
Hydrocarbons 650 

Phosphoric Acid 

(PAFC) 
O2 (air) 

H
+ 

anode→cathode 

Pure H2 

(hydrocarbons) 
200 

Polymer Electrolyte 

Membrane (PEMFC) 
Pure O2 

H
+ 

+ H2O 

anode→cathode 
Pure H2 60-100 

Alkaline         (AFC) Pure O2+H2O 
OH

-
 

cathode→anode 
Pure H2 60-120 

 

1.2   Solid Oxide Fuel Cells 

The fuel cell type of interest in this report is the SOFC, where the fuel used is typically 

hydrogen (H2). A schematic of an SOFC is given in Fig. 1-2. 

 

 

Fig. 1-2 Schematic representation of a SOFC operation 

 

The electrolyte is a dense ceramic solid that exhibits high oxygen ionic conductivity and 

low electronic conductivity. Either side of the electrolyte is a porous electrode exhibiting 

H2 

H2O 

O2 

Unused O2 

e
-
 

Anode Electrolyte Cathode 

V e
-
 

O
2-
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mixed ionic-electronic conductivity. Oxygen reduction occurs at the cathode and the ionic 

species pass through the electrolyte to the anode where the fuel is oxidised [3]. The chemical 

energy of the fuel, H2, is converted into electrical power resulting in water being produced as 

waste. The reactions are given in Equations 1.1-1.3 [5]. 

 Cathode reaction:   O2(g) + 4e
-
 → 2O

2-        
     1.1 

Anode reaction:  2H2(g) + 2O
2-

 → 2H2O(g) + 4e
-          

1.2 

Overall reaction:  O2(g) + 2H2(g) → 2H2O(g)       1.3 

 

1.3   Importance of Mechanical Properties of Cathodes and Conflict 

with Electrochemical Performance 

As the central interest of this study, an SOFC cathode material must achieve and sustain 

desirable mechanical properties (elastic modulus and fracture toughness for example) after 

fabrication and during application. Cathodes produced with lower strength are likely to fail 

under mechanical stresses [6], which can arise from: manufacturing (residual stresses); 

thermal expansion coefficients difference; temperature gradients; oxygen activity gradients; 

and external mechanical loading [7]. An operating cathode is exposed to a gradient of oxygen 

pressure, where damage including cracks and fractures may occur if the mechanical strength 

is not high enough, which also results in degeneration of electrochemical properties. 

Moreover, as the cathode layer is joined together with the electrolyte layer or interlayer, poor 

interfacial adhesion can also induce delamination.  

Both the mechanical properties and electrochemical performance of a cathode are 

basically controlled by its microstructural properties, as well as being directly related to the 

bulk properties of the mixed conductor, such as vacancy concentration, vacancy diffusivity, 

surface area, oxygen surface exchange kinetics and connectivity of the mixed conductor. The 

microstructure affects the overall electrode kinetics and thus the electrochemical reaction 

efficiency [8], as well as the mechanical properties, which dominate the durability and thus 

the lifetime of SOFCs, but in different ways. It is therefore necessary to balance the trade-off 

between the electrochemical performance, which is improved by high porosity resulting from 

minimal sintering, and the ability to withstand mechanical constraints, which is improved by 

the opposite, as depicted in Fig. 1-3.  
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Fig. 1-3 Inter-relationships between microstructures, mechanical properties and 

electrochemical performance of SOFC electrodes. 

 

1.4   Research Objectives and Thesis Outline  

Mixed ionic-electronic conductive perovskite material La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3- 

(LSCF6428) is a promising candidate for the cathode in intermediate temperature solid oxide 

fuel cells (IT-SOFCs). To date LSCF6428 has been widely investigated on subjects of 

microstructure-related electrochemical performance, while little work has been reported on 

the mechanical properties and their correlation with the 3D microstructures. The main 

purpose of this research was to study the mechanical properties (i.e. elastic modulus, hardness 

and fracture toughness) of porous thin LSCF6428 cathode films and bulk samples fabricated 

by high temperature sintering, and to evaluate the effect of 3D microstructural parameters on 

elastic modulus and the Poisson’s ratio by means of both experimental testing such as 

nanoindentation and numerical approaches using FIB/SEM tomography-based 3D 

reconstruction and finite element modelling.      

The thesis outline is detailed as follows: the first chapter is the introduction which 

includes the research background and objectives. A comprehensive literature review is made 

in the second chapter about the current perovskite materials to be used as cathodes in SOFCs. 

Recent development of the mechanical and microstructural characterisations of partially 

sintered ceramic bulk and films is also summarised. Particular attention is paid to LSCF6428 

perovskite material and the porous cathodes made thereby. Chapter 3 describes the 

methodologies and techniques employed in this study, among which nanoindentation and 

FIB/SEM tomography-based 3D reconstruction are emphasised.   

Five chapters are devoted to the results and discussion in this thesis. Chapter 4 

investigates important physical properties such as density, porosity, and 2D microstructures 
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exchange  
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of the LSCF6428 films and bulk specimens as well as CGO bulk specimens. Efforts are made 

to reduce the defects in the porous LSCF6428 films fabricated, so that the films are 

morphologically suitable for nanoindentation tests. In Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, room-

temperature mechanical properties including elastic modulus, hardness and fracture 

toughness were investigated respectively mainly by indentation of porous bulk samples and 

porous films sintered at temperatures from 900 to 1200 °C. It shows how reliable 

measurements on porous ceramic films can be made by appropriate nanoindentation 

experiments and analysis. Possible influence of microstructures, particularly porosities, on 

the mechanical characterisations was evaluated. FIB/SEM slice and view technique was 

applied to examine the subsurface microstructural changes, such as plastic deformation, crack 

morphologies, and film/substrate interface condition. Chapter 7 deals with the reconstruction 

of actual 3D microstructures of the films based on FIB/SEM tomography and FEM of these 

actual models. Problems encountered during image acquisition, processing and analysis are 

addressed. Quantification and analysis of the important microstructural parameters for the 

solid and pore phases in each type of film microstructure is conducted using advanced 3D 

quantification packages. The elastic moduli computed by mechanical simulation using FEM 

of the actual 3D microstructures agreed well with the nanoindentation-determined data. 

Finally in Chapter 8, in order to evaluate the factors other than porosity influencing the elastic 

properties of the microstructures, mechanical simulation and the quantification of relevant 

microstructural parameters were carried out both on the digital film microstructures and the 

artificially created microstructures which were numerically modified at constant porosity by 

applying a cellular automaton algorithm based method.  

The last chapter summarises the main results and findings and the major conclusions of 

the study. Future work on further exploration of the microstructure modification evaluation is 

also suggested. 
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2 Literature Review 

2.1 Perovskite-structured Materials  

Some of the perovskite-structured materials have been widely used as SOFC cathodes. It 

is important to first understand the fundamentals of the perovskite crystal structure for a 

better design and optimisation of the properties and performance of the cathode components.  

2.1.1 Perovskite Crystal Structures 

Perovskite-structured materials, which were named after the mineral CaTiO3, are a 

family of oxides with a general composition ABO3, in which there is one formula unit per 

unit cell and A and B are cations with a total valence of +6 [1]. An A-site cation located at 

the corners of the unit cell, is an alkali, an alkaline earth or a rare earth cation (such as La, Sr, 

Ca and Ba, etc.) with lower valence possessing larger volume and coordinating with twelve 

oxygen anions while B is a transition metal cation (such as Co, Ni, Fe, and Mn, etc.) located 

in the centre which is smaller and has six-coordinated oxygen anions. Fig. 2-1 shows a 

typical and idealised structure of a close packed cubic perovskite ABO3. 

 

 

Fig. 2-1 Schematic of idealised perovskite unit cell [2]. Yellow spheres represent A-site 

cations, dark sphere represents B-site cations and gray spheres represent oxygen anions 

Most perovskite structures are distorted and do not possess the above typical cubic unit 

cell form. Common distortions such as cation displacements within the octahedra and tilting 

of the octahedra are related to the properties of the A and B substituted atoms. This cubic 

form can only appear in the case when the Goldschmidt tolerance factor t related to the ratio 

of their atomic radii as shown in Equation 2.1 satisfies the condition 1.0 < t < 0.75 [3], the 

degree of distortion in ABO3 perovskites can be determined according to t as follows: 
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                         2.1 

where RA, RB, and RO are the effective ionic radii of A-site, B-site, and oxygen ions, 

respectively.  

2.1.2 Mixed Ionic-Electronic Conductivity 

Perovskite materials exhibit many interesting properties such as ferroelectricity, 

magnetoresistance, mixed ionic-electronic conductivity and superconductivity. The most 

significant feature employed for the application of SOFC cathodes is the mixed ionic-

electronic conductivity.  

The partial substitution of A-site cations by other metal cations with lower valences often 

brings about the formation of oxygen vacancies, which results in ionic conductivity. The 

concentration of oxygen vacancies can also be adjusted by substituting ions of similar sizes 

but lower valences at B sites. As a result, the materials have not only high ionic conductivity 

because of the high concentration of oxygen vacancies but also good electronic conductivity 

because of the mixed-valence states [4]. 

2.2 Lanthanum-based Cathode Materials 

Over the last two decades, lanthanum-based perovskite materials with general formula 

La1-xSrxCoyFe1-yO3−δ, denoted as LSCF, have been extensively studied due to their promising 

mixed ionic-electronic conductivity [5] and high oxygen surface exchange rate [6] for 

applications in cathodes for intermediate-temperature solid oxide fuel cells (IT-SOFCs) [7] 

and oxygen separation membranes [8]. 

2.2.1 LSC and LSM 

Early cathode materials including lanthanum cobaltite (LaCoO3) [9-11], and lanthanum 

manganite (LaMnO3) [9, 12-14] based perovskites have been found to have poor 

electrochemical performance. However, this can be significantly improved by A-site doping 

with an alkaline earth like Sr in the perovskite structures. The ionic conductivity of 

La1-xSrxCoO3-δ (LSC) is very high (0.004-0.1 S.cm
-1

), whereas the La1-xSrxMnO3-δ (LSM) has 

electronic conductivity of 300 S.cm
-1

 but poor ionic conductivity (0.8-5×10
-7

 S.cm
-1

) [15, 16].  

An attractive SOFC cathode candidate material requires not only high mixed ionic-

electronic conductivity for excellent electrochemical performance purpose, but also 

appropriate compatibility with the adjacent electrolyte within the SOFC. LSC has very high 

)(2 OB
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thermal expansion coefficient (TEC ≥ 20×10
-6 

K
-1

), especially at high temperatures, due to 

oxygen loss and resulting cation repulsion, as well as increases in B-site ionic radii due to 

temperature- and charge compensation- induced reduction of Co
4+

, Co
3+

 [17]. This can cause 

serious thermomechanical issues such as cracking when the material is used alongside 

existing electrolytes with very different thermal expansion coefficients. Substitution of Fe on 

B-site in this material has been proven to significantly reduce the TEC, which made the 

perovskite La1-x,SrxCo1-y,FeyO3- (LSCF) one of the most attractive cathode materials for 

SOFC [7, 17, 18].  

2.2.2 Introduction to LSCF and LSCF6428 

The discovery of significant oxygen ionic conductivity of LSCF by Teraoka et al. in the 

late 1980s [8, 19], has made this perovskite family potential candidates as oxygen separation 

membrane materials [8] and mixed-conducting cathodes for SOFCs [7].  

2.2.2.1 Crystal Structures 

Most LSCF compositions do not take the idealised cubic perovskite structure at room 

temperature. Extensive studies on the important properties of LSCF have been carried out by 

Tai and co-workers in 1995 [7, 17]. They characterised the crystal structures of the LSCF 

perovskite family and revealed that the degree of rhombohedral distortion (from an ideal 

cubic perovskite) decreased and the crystal structure changed toward cubic as x > 0.6.  At 

high Fe and/or low Sr contents, the orthorhombic structure is preferable due to the 

Goldschmidt factor. However, addition of Sr increases the stability region of the 

rhombohedral phase to higher Fe contents[17]. At high Sr concentrations, cubic perovskite 

phases dominate [7]. Temperature also influences the stability of different structures; for 

example, La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3 (LSCF6428) has a rhombohedral perovskite structure at room 

temperature [7, 20], with a transition to cubic perovskite occurring at approximately 773K 

[20].  

2.2.2.2 Electrical Conductivities  

Tai et al. [7, 17] examined LSCF electronic conductivity versus temperature and showed 

that the electronic conductivity increased to a maximum then decreased as the temperature 

increased, as shown in Fig. 2-2. The magnitude of the observed conductivity maximum 

increased and it shifted to lower temperatures with increasing Sr concentration. The 
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maximum electronic conductivities ranging from 200-330 S.cm
-1

 for La1-xSrxCo0.2Fe0.8O3 

compositions with x = 0.2-0.4 were found in the temperature range of 600-800°C in air. 

Furthermore, LSCF6428 had the highest electronic conductivity with the peak value of 330 

S.cm
-1

 at 550°C [7], suggesting it as a promising cathode material.  

 

 

Fig. 2-2 Electronic conductivities of La1-xSrxCo0.2Fe0.8O3 as functions of temperature and Sr 

content (mol) in air, after [7]. 

 

2.2.2.3 Thermo-mechanical Properties 

As mentioned earlier, B-site doping of Fe with Co can largely reduce LSC’s TEC, by as 

much as 40% [17]. This allows the resultant LSCF compositions to be used with existing 

electrolytes, such as yttria-stabilised zirconia (YSZ) and gadolinium-doped ceria (CGO) [6]. 

Tai et al. [7] also found that the rhombohedral (high temperature) phase always exhibited a 

higher TEC than the orthorhombic phase. It appeared that the TEC had little dependence on 

Sr content but increased with Co content. The TEC of LSCF6428 in the temperature range of 

373-973K was found to be 15.3×10
-6 

K
-1

, which was below the average value for LSCF 

materials with different amounts of Sr-doping. 

The thermal cycle stability and cell lifetime of SOFCs can be significantly degraded if 

there is a large thermal expansion mismatch between LSCF cathodes and the conventional 

YSZ electrolytes [21]. Moreover, most cobalt-containing cathode materials are known to 

react with zirconia-based electrolytes. Therefore, the use of LSCF as cathode materials in 

conjunction with YSZ electrolyte produces highly resistive zirconates, such as SrZrO3 [22, 
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23]. The introduction of CGO as an additional interlayer between the LSCF and YSZ 

interface has been proved to effectively mitigate these problems [24, 25]. In our current study, 

CGO pellets were made to be substrates for the ink deposition of LSCF6428.  

2.2.2.4 Ionic Conductivity  

To initiate the electrochemical reaction with the fuel flux on the anode side, oxygen 

molecules absorbed by cathode must be first catalysed to be anions and continue to permeate 

through cathode and electrolyte materials. Therefore a porous ionic conductive cathode is 

desired. Oxygen anion vacancies can be created by doping with aliovalent cations (such as 

Sr-doping for LSCF), which results in extrinsic oxygen anion vacancies and oxygen ion 

conductivity of materials. LSCF materials have excellent potential for oxygen permeability [8, 

26], which makes LSCF possible cathode candidates for SOFC. Furthermore, the oxygen 

permeation rate through LSCF increased with the Sr or Co doping content, suggesting that 

the oxygen vacancy concentration within LSCF was the main factor controlling the oxygen 

permeability [19].  

In another work by Teraoka et al. [5], ionic and electronic conductivities of LSCF were 

measured. They reported that LSCF materials were good mixed conductors with ionic 

transport number 10
−2 

- 10
−4

. At 1073 K, for instance, ionic conductivity ranged in the order 

of 1-10
−2

 S.cm
−1

 while electronic conductivity was around 10
2
 S.cm

−1
. On the other hand, 

Anderson et al. [27] found that upon reduction LSCF (0 < x < 0.4) at 800 °C achieved a 

maximum value of ionic conductivity of about 0.3 S.cm
-1

. 

2.3 Elastic Properties of Porous Ceramics Partially Sintered from 

Powders 

The classical ceramic processing route generally involves the consolidation of raw 

powders by sintering at elevated temperatures which leads to desired porosity for obtaining 

either key application parameters which increase with increasing porosity such as surface 

area, or better mechanical performance which can be improved by decreasing porosity (i.e. 

increased sintering degree) such as strength and elastic modulus. Fabrication methods other 

than partially sintering of powder, e.g. melt casting, sintering with pore former additives, 

colloidal processing and lamination etc., would often result in very different microstructure 

architectures (such as tubular pores resulting from injection moulding and laminar character 

by rapid prototyping [28]) so that the microstructure dependence of elastic properties would 
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vary significantly, and hence they are out of the scope of the current study and are not 

discussed here. 

The elastic properties of partially sintered two-phase (i.e. pore and solid phases) porous 

ceramics depend on the microstructural parameters of the specimens. Relevant aspects 

include porosity and geometrical characteristics of the pores, solid phase and the inter-

particle necks. Their influences have been widely studied [29-34], despite the fact that the 

property-microstructure correlation is very complex and there may not have precise definition 

of some of the features due to the complexity of real microstructures where pores or particles 

are highly interconnected and vary within a given body so that challenges arise when 

distinguishing the beginning and end of individual pore/particle [35].  

In order to correlate porosity to properties of porous materials, a variety of modelling 

approaches have been developed, including mainly the following three categories, and most 

of which treated the porous solids as two-phase microstructures with the second phase being 

pores in terms of estimating the effective elastic modulus [30, 31]:  

(i) Empirical/semi-empirical methods: A number of equations, either empirical or semi-

empirical, have been developed based on fitting of experimentally measured data, generally 

with the porosity being the main variable accompanied by one or two material-dependent fit 

constants, such as zero-porosity theoretical elastic modulus. More recently a thorough 

overview was given by Willi et al. [36] on most modulus-porosity relations ever proposed, of 

which the theoretical background, structure and merit were systematically discussed and 

compared. Examples of these commonly used expressions include the linear relationship first 

developed by Fryxell and Chandler [37] for polycrystalline BeO modulus-porosity analysis; a 

simple exponential relationship proposed by Spriggs [38] for fitting experimentally measured 

modulus of ceramics; and some other non-linear expressions, such as the Coble-Kingery non-

linear relation [30] for solids containing isolated pores, the Phani-Niyogi power-law relation 

[39, 40] to better describe the modulus-porosity data of porous solids over a wide range of 

porosity and a non-linear relation proposed by Hasselman [41] to overcome the drawback of 

Spriggs form’s resulting modulus not being 0 when porosity reaches 100 %. However, most 

of the relations have been rigorously derived only for porous materials with dilute 

distributions of spherical pores and few of them were related to non-porosity parameters of 

the microstructures. Moreover, although the models above could be useful in the way of 

predicting properties within the range of reasonable extrapolation, the understanding of the 

mechanisms affecting properties was limited.  
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(ii) Mechanistic/micromechanics based methods [42]: This category includes the 

differential [43] and self-consistent methods [44, 45], which focus more on rigorous 

evaluation of the specific mechanisms, e.g. mechanics, for the porosity effects on the specific 

property. They generally extend experimentally measured data for microstructures containing 

a small porosity to higher porosities. Although more insight into mechanisms can be gained 

by these models, their predictive capabilities are quite limited due to the rigorously idealised 

pore characters of spheroidal shapes (e.g. spherical or ellipsoidal) with unspecified stacking. 

They typically can only treat a very limited number of cases in a narrow way which is quite 

different to that for real microstructures.   

(iii) Geometry-based methods: particularly those based on the minimum solid area (MSA) 

[46, 47] by purely geometrical reasoning to approximate the porosity dependence of elastic 

moduli using load-bearing concepts, of the form E/E0 = e
bP

, where E0 is the dense solid 

elastic modulus, b is a geometrical constant and P the porosity. However, the expression 

applies strictly to microstructures with stacking of spherical pores or particles although it has 

general prediction ability over a range of porosities. In addition, the common drawback of 

approaches described in categories (ii) and (iii) is that the microstructure corresponding to a 

particular formula/prediction is not definitely known. Therefore, agreement or disagreement 

with data can neither confirm nor reject a particular model [48]. 

Besides these methods mentioned above, the elastic properties could also be precisely 

estimated, in theory, by computationally solving the equations of elasticity for numerical 

microstructure models [49]. However, in practice the accuracy of results is greatly limited by 

large statistical variations and insufficient resolution, which also need further investigation 

and will be a major concern of our current study.   

Moreover, as mentioned above, there exists a large amount of literature dealing with 

porosity dependence of elastic modulus of porous solids and results reported show that the 

ultimate significance of the dependence of modulus on porosity is self-evident. Particularly 

the elastic modulus of a two-phase (solid/pore) porous microstructure relies primarily on the 

pore volume fraction of the microstructure. It is therefore not the aim of this study to use 

these formulas to estimate/predict elastic modulus of porous solids. But rather, its concern 

was more specifically that how factors other than porosity would affect the elastic modulus 

and the Poisson’s ratio. In other words, how the elastic modulus would behave upon the 

modification of porous microstructures at constant porosity, because the scatter of mechanical 

property measurements are also related to the effects of heterogeneity and anisotropy of the 
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porous specimens, which have been however almost universally neglected. This will be 

further discussed in subsequent chapters. 

2.4 Measurement of Mode I Fracture Toughness for Partially 

Sintered Ceramic Films Using Indentation Microfracture (IM) 

Method 

Mode I fracture toughness (KIc) is a material property which describes the ability of a 

material containing a pre-existing crack to resist the crack propagation for fracture in mode I. 

It is therefore an important parameter to know for a material for the prevention of fracture 

failure since the occurrence of cracks and defects is not completely avoidable during 

processing, fabrication or application [50]. 

The indentation microfracture (IM) method [51] (which will be detailed in Chapter 3), 

using either nanoindentation or microindentation where applicable, is based on the estimation 

of radial cracking taking place on the sample surface due to the material deformation caused 

by the loading of a sharp indenter. It is easy and straightforward to use but sometimes is 

unreliable due to the difficulty of crack identification and crack-length measurement. In spite 

of serious criticisms to the IM method for the determination of fracture toughness [52], it is 

still widely used as a simple, low-time consuming and inexpensive method. 

Fig. 2-3 (a) and (b) show respectively the isometric schematics of the common three-

dimensional crack systems (marked in blue colour) and deformed zones (in brown) beneath 

the residual imprints following indentation on tested samples with a Berkovich tip  

(radial/Palmqvist cracks) and a Vickers tip  (median or half-penny cracks) (after [53]).  
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Fig. 2-3 Isometric schematics showing three-dimensional crack systems and deformed zone 

beneath the residual imprint resulted from loading on the test sample with (a) a Berkovich tip 

- radial/Palmqvist cracks) and (b) a Vickers tip - median or half-penny cracks (after [53]). 

 

For accurate fracture toughness estimations, well-defined indentation-induced cracks are 

a prerequisite. In addition, for better cracking behaviour, the indents and cracks should not 

have sizes comparable to grains, but either much smaller or larger than the grain sizes, as 

found by Anstis et al. [54]. Larger grains can act as bridges behind the crack tip and 

contribute to the toughness, or even give rise to R-curve behaviour, as observed on coarse-

grained alumina [55] and silicon nitride [56]. 

Recently increasing attention has been given to the determination of film fracture 

toughness using nanoindentation following the IM method using sharp indenters. Most of the 

previous work in the literature was based on dense thin coatings [51, 57-60] in the absence of 

porosity, for which the morphologies of indentation-induced cracks varied a lot, ranging from 

annular cracks to interfacial delamination. In addition, particularly extensive work has been 

reported regarding fracture in the nano-porous low-k thin films [61-64], but little has been 

reported for micro-porous films. In comparison to the longer crack lengths generated in 

thicker films at the same load, Morris et al. [61] have ascribed the shortened crack lengths for 

thinner films to the strain energy loss to the substrate during Berkovich indentation. 

It is important to emphasise that the indentation-based fracture toughness calculations (as 

detailed in Chapter 3) were all established using stress analysis. Despite the possible 

existence of the similar crack patterns in both porous bulk specimens and films, it is worth 

noting that the toughness equation was developed for bulk materials and therefore its 

(a) (b) 
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applicability for assessing film fracture toughness remains disputable [63]. Nevertheless, it 

has been directly used without necessary verification to assess the thin layer fracture 

toughness by several workers, as reported in [58, 61, 62, 65]. 

Some researchers have also developed energy-based approaches to determine fracture 

toughness by indentation of thin coatings on substrates. One energy-based model was initially 

proposed by Li et al. [57, 66] based on extrapolating the loading curve when there is a 

fracture-induced pop-in discontinuity, as shown in Fig. 2-4. However, this approach was not 

possible for the current nanoindentation load-displacement curves as they showed no pop-in 

events.  

 

Fig. 2-4 Schematic of the load vs. displacement method to determine the fracture dissipated 

energy. The area ACD is assumed to be fracture dissipated energy [57] 

 

Recently Chen et al. [67, 68] have developed another energy-based method for load-

displacement curves absent of discontinuity Fig. 2-5 (a). However, this approach is claimed 

to be limited to dense brittle coatings displaying “picture-frame” cracks confined to the 

residual imprint contact area (arrowed in Fig. 2-5 (b)) and is not applicable to films with 

through-thickness cracks as observed in the current study. 
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Fig. 2-5 (a) Indentation load-displacement curves without obvious excursions, (b) SEM 

micrograph showing the resulted “picture-frame” cracks for monolayer coated glass with a 

240 nm indium tin oxide cap layer at 500 mN load [67, 68] 

 

2.5 Nanoindentation of Porous/Thin Materials 

The current study is intended to characterise the mechanical properties, particularly the 

elastic modulus, hardness and fracture toughness of LSCF6428 porous films which were 

sintered at varying temperatures in the range from 900 to 1200 °C. It is worth noting that 

mechanical properties of such thin films of several tens of microns thickness are not possible 

to be measured by conventional macroscopic characterisation methods, such as bending, 

tensile or compression methods. A more sophisticated technique was desired for the 

measurements to be achieved. The nanoindentation technique has been developed and used 

extensively to measure the mechanical properties of small volumes of material including thin 

films, from the measured load-displacement data, due to the high spatial and depth resolution 

of the measurement [69, 70]. Nanoindentation was first developed in mid-1970s to measure 

the hardness of small volumes of material [71]. Significant work has been done (primarily on 

monolithic materials) by Oliver and Pharr in 1992 [69] based on the use of the Berkovich 

indenter tip. The feasibility of applying the same data analysis method in spherical 

nanoindentation was proposed also by Oliver and Pharr in 2004 [70]. Although 

nanoindentation has been proved an established technique for measurement of bulk, dense 

samples, its use for porous bulk and thin film samples with roughness deposited on dense 

substrates is still on an empirical basis and lacks an agreed and well-defined standard 

methodology. As there exist a number of challenging issues when applying this technique to 

thin films, the awareness of which may help establish a better methodology to determine the 

film-only mechanical properties for our LSCF6428 thin porous films.  

(a) (b) 
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Nanoindentation has been used to determine the mechanical properties of a wide variety 

of porous solids, such as bones, thermal barrier coatings and low-k dielectric thin films. In 

this section, as one of the main focuses of the current study, the application of 

nanoindentation method for measurement of mechanical properties of porous materials and 

thin films is reviewed. The fundamentals related to nanoindentation experiments and 

calculations can be found in Chapter 3. 

2.5.1 Bones and Porous Biomaterials 

The elastic properties, hardness and isotropy of individual bone components with varying 

microstructures have been studied using nanoindentation [72-75], mostly with sharp 

Berkovich indenters. These proved the technical feasibility and showed that indentation 

properties may be quite different from one bone type to another and the values obtained from 

macroscopic tests, such as bending, are often lower. However, no further insight regarding 

the effect of surface conditions or porous microstructures was revealed in these studies. 

Recently Ferguson et al. [76] have reviewed the nanoindentation of bones but the influence 

of porous microstructures was not considered. The elastic modulus and hardness of highly 

porous bioceramic scaffolds for bone tissue engineering prepared by Chowdhury et al. [77] 

were measured using Berkovich nanoindentation. Surface morphology and porosity were 

thought to be factors influencing the test results while no further evaluation of the 

relationship was made.  

2.5.2 Porous Bulk Ceramics 

The nanoindentation of porous ceramic materials has been little studied. For example, 

Kaul et al. [78] prepared porous SiC with wood precursors and measured the solid phase 

elastic modulus and hardness using Berkovich nanoindentation. The porosity, however, was 

used to assess the elastic modulus by applying conventional E vs. porosity fitting formula 

with little attention being paid to the evaluation of the nanoindentation behaviour. Most 

indentation studies have focused on microindentation with larger indentation load and 

displacement. Latella et al. [79] studied the contact damage and fatigue conditions in porous 

and dense liquid-phase-sintered alumina using spherical indentation. Results showed that 

increasing porosity induced a transition from an essentially brittle to a quasi-plastic response 

in the damage mode upon spherical indentation. More recently, Clément et al. [80] reported 

an inverse analysis to validate the spherical microindentation data of highly porous plaster 
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materials, but no further detailed correlation between the microstructures and mechanical data 

was obtained.  

 

2.5.3 Low-k Dielectric Porous Polymers 

In the integrated circuit industry, the so called low-k dielectric highly porous (porosity > 

30%) materials have been developed with pores on the nanometre scale. Organo-silicate 

glasses (OSGs) are one of these materials for which mechanical stability was assessed using 

nanoindentation. Vella et al. [63, 64] measured various mechanical properties of OSG thin 

films using nanoindentation with sharp indenters. Although the importance of porosity was 

mentioned related to the mechanical properties, the relationships between them were not 

developed. However, the nature of porosity of OSG materials appears to be very different 

from that in conventionally sintered powders, with their pores less than 10 nm rather than 

micrometre-pores in other porous materials. Very different from micron-scale pores, open or 

closed, the pores in OSGs are created by methyl inclusions on a molecular scale, which 

cannot be easily discerned even using high resolution transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM). Xiang et al. [81] studied the mechanical properties of porous and fully dense low-k 

thin films using nanoindentation with a sharp indenter. Their results showed a significant 

effect from substrate on contact stiffness. The results further showed that densification of the 

porous material under indenters did not affect the elastic modulus significantly. By contrast, 

the hardness values of the porous films were affected by both substrate and densification 

effects.  

2.5.4 Porous Coatings 

Nanoindentation has been applied for ceramic coatings of the order of 100 microns 

thickness, such as thermal barrier coatings, which contain porous microstructures. Alcala et 

al. [82] have conducted spherical micro-indentation on plasma-sprayed Al-based cermet 

coatings. Although the substrate effect was reported to be eliminated due to shallow 

indentation, the effects of surface roughness, microstructural densification and porosity on 

the mechanical property measurements were not evaluated. Huang et al. [83] reported the 

influence of surface roughness and substrate on the elastic modulus and hardness 

measurements using a Berkovich tip of silica thin films (thickness = 880 nm) on silicon 

substrates. They concluded the indent depth should be kept less than one tenth of the film 

thickness to obtain film properties without the influence from substrate. However, no 
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supporting model or methodology was produced. Furthermore, porosity was not taken into 

account to interpret the results. More recently, Dey et al. [84] have reported Berkovich 

nanoindentation on porous component layers of a SOFC, which consisted of a NiO-8YSZ 

anode, an 8YSZ electrolyte and a LSM cathode. They acknowledged the existence of large 

scatter in the nanoindentation mechanical data for both anode and cathode layers, which were 

considered to be related to their porous microstructures. However, no further quantitative 

microstructural evaluation was made to correlate porosity with the mechanical properties.  

2.5.5 Main Issues in Nanoindentation of Films on Substrates 

As mentioned earlier, nanoindentation has been widely used in the mechanical 

characterisation of bulk samples. While for thin films deposited on dense substrates, the 

methodology to accurately determine and thus interpret the intrinsic film-only properties has 

not been well established due to the uncertainties caused by experimental errors [81]. 

Research is still required to tackle a number of challenging sources of error, including the 

influence of the presence of substrates [85, 86], the densification effect of film upon 

indentation [87] and surface roughness of films [88], although extensive effort has been made 

to understand them [89-92]. 

A commonly employed rule of thumb to avoid effect from substrates is indenting to a 

maximum depth less than 1/10 of the film thickness [69]. However, this simple rule which 

mainly applies to thick films with flat surfaces is not necessarily valid for the highly porous 

thin films with prominent surface roughness, such as the LSCF6428 films investigated in the 

current study.    

In particular, the effect of porosity on the elastic behaviour of partially sintered ceramic 

films has been rarely studied. Recent studies of porous films for microelectronic applications 

using nanoindentation with Berkovich indenters have been reported [81, 91]. However, their 

methodology is not suitable for typical partially sintered ceramic films with larger pore sizes. 

Moreover, the effect of porosity variation on elastic modulus and hardness was not 

considered in those studies. Their films were very smooth, flat and ductile polymers having 

low porosity (< 30%) and extremely small pores in the nm range. Therefore a sharp 

Berkovich indenter was able to deform a representative volume of the porous film. However, 

partially sintered ceramic films (such as the ones in the current study) often feature a 

relatively rough surface and have pores in the micron range and porosity as high as 50%. 

Furthermore they are not ductile and have a low elastic limit. The scale of their 
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microstructures requires the use of a blunt indenter in order to deform a representative 

volume of material in the film. The brittleness also implies a densification mechanism by 

crushing, which is significantly different from the ductile deformation of polymer films. 

2.6 Mechanical Characterisation of LSCF  

2.6.1 Importance of Mechanical Properties  

The functional components of SOFCs must withstand mechanical stresses during 

fabrication and operation in order to achieve long-term durability and reliability. Therefore, 

suitable mechanical properties are desired to prevent failures such as cracks, delamination 

and fractures due to mechanical stresses arising from thermal expansion coefficient 

differences, temperature gradients, oxygen pressure gradients and external mechanical 

loading [93, 94]. Such damage even if not mechanically catastrophic, often results in 

degradation of electrochemical performance. Therefore, it is imperative to understand the 

mechanical stability of these materials in the form in which they are deployed in applications 

which, in the case of a fuel cell or electro-catalyst, is as a porous film on a dense substrate. 

One of the key mechanical properties is the elastic modulus and this is one of the subjects of 

this study. However, most past relevant studies have concentrated on optimising the 

electrochemical performance. On the other hand, mechanical properties including Young’s 

modulus, hardness, Poisson’s ratio and fracture strength etc., as well as damage and failure 

mechanism in a variety of operating environments for conventional electrolyte and electrode 

materials, such as YSZ [93, 95-97] and CGO [98](electrolyte), LSM (cathode)[13, 99] and 

Ni/YSZ (anode)[100, 101], respectively, have attracted  attention [102].  

2.6.2 Studies of LSCF Mechanical Properties  

To date, most of the studies on LSCF have concentrated on electrical properties [5, 103], 

oxygen permeability, diffusion and transport [104-106], degradation mechanisms [107, 108], 

thin film synthesis [109, 110] and applications [9, 111]. There are only a few reports of their 

mechanical properties and their relationship with microstructures. Room temperature 

mechanical properties including Young’s and shear moduli, hardness, fracture toughness, 

biaxial flexure strength of nominally dense specimens of La1-xSrxCo0.2Fe0.8O3 (x = 0.2-0.8) 

were reported by Chou et al. [4]. Young’s moduli of 151-188 GPa and shear moduli of 57-75 

GPa were determined using resonance method, ball-on-ring mechanical testing and Vickers 
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indentation, respectively. They found that increased Sr content could slightly increase the 

Young’s and shear moduli, and there was no dependence of toughness on crack size. Young’s 

modulus (measured using resonant ultrasound spectroscopy method), strain-stress behaviour 

(using four-point bending method), fracture strength and fracture toughness (using single 

edge notch beam or single edge V-notch beam method) of nominally dense 

La0.5Sr0.5CoyFe1-yO3−δ (0≤y≤1) specimens in the temperature range of 20 to 1000°C have 

been studied by Lein et al. [112]. LSCF materials room temperature Young’s moduli and 

fracture strengths measured were 130±1 GPa and in the range of 107-128 MPa, respectively. 

The nonlinear stress-strain relationship observed by four-point bending at room temperature 

was inferred as a signature of ferroelastic behaviour of the materials. Above the ferroelastic 

to paraelastic transition temperature (~900 °C), the materials showed normal elastic 

behaviour, but due to high-temperature creep, a nonelastic response was also evident above 

~800 °C. The ferroelasticity of perovskite materials had been reported and discussed earlier 

by Kleveland and co-workers [113, 114] and Faaland et al. [115]. Huang and colleagues [116, 

117] have measured the mechanical properties of La0.58Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3-δ using ring-on-ring 

bending and Berkovich microindentation. They found that the measured room temperature 

fracture load was nearly 40% higher than that at 800°C, due the ferroelasticity of LSCF at 

room temperature. More recently, Li et al. [118] utilised nanoindentation with a Vickers 

indenter to assess the mechanical properties of bulk La0.58Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3-δ, resulting in a 

much higher Young’s modulus (155±4 GPa) and fracture toughness (1.75±0.25 MPa·m
0.5

), 

compared to the results measured by Huang et al. [116, 117], with Young’s modulus being 

76±5 GPa (measured using biaxial ring-on-ring bending test) and fracture toughness (using 

Berkovich microindentation) being 0.91±0.05 MPa·m
0.5

. The significant discrepancy between 

the two elastic moduli was possibly due to the fact that nanoindentation probed very locally 

the microscopic material which could be regarded as fully dense while the ring-on-ring test 

examined macroscopically the bulk volume specimen inclusive of residual porosity for 

measuring the apparent modulus. However, the reason for the large difference between the 

fracture toughnesses remains unclear. 

Reported mechanical properties of LSCF materials are summarised in Table 2-1. The 

mechanical properties of individual layers in SOFC systems are significantly influenced by 

the microstructural features such as porosity arising from the fabrication process and the 

composition ratios in the materials.  
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Table 2-1 Summary of mechanical characterisations of LSCF materials from the literature 

Ref. Composition 
Sintering 

Condition 

Relative 

Density 

Grain 

size 

(µm) 

Mechanical Properties 

(at Room 

Temperature) 

Measurement 

Techniques 

Chou et 

al. 

[4] 

La1-xSr xCo0.2Fe 0.8O3 

( 0.2 ≤ x ≤ 0.8 ) 

1250°C in air 
for 4h; 

heating/cooling 
at 5°C/min 

95.4±0.2% 

(for 

x=0.4) 

2.9 

(for 
x=0.4) 

Young’s modulus 
= 151–188 GPa Ultrasonic/pulse-echo 

method Shear modulus 

= 57–75 GPa 

Biaxial flexure strength 

= 40-160MPa 

Mechanical testing 

machine 

Lein et 

al. 

[112] 

La0.5Sr0.5Fe1-yCoyO3−δ 

( 0 ≤ y ≤ 1 ) 

1150 °C in air 

for 2-12h; 

heating at 
200°C/h; 

cooling at 
6,50,100°C/h 

97% 

(for 

y=0.75) 

1.4±0.3 
(for 

y=0.75) 

Young’s modulus 
~= 130 GPa 

Resonant ultrasound 
spectroscopy 

Fracture strength 

= 107-128 MPa 
Four-point bending 

Fracture toughness 
= 1.16±0.12 MPa·m0.5 

Single edge V-notch 
beam method 

Li et al. 

[118] 
La0.58Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3-δ 

1200°C in air 

for 2h;  

heating/cooling 
at 5°C/min 

98.3% 0.8 

Young’s modulus  

= 155±4 GPa Nanoindentation 

using a Vickers 

indenter 

Hardness = 8.6±0.3 GPa 

Fracture toughness  
= 1.75±0.25 MPa·m0.5 

Huang  

et al.  

[116, 117] 

La0.58Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3-δ 

1200 °C in air 
for 3h; 

heating/cooling 
at 5°C/min 

96.6±0.2% 0.6±0.2 

Young’s modulus 

= 76±5 GPa Biaxial ring-on-ring 

bending test Fracture strength 

= 109±9 GPa 

Hardness = 6.3±0.4 GPa 
Depth-sensitive 

microindentation Fracture toughness 

= 0.91±0.05 MPa·m0.5 

 

However, the above literature data are all based on nominally dense bulk materials, 

which are quite different from the highly porous films used in most applications. Moreover, 

most studies have employed conventional macroscopic techniques to measure the mechanical 

properties, such as resonance methods, bending tests, compression and tensile tests, but these 

techniques are not applicable for thin films coated on substrates.  

2.6.3 Mechanical Characterisation of Porous LSCF by Nanoindentation 

There are no studies available in the literature in which nanoindentation has been used to 

characterise the micromechanical properties of porous LSCF samples, in bulk or thin film 

forms, apart from the indentation on highly dense bulk as reported in [116-118]. Porous films 

may behave mechanically very differently from bulk samples of the same 

materials/compositions, and therefore a method to obtain the film-only properties of actual 

films is desirable. However, the methodology for extracting “long range” mechanical 

properties from indentation of porous films has not been properly established. As mentioned 

earlier, previous studies on nanoindentation of porous ceramic films [82, 83], polymeric 

coatings [63, 64, 119] and highly porous bioceramic layers such as bones [72-74] have 

adopted simple rules-of-thumb, such as indenting to less than 10% of the film thickness. 

Furthermore, no significant work has been done on characterising elastic modulus and/or 
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hardness as a function of porosity by indentation in partially sintered ceramics/films. As 

mentioned earlier, conventional methodologies for understanding and extracting mechanical 

properties might not necessarily applicable in the partially sintered ceramics/films due to their 

mechanically brittle characteristic and the existence of large volume fraction and size of 

pores as well as relatively rough surface features. 

2.7 3D Microstructures of SOFC Electrodes 

2.7.1 Importance of Electrode Microstructures 

SOFC electrodes often possess complex 3D microstructural features which provide 

critical links between materials properties/processing routes and electrode performance and in 

turn affect the durability of the system. Important microstructural parameters include three-

phase boundary length (TPBL, for composite electrodes), phase volume fraction (e.g. 

porosity), pore size, phase surface areas and interface areas, phase tortuosity, and other 

geometric factors. Excellent electrode candidates must balance a range of requirements. 

In composite electrode systems containing both ionically and electronically conducting 

material phases in 3D space, the contact of a pore phase, an ionic phase and an electronic 

phase creates a three-phase boundary (TPB), where the electrochemical reaction takes place. 

However for MIEC materials, electrochemical reaction can be active at a broader gas/solid 

interface due to the presence of both electrons and ions in the single solid phase. Fig. 2-6 

illustrates schematically the TPB in a composite electrode material (Ni-YSZ) and the two 

phase boundary in single phase MIEC electrode [120]. 

 

 

Fig. 2-6 A schematic of transport of reacting species in (a) composite electrode material (Ni–

YSZ) and (b) single phase MIEC electrode, from [120] 
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The electrode microstructures have significant inter-relationships with the fabrication 

process. That is, the processing factors including particle size distribution [101, 121, 122], 

materials composition [123-125], deposition methods [126, 127] and sintering [128, 129], as 

well as the methods for microstructural control, such as pore former additive [130] and 

composite powders [131, 132], can affect the electrode microstructures. The mechanical 

properties [133], durability [131], and electrochemical performance [134, 135] including 

ionic and electronic conductivities, and polarisation [136-138] of electrodes during the full 

range of operation are in turn influenced by the microstructures. For example, high 

mechanical strength can be obtained by sufficient sintering which results in lower porosity; 

whereas electrochemical performance can be improved by the opposite. The polarisation 

characteristics of MIEC electrodes rely on the diffusion of ions, electrons and gas, as well as 

the electrochemical reaction rates on the gas/solid interface, which are strongly influenced by 

the microstructures.  

It was shown that the polarisation resistance of the composite LSM-YSZ electrode was 

decreased by extending the TPBL which resulted in a much lower over-potential toward 

oxygen reduction in SOFC application than the pure LSM [139]. On the other hand, 

microstructures can also be affected during operation by redox cycling [140], load and 

thermal cycling [141], and long term sintering [142]. Changes in microstructure can result in 

numerous impacts, from reduced electrical or electrochemical performance [142] to 

catastrophic failure by cracking or delamination [143]. Therefore, the investigation and 

optimisation of microstructures has drawn many researchers’ attention.    

Microstructural features including porosity, pore surface area, TPBL (for composite 

electrodes), and tortuosity are considered to be the most critical factors influencing 

electrochemical efficiency. Both adsorption and surface diffusion of oxygen in the cathodes 

are dependent on the pore surface area, which can therefore control the oxygen reduction 

therein [144]. Electrochemical reaction is restricted to the TPB in composite electrodes, and 

the electrode resistance can be reduced by increasing TPBL [121]. Porosity is the volume 

fraction of the pores to the total volume in the microstructure. Oxygen flux must first diffuse 

via the pore network to the reaction sites. An ideal microstructure must have sufficient pore 

space for gas diffusion, while a partially dense microstructure may restrain the flow to the 

reaction sites, thus limiting the cathodic reaction [135]. Tortuosity is a property that 

quantifies the complexity of the path through which a diffusing particle must travel in order 

to reach a desired destination. For SOFCs, pore tortuosity is a dimensionless parameter 

defined as the fraction between typical diffusion path between two points through the pores 
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and the straight distance between them when the oxygen flux travels through the porous 

cathode to reach the solid electrolyte [145]. A large tortuosity corresponds to a convoluted 

path for a given gas molecule to traverse in order to go from the gas stream to the reaction 

site [135].  

2.7.2 Electrode Microstructure Study Based on SEM 

Traditional methods of visualising the material microstructures rely on the simplification 

of 3D microstructures into 2D planar representation using optical microscopy and SEM. A 

number of studies have been carried out on the 2D microstructural characterisation of SOFC 

electrodes in order to correlate microstructures with electrochemical performance. Various 

structures of LSM cathodes were made by Weber et al. [146] through changing only the 

manufacturing procedure, and the microstructures were qualitatively analysed using SEM. 

Results showed that the microstructure change particularly at the cathode-electrolyte interface 

led to large variation in cathode polarisation resistance. Lee et al.[147] reported that higher 

inactive pore volume significantly reduced cell performance. Suzuki et al. [148] showed 

highly porous anode microstructure extensively improved the electrochemical performance. 

Processing methods were used to control the uniformity of porosity in the Ni-YSZ anode by 

Lee et al. [149] which was visualised by 2D imaging without quantitative analysis. Hagiwara 

et al. [150] described spray pyrolysis process for cathode fabrication to understand how a 

finely controlled cathode microstructure was realised. However, again the microstructure 

analysis was based on 2D imaging without further quantification. Without detailed 

morphological or topological information of 3D microstructures, many parameters are 

difficult to determine independently. For instance, from a 2D image, it is nearly impossible to 

measure the tortuosity (of either the pores or solids) which strictly depends on the details of 

3D interconnected network. Also, limitations are imposed because stereological methods can 

only be accurate for isotropic microstructures [137]. In conventional multiphase electrodes, 

the connectivity of individual material phases cannot be determined in 2D images. More 

fundamentally, basic parameters such as the sizes and shapes of interconnected solid particles 

and pores are not possible to calculate in the absence of the topological data on the third 

dimension.    
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2.7.3 Electrode Microstructure Study by Modelling 

On the other hand geometric modelling using mathematical methods taking into account 

various parameters such as thickness and porosity has been reported. Stereological analysis 

was typically used to establish the ideal and virtual 3D microstructures and parameters, by 

assuming the geometry to be that of regular shapes such as spheres, cylinders, plates and so 

on [151]. Joshi et al. [152] used the 2D lattice Boltzmann method to investigate multi-

component gas transport in anode structures based on SEM micrograph images, but without 

understanding the 3D connectivity of the pore structures. A tree-like model of 

La0.85Sr0.15MnO3 cathodes was presented by Tanner et al. [153], whose results suggested 

significant benefit, such as lower effective charge-transfer resistance, could be obtained with 

finer microstructures as long as the porosity is sufficient to ensure negligible concentration 

polarization. The effect of composite LSM–YSZ cathode geometric parameters on charge 

transfer was theoretically and experimentally analysed by Virkar et al. [136]. It has also been 

shown that a fine microstructure is effective in lowering the activation polarization, assuming 

that porosity is high enough to prevent concentration polarisation (related to the diffusion 

process of gases through the gas-filled pores of the electrode to reach reaction sites). 

However, a contradictory result was found by Maggio et al. [154] suggesting that maximum 

current density could only be achieved with an optimal range of pore sizes. Porous electrode 

theory was employed in those models assuming the homogeneous properties of the 

microstructures [155]. In most cases, all parameters predicted have been based on idealised 

geometric models without the actual 3D microstructural data [156-158].  

While 3D microstructure models can be quickly generated by such simplification with 

much less computing power needed, their limited representation of actual complex 3D 

microstructures results in merely questionable approximations of the physical and 

geometrical properties of the porous electrodes, which are produced from real material 

processing routes. In addition, their narrow geometrical idealisation led to highly 

questionable ability to represent the real bulk transport/diffusion properties of interest. An 

accurate estimation of the material properties and behaviours can only be obtained by 

incorporating actual 3D microstructures as a basis of the model, and without the realisation of 

these 3D microstructures the assumptions and predictions of the models are hard to validate. 
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2.7.4 3D Microstructure Study Using FIB/SEM Tomography 

The development and application of advanced 3D tomographic techniques have made it 

possible to analyse the real spatial microstructures of SOFC electrodes by getting access to a 

variety of valuable microstructural information based on 3D reconstruction, which can also 

be used to correlate with previous research for a better understanding of  SOFC electrode 

performance so that better designs of electrodes can be developed [120, 159].  

One of the most important and widely used tomographic techniques for 3D 

microstructure reconstructions of material microstructures is the dual-beam system, i.e. 

focused ion beam/scanning electron microscopy (i.e. FIB/SEM) (its detailed technical 

principles will be described in Chapter 3), which was first introduced to investigate SOFC 

components by Wilson et al. [160]. Based on the methodology of in-situ processing by 

FIB/SEM slice and view, they demonstrated the first 3D microstructure reconstruction of a 

Ni/YSZ anode and the potential of the technique for characterisation of triple phase contact in 

composite electrode materials. Geometric analysis was then applied to obtain TPBL, phase 

fractions and tortuosity. After this paper, coupled with the advancement of 3D data 

processing software, substantial efforts have been made with FIB/SEM tomography to 

acquire the detailed and integrated 3D data necessary to facilitate the full characterisation of 

the microstructure and performance of various porous electrodes, such as Ni/YSZ [128, 161, 

162], Ni/CGO [163], LSM [135, 151], LSM/YSZ [164] and LSCF [165-167]. These 

investigations provide a great deal of quantitative information about the complexity of actual 

electrodes. 3D imaging and reconstruction provide high-resolution measurements of TPBLs, 

phase volumes, porosity, specific surface and interface areas, phase connectivity (percolation), 

and tortuosity. Such measurements can also be used to validate the simulated electrode 

microstructures. 

2.7.5 3D Microstructure Study of LSCF Cathodes  

As described above, with the aid of the advanced FIB/SEM tomography, some 

researchers have carried out in-depth investigations on 3D reconstruction to help fully 

understand the microstructures of LSCF cathode materials and their relationship with 

electrochemical performance. Gostovic and colleagues [135, 165] have reconstructed an 

actual 3D structure of a La0.8Sr0.2Co0.2Fe0.8O3- cathode and its interface with a dense YSZ 

electrolyte. Various microstructural features were measured, including overall porosity, 

closed porosity, graded porosity, surface area, tortuosity, TPBL, and pore size. 
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Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy data were correlated to microstructures and thus the 

extent of dependence of charge transfer and adsorption on TPBL and of absorption related 

polarisation resistance on specific surface area were determined respectively. In Joos et al.’s 

work [166], based on the reconstructed 3D microstructure data of a La0.58Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3- 

cathode and by the evaluation of qualified algorithms discriminating between porosity and 

electrode material, a sensitivity analysis of the greyscale threshold value of the essential 

parameters, i.e. the surface area, volume/porosity fraction and tortuosity was performed. The 

microstructural parameters were identified as specific surface area 6.3 µm
-1

, porosity 47.3% 

and tortuosity of pore 1.97. The 3D microstructure of an La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3- cathode was 

reconstructed by Matsuzaki et al. [167] and over-potential was predicted by the lattice 

Boltzmann method. Surface area estimated by the marching cube method showed fairly good 

agreement with those from stereology. Electron transfer to the adsorbed oxygen atom on the 

gas/solid interface was assumed to be the rate limiting step in the electrochemical modelling. 

The cathode over-potential prediction agreed well with the experimental data.  

However, none of the above 3D microstructure characterisations of LSCF cathode 

materials was combined with CGO substrate and no correlation was made between their 3D 

microstructural features and mechanical properties. Possible influence of the modification of 

microstructures, from either actual fabrication or numerical simulation, on the changes of 

properties was not addressed in these studies, either.  
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3 Experimental Methods  

This Chapter is intended to introduce the main techniques involved in sample preparation, 

property characterisation, measurements and analysis of the practical part in this work, 

including the principles of equipment and the analysis procedure of data. Particular attention 

is paid to nanoindentation, the FIB/SEM tomography and 3D reconstruction technology. 

3.1 Sample Preparation 

3.1.1 Bulk LSCF6428 and CGO Samples 

Bulk samples of LSCF6428 and CGO in pellet form to be used for mechanical 

measurements and as substrates for ink deposition were fabricated using commercially 

available powders of La0.6Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3-δ and Ce0.9Gd0.1O2-δ (both provided by 

Fuelcellmaterials.com, Ohio, USA, the specification is shown in Table 3-1), which were 

pressed uniaxially in a circular stainless steel die of 25 mm diameter by applying 

approximately 7.3 tons of load (~150MPa of pressure) for 10 s. Care was taken to prevent 

fracture while the green samples were handled. Acetone was used to clean the die between 

each pressing process to eliminate cross-contamination. Moreover, in order to avoid cracking 

issues in the bulk resulting from heterogeneous packing densification during fabrication, 

isostatic pressing at a pressure of 300 MPa for 30 s was also applied after die-pressing. If 

cracks persisted in some cases, they might be further avoided by increasing the size of soft 

agglomerates and hence enhancing the densification when the powders were first isostatically 

pressed then re-ground with an agate mortar and pestle before die-pressing, then again 

isostatically pressed after die-pressing.  

 

Table 3-1 Manufacturer provided powder specification of LSCF6428 and CGO 

Powder Surface Area (m
2
/g) D50 (µm) 

LSCF6428 6.3 0.3-0.6 

CGO 6.0 0.3-0.5 

 

The green samples of LSCF6428 and CGO were then placed in an alumina crucible in 

the digital controlled furnace BRT-15/5 (ELITE, UK) and sintered in air at high temperature 

(900, 1000, 1100 and 1200 °C for LSCF6428 pellets and 1400 °C for CGO pellets) for 4 h 
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with a heating and cooling rate of 300 °C/h to generate samples for different experimental 

purposes described in the sample characterisation section.  

In this study, due to the high sensitivity of nanoindentation to surface roughness and for 

the sake of obtaining sufficiently reliable results close to the true properties, the bulk 

LSCF6428 specimen surface should be treated to be as smooth and flat as possible. Therefore 

a rigorous grinding and polishing process was applied to achieve the best possible surface 

quality. The polishing procedure that included several steps was performed as follows: first, 

the sintered LSCF6428 pellet was mounted on a copper stub using a low melting point resin. 

The sample was sequentially ground for ten minutes with SiC grinding papers of grit 240, 

400, 800 and 1200. Polishing to a 0.25 μm finish was then followed using an automatic 

polisher with four fine polishing cloths (to prevent contamination) by separately adding a 

water-based diamond polishing suspension of successive particle size 6, 3, 1, and 0.25 μm. 

Each polishing step lasted 45 minutes and the sample was ultrasonically cleaned in distilled 

water for 10 minutes before changing polishing grade. The copper stub was heated to melt the 

resin and allow the sample to be removed after the final polishing step. The sample was then 

cleaned ultrasonically in acetone to remove any residue of either the mounting resin or the 

polishing compounds.  

3.1.2 LSCF6428 Films 

Three types of LSCF6428 inks were used in this study to produce the films. 

(1) INK-A: an LSCF6428 ink (with particle surface area reported by the supplier to be 

5.48 m
2
/g, D50 = 0.7 µm and D95 = 6 µm) prepared and provided by ESL, UK.  

(2) INK-B: an alternative LSCF6428 ink was also prepared, starting with the same 

LSCF6428 powders used for the fabrication of dense pellet samples. The powders 

were mixed with ink vehicle from Fuelcellmaterials.com (NexTech Materials Ltd., 

USA) by a volume fraction ratio of 74%:26% and then ball-milled using 2.5mm 

zirconia balls in a 250 ml container for 20 h. After milling, the ink was transferred to 

a large petri dish for subsequent deposition.  

(3) INK-C1 and INK-C2: two other reformulated inks were prepared respectively by 

diluting INK-A 1:1 and 1:2 by volume with terpineol (Sigma, UK) and then ball-

milled for 12 h to reach homogeneity. These two inks are referred to as INK-C1 and 

INK-C2, respectively, in this study.  
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The above inks were separately sealed in bottles and kept in cold storage such that their 

viscosities would not change significantly. They were then deposited on the polished dense 

CGO or LSCF6428 pellets using either screen printing with 250 mesh screen and 2.5 mm gap 

or tape casting with a perimeter mask of 40 µm height. The as-deposited films were then 

oven-dried at 100 °C for 12 h, followed by sintering in air at 900-1200 °C for 4 h with a 

heating and cooling rate of 5 ºC/min. An example of the final part of LSCF/CGO 

film/substrate is illustrated in Fig. 3-1. 

 

              

Fig. 3-1 LSCF6428 film screen printed onto CGO substrate pellet, after sintering.  

 

3.2 Material Characterisation 

3.2.1 Particle Size Distribution Measurement 

The particle size and distribution of the powders and inks were measured using a 

Malvern particle analyser based on laser diffraction (i.e. low angle laser light scattering 

technique). The principle is that the diffraction angle and thus the amount of light scattered is 

inversely proportional to the particle size. The powders and inks were dispersed and stirred in 

deionised water and particles in the suspensions were measured by re-circulating the sample 

in front of a laser beam of optical wavelength. Using this equipment, the volume median 

diameter D50 can be measured and the particle size distribution (i.e. frequency) obtained.    

3.2.2 X-Ray Diffraction  

In this study, a Philips PW 1729 diffractometer (operated at 40 kV and 40 mA) with a 

copper target producing Cu-K radiation was used to obtain XRD data and to confirm phase 

purity and for structural analysis. All scans were performed between 10°-100°
 
(2 with a 

step size of 0.02°/s and a dwell time of 10 seconds. The data analysis was performed using 

General Structure Analysis System and EXPGUI software [1, 2] based on Rietveld 

LSCF6428 film 

CGO substrate 
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refinement which provided a method of analysing powder XRD patterns to obtain structural 

information (such as lattice parameters and space group) and compositional information 

(such as relative quantities of phases) based on a least squares refinement procedure [3, 4].  

3.2.3 Density and Porosity Measurements for Bulk Samples   

The bulk geometric densities, relative densities and open porosities of the samples 

sintered at different temperatures were measured using an Archimedes' Principle balance of 

0.1 mg accuracy. Equation 3.1 was employed to calculate the densities. 

lb
mm

m
 




23

1                                                     3.1 

where: m1 = the mass of the dry sample; m2 = apparent mass of the sample immersed in liquid; 

m3 = mass of soaked sample; ρl = density of liquid (in this case water). The samples were 

ultrasonically cleaned with ethanol for 10 min and dried at 90 °C for 10 h before the 

measurement. In the measurement, they were immersed in distilled water under vacuum for 1 

hour to make sure all open pores were filled before recording m2 and m3. The sample’s 

theoretical density ρ0 (6.309 g/cm
3
 for LSCF6428 and 7.225 g/cm

3
 for CGO) was derived 

from the data in the online Inorganic Crystal Structure Database (ICSD) via Chemical 

Database Service [5] and the sample’s relative density ρr was recorded as a percentage of the 

bulk density relative to the theoretical density, from which the total porosity was also 

determined, i.e. p = (1-ρr)×100%.  

3.2.4 Porosity Measurement for As-sintered LSCF6428 Films 

Due to the very small volume of thin LSCF6428 films after sintering at 900 - 1200 °C, it 

was not possible to apply the method explained above to measure their porosities. Instead, 

they were measured using the quantification module of Avizo 8.0 image processing software 

(VSG Co., USA) based on the actual 3D microstructural data of the films collected using the 

FIB/SEM tomography technique. Details will be discussed in the following chapters. 

 

3.2.5 Surface Roughness Measurement for As-sintered LSCF6428 Films 

The average surface roughness Ra, which is defined as the arithmetic average of the 

absolute vertical deviations of the roughness profile from its centerline through a prescribed 
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sampling length, of the as-sintered LSCF6428 films was measured using an optical 

interference surface profiler OMP-0360G (Zygo, USA), which has the advantages of non-

contact and high accuracy and is suitable to measure surface roughness of materials with 

highly porous fragile microstructures.  

3.2.6 Ink Viscosity Measurement 

The instantaneous viscosity of the LSCF6428 inks was measured by controlled-stress 

rheometer (CVO100D, Malvern Instruments Ltd, UK) at room temperature under shear rates 

in the range from 0 to 95 s
-1

. 

3.2.7 Mechanical Property Characterisation 

3.2.7.1 Impulse Excitation Test (IET) for Elastic Modulus Measurement 

The elastic modulus of the nominally dense LSCF6428 pellets was measured first using 

the impulse excitation technique (IET), which is a dynamic (high frequency) and 

macroscopic method. The experiment was carried out following British Standard EN 843-

2:2006 [6], which involves measuring two natural vibrational frequencies of the sample.   

According to the standard, a disc-shaped pellet, supported by a damping material at four 

equally spaced points on the nodal circle at approximately 0.7 of its radius, is excited by a 

light mechanical impulse at the nodal circle (between the support points) and centre, 

designated points P1 and P2. A microphone transducer placed at the vicinity of the sample 

transmitted the resulting sound vibrations of flexure mode and anti-flexure mode, to the 

signal processing unit, as illustrated in Fig. 3-2. The fundamental resonance frequencies were 

recorded and used to calculate Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio.  
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Fig. 3-2 Schematic of impulse exciting test for disc shape sample with top view on the left and 

side view on the right (P1, P2: first and second mode impulse points; M1, M2: corresponding 

microphone transducer points). 

 

In this study, a commercial resonance system (GrindoSonic MK5, J.W. Lemmens, 

Belgium) was employed. The measurements were conducted on LSCF6428 dense samples 25 

mm in diameter and approximately 2 mm thick. The samples were surface polished to meet 

the requirement of the standard, and four low-damping wooden rods, of identical length and 

with sharp tips, were vertically fixed on a foam substrate with their tips touching the four 

nodal points on the sample’s under-surface to support the sample. The microphone transducer 

was held near points M1 and M2 when the impulse points P1 and P2 were lightly tapped 

respectively using a 0.5 mm diameter steel sphere attached to a plastic rod to excite the 

vibration.  

After the two frequencies, f1 and f2, were measured, from which two dynamic Young’s 

moduli, E1, E2, were calculated by the following equation [6]:    

32
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                                                     3.2 

where d = the pellet diameter in mm; tp = the pellet thickness in mm; m= the pellet mass in g; 

f1 = the first mode frequency in Hz; f2 = the second mode frequency in Hz; K1 = the geometric 

factor for first vibration mode; K2 = the geometric factor for second vibration mode; ν = the 

Poisson’s ratio. The Poisson’s ratio, along with values of K1 and K2 were determined 

according to the parameter tables from [6], as a function of the resultant ratios of 2tp/d and 

f2/f1. The average value of dynamic Young’s modulus, E, was determined by taking the 

average of E1 and E2.  
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3.2.7.2 Nanoindentation for Elastic Modulus and Hardness Measurement 

The nanoindentation technique was first developed in the mid-1970s to measure the 

hardness of small volumes of material [7]. Significant work has been done by Oliver and 

Pharr [8] with an improved analysis method (i.e. the Oliver-Pharr method) for determining 

elastic modulus and hardness from the indentation load-displacement data. The technique is 

also known as depth-sensing indentation and uses very small scale (submicron) tip indenters 

and control of load and displacement, with high spatial resolution to place the indenters, and 

provides real-time load-displacement data. These advantages allow mechanical property tests 

for small volume materials at under submicron scales, because the indentation area may only 

be a few square micrometres or even nanometres. For this reason, the method is used 

extensively to measure the mechanical properties of thin films with small structural feature 

size of a few microns [9]. Nanoindentation is an ideal technique to investigate the mechanical 

properties of LSCF6428 films that were produced previously.   

The combined nanoindentation and microindentation instrument used in this project was 

the MML NanoTest platform from Micro Materials Limited, UK, as shown in Fig. 3-3. A 

polished sample was mounted on a cylindrical aluminium holder using a low melting resin. 

The holder was then mounted to the platform and the holder surface was perpendicular to the 

indenter tip. 
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Fig. 3-3 NanoTest machine and the schematic of the setup [10]  

 

The main functional components of a nanoindentation machine are the indenter tip, the 

sensors and actuators used to apply and measure the mechanical load and indenter 

displacement. The former is usually either a Berkovich tip made of diamond with highly 

precise three-sided pyramid geometry, or a spherical tip made of diamond or sapphire as 

demonstrated as sketches in Fig. 3-4. 
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Fig. 3-4 Illustrations of (a) a Berkovich tip; (b) a spherical tip [11]. 

 

The elastic modulus and hardness of the bulk and film LSCF6428 samples were 

measured using nanoindentation, which is a static and microscopic method, in contrast to IET. 

All tests were made on the NanoTest platform at room temperature (~25 °C) and in a clean-

air environment. Two indenter tips were used in this study depending on the sample forms 

under investigation; a Berkovich diamond tip and a spherical diamond tip of 50 µm diameter. 

The Young’s moduli and Poisson’s ratios for the diamond tips are Ei = 1141 GPa and νi = 

0.07, respectively. Note that compared to sharp indenter tips, such as the Berkovich tip, 

spherical tips facilitate the distinction from elastic to plastic deformation of materials during 

indentation due to their less drastic variation of stress (or stress singularity) under loading and 

hence the unlikelihood of plasticity induced immediately upon contact [12]. The spherical tip 

is particularly appropriate for porous materials as the deformation zone can be arranged to be 

of much greater length scale than the typical length scale of the porous microstructure (e.g. 

the average pore diameter). They thus can give a result that characterises the long range 

properties of the porous material. Other benefits of using spherical tips include less sensitivity 

to surface condition and more accurate resultant hardness [13].  

At least 20 measurements were conducted in different locations for each sample in order 

to measure the variability of the mechanical response of the sample. Prior to nanoindentation 

tests, the NanoTest platform was precisely calibrated to establish the system frame 

compliance using a standard fused silica sample (Young’s modulus Efs = 72 GPa, Poisson’s 

ratio νfs = 0.17). Normally, the measurements were performed using the following parameters: 

indenter tip loading and unloading rate 1 mN/s; contact velocity 0.05 µm/s; maximum load 

allowed 500mN; maximum depth allowed ranging from 100-5000 nm according to the actual 

sample thickness. The routine also involved two periods of dwell time at peak load and at the 

end of unloading, respectively, depending on the testing samples, to accommodate the creep 

effect and thermal drift. 2 seconds and 20 seconds of dwell time were applied for those two 

(a) (b) 
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periods in preliminary nanoindentation tests. In addition, the vibrations transmitted to the 

device, atmospheric temperature and pressure fluctuations during the course of an experiment 

might cause significant errors. To minimise these influences, the instrument was housed in an 

anti-vibration table-based environmental isolation cabinet, which reduced air turbulence 

upsetting the NanoTest pendulum, provided a thermally controlled environment, and also 

provided sound-proofing to reduce acoustic disturbance.  

During a typical nanoindentation process, mechanical load and penetration depth (i.e. 

displacement) are recorded as the indenter tip is pressed into the test material’s surface with a 

predefined loading/unloading rate. A record of these values can be plotted to create a load-

displacement curve, which is often referred to as the P-h curve, such as Fig. 3-5 (b) depicts. 

The shape of the P-h curve differs from one material to another. The elastic moduli and 

hardness of the as-sintered LSCF6428 dense pellets and porous films were calculated by 

applying the Oliver-Pharr method [8] based on the P-h data obtained.  

Fig. 3-5 (a) shows the geometry of the indented sample during nanoindentation, 

assuming that an elastic process takes place with a recovery depth of he upon unloading. For a 

porous film, the elastic modulus measured with a spherical tip is therefore the long range 

composite modulus which is affected by its porous microstructure. Indenting to a maximum 

depth less than 10% of the thickness of a film (namely hmax/tf < 0.1) has been empirically 

considered as a safe condition to avoid effects from substrate and extract intrinsic film 

properties in routine nanoindentation tests [8].  However, in the current study we show later 

that the effect of the substrate is negligible for these porous films for penetration up to hmax/tf  

 20%. The substrate effect, as well as the effect of surface roughness on nanoindentation 

measurement, will be further discussed later. 
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Fig. 3-5 (a) Profile and geometries of sample under loading and unloading with a holding 

period at peak load Pmax using a rigid spherical indenter tip with radius of Ri; (b) response 

curve of load versus indent depth and the corresponding geometries. Notice that there is a 

residual depth hr with a cross-sectional profile radius Rr.  

 

In Fig. 3-5 (b), Pmax is the peak indentation load, hmax is the indenter depth at peak load, 

hr is the residual depth of the impression after unloading and S is the initial unloading 

stiffness, i.e. the slope of the unloading part of the curve (dP/dh). According to the Oliver-

Pharr method, the indentation hardness H (i.e. physically the effective contact pressure) and 

the reduced elastic modulus Er of the sample are given by: 

A

P
H max

                                                                

3.3 

(a) 

(b) 
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                                                             3.4 

where A is the projected contact area related to the plastic contact depth hp, (which only 

accounts for plastic deformation and thus the hardness measured is load-independent plastic 

hardness), and β is a geometry correction factor that depends on the shape of the indenter.  

Regarding Equations 3.3 and 3.4, for a Berkovich indenter tip β = 1.034 and the area 

function is 25.24 phA  , where hp is the contact depth. Hence Equation 3.5 for the Berkovich 

tip becomes:   

unloading

PPpp

r
dh

dP

hh

S
E

max

1
328.0328.0





                                          

3.5 

For a spherical indenter tip, β = 1 and
2aA  , where a is the radius of the contact circle 

at maximum depth hmax and is given by: 
22 ppi hhRa  , where 

2
max

e
p

h
hh   with 

reference to Fig. 3-5. 

Hence for the spherical tip the equations become:   
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3.7 

The Young's modulus Es of the sample can then be calculated from the reduced modulus 

Er of the indenter-sample system through the following relationship [8]: 

                                                     3.8 

Here, the subscripts i and s indicate respectively a property of the indenter material and 

the test sample. The Ei and νi of the diamond Berkovich and spherical indenter tips used in 

this study were given earlier. A sensitivity study showed that the indentation results depend 

little on the variation of Poisson’s ratio, i.e. no more than 8% of change in sample elastic 

modulus when varying the Poisson’s ratio in the range of 0.2 to 0.4 in the calculation [14]. As 

a result, the Poisson’s ratio νs = 0.3 of the fully dense LSCF6428 material [15] was used in 

this study for calculation based on nanoindentation. 
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3.2.7.3 Indentation for Fracture Toughness Measurement 

Trials of fracture toughness KIc measurement of both types of samples (i.e. porous films 

and bulk pellets) were also conducted using indentation microfracture (IM) methods (by both 

nanoindentation and microindentation where applicable). The comparison of the 

measurements of KIc with Vickers and Berkovich indenters has been extensively discussed in 

the work of Dukino and Swain [16]. Their observations also revealed that the Berkovich 

indenter offers more advantages and gives more consistent estimates of toughness than using 

a Vickers indenter. Therefore, in the current study a Berkovich indenter tip was used to 

induce cracks. Samples with sound surface quality were prepared prior to indentation: bulk 

pellets were surface polished as when E and H were measured; films were fabricated in a 

crack-free form with very flat surface as a result of the film surface quality improvement 

detailed in Chapter 4. For each sample, at least 10 indentations were performed to average the 

measurement, by applying suitable loads at up to 500 mN or from 1 to 20 N. 

Various formulae [17-20] have been proposed to connect the fracture toughness to the 

indenter type, crack geometries, load and material properties. One of the most widely used 

empirical formulae for the calculation of fracture toughness with mode I cracking using 

Vickers indentation was proposed by Lawn et al. [20], as shown below: 

2/3

2/1

c

P

H

E
K Ic 








                                    3.9

 

where α is an empirical constant depending on the elastic/plastic deformation behaviour of 

the test material and the indenter geometry. It equals to 0.015 for a Vickers indenter. E and H 

are elastic modulus and hardness of the test sample, respectively. Fig. 3-6 (a) shows the 

schematic of the indent and radial cracks produced by indentation using Vickers tip, showing 

c the crack length from the indent centre to crack tip and a the half diagonal length of the 

indent area, which can be estimated using an optical microscope or SEM.   
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Fig. 3-6 Schematic of indent and radial cracks generated by (a) Vickers indenter, and (b) 

Berkovich indenter 

 

On the other hand, for a Berkovich tip, which normally results in an indent as shown in 

Fig. 3-6 (b), Equation 3.9 was more specifically altered by Dukino and Swain [16], by 

applying a relationship of α between Berkovich and Vickers indenters proposed by 

Ouchterlony [21], who distinguished the star-shaped cracks with the number of crack paths, 

from which αb and αv have the relationship of: αb = 1.073αv = 0.016, with αv = 0.015 as 

described earlier. The fracture toughness with a Berkovich tip could then be obtained using 

the following equation [16, 19],  
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                                              3.10 

where P is the maximum indentation load, c is the radial crack length measured by SEM from 

indent centre to the radial crack tip (i.e. crack end), a is the diagonal length of the indent from 

centre to the indent corner and l is the crack distance measured from the indent corner to the 

crack tip and was calculated as l = c-a, as shown in Fig. 3-6 (b). From a phenomenological 

point of view, Equation 3.10 is more relevant to the case of indentation-induced 

radial/Palmqvist crack morphology which is more likely to happen with the Berkovich 

indentation in the present study and is different from half-penny-shaped/median cracks as 

discussed in Chapter 6.  

Although Equation 3.10 is applicable to the IM of thin films, it is worth noting that 

similar to the measurements of E and H, effects on the film fracture process from the 

substrate, the film densification and residual stresses in the film are inevitable [22]. This can 

complicate the fracture toughness measurement of the film and effort must be made to 

minimise such effects. These, particularly the substrate effect, have only been acknowledged 
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by some previous work on fully dense coatings without any in-depth investigation [22-25]. 

Moreover, little information can be found in the literature regarding such effects on porous 

thin films.  

3.2.8 Microstructure Characterisation   

3.2.8.1 Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to investigate the surface microstructure 

of sample surfaces and to characterise the change in microstructure after nanoindentation. A 

SEM can operate in secondary electron imaging (SEI) mode or in backscattered electron 

imaging (BEI) mode.  

The specimen preparation process generally involves coating a thin layer of gold or 

carbon covering the specimen with a small or no electrical conductivity (such as the CGO in 

this study) to allow an electron conductive path to be created by connecting the surface of the 

specimen with the holder (i.e. electrically grounded) [26]. As the LSCF6428 samples all 

exhibited a sufficient electrical conductivity at room temperature, it was not necessary to use 

a conductive coating for them. Therefore, these samples were simply mounted onto 

aluminium stubs using carbon tape. Cross-sectional thickness measurement of sintered 

LSCF6428 films on CGO substrates required further preparation. The aluminium stub was 

orthogonally cut from the middle, and the specimen was then mounted on its side 

perpendicular to the bottom of the stub with carbon tape, which allowed the cross-section 

surface to be parallel to the SEM holder surface. Again the sample was coated with gold 

before imaging. Ag paste was deposited around the sample edge connecting to the stub to 

ensure conduction. 

The SEM employed in this study was a JSM-5610LV (JEOL, Japan). The SEM 

operating parameters varied depending upon the materials used but in this study, generally 

the working distance was set to be 15 mm, accelerating voltage was 20 kV and spot size 30 

nm (smaller size was required, such as 26 nm for higher magnification (> 6000) observation. 

3.2.8.2 Optical Microscopy  

Optical microscopy was used as a precursor to SEM characterisation. For example, the 

indents produced by nanoindentation were difficult to locate and distinguish with SEM due to 

the grey-coloured image effect while the optical microscope was used in bright field. The use 

of this microscope also allowed better identification of the cracking network in the films. The 
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live images were displayed, captured, stored and analysed in a computer using a digital 

camera connected to the microscope. However, compared to SEM the optical microscope was 

of poor resolution. Therefore, SEM was extensively used to carry out precise observations 

and analysis. 

3.2.8.3 FIB/SEM Dual Beam Tomography  

To date, SEM is widely used as a non-destructive plan surface imaging technique 

capable of investigating 2D material microstructures, particularly the morphology, which are 

important links between certain materials properties and the processing methods applied. 

However, one of the most critical drawbacks of this technique is that it is impossible to 

examine the interconnected nature of regions within 3D space, such as tortuosity, which is 

directly related to the electrochemical performance of materials. The recently developed dual 

beam system, i.e. FIB/SEM (focused ion beam/scanning electron microscope), has overcome 

the above-mentioned disadvantage. As the dual beam system can be well controlled in size 

and position to nanometre resolution, and the signals are strong enough to be detected 

without excessive noise, it is a powerful tool for analysing samples in great detail over a wide 

range of magnifications, allowing the visualisation of 3D microstructures.   

 

 

Fig. 3-7 Schematic of FIB/SEM dual beam system working on an interface region of a SOFC 

[27]. 

 

In the dual beam system, the FIB is used to mill the cross-section of the sample into 

slices of desired thickness, each of which is visualised by the SEM (as shown in Fig. 3-7). To 

start the process, the sample with finely polished surface is placed onto the holder in the 

chamber using silver paste and tilted to allow the sample surface to be normal to the FIB 
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beam direction. After the chamber is evacuated, the beam coincident point (i.e. the working 

point on the sample) is then located. In order to prevent the remaining material from being 

destroyed by the high energy ion beam and to ensure the quality of image, a thin layer (~1 

µm) of platinum is often deposited onto the material’s upper surface using the incorporated 

Gas Injection System (GIS) before milling starts. When the sample and the system are ready, 

the gallium ion beam begins milling the material slice-by-slice with predefined area and 

depth. In the meantime, the SEM images the FIB-machined surface before the next slicing 

begins. As the FIB slicing process carries on, the surface information is acquired for each 

slice and the images are collected successively. In the final step, the images are combined in 

sequence and the material’s 3D microstructure is ready to reconstruct. Next, with the aid of 

the reconstruction module of the software, the real-image-based microstructure was 

converted into a digital matrix of voxels for further processing; for example, visualising 

characteristic features and applying selective transparency to specific features based upon 

image or feature contrast, such as material phases and pores.  

The FEI Helios NanoLab 600 FIB/SEM was used in this project for a simultaneous site-

specific FIB cross-sectioning and high resolution SEM imaging. It is equipped with two GIS 

deposition facilities (Pt and C), which can be used for surface protection, patterning, welding, 

and so on. The resolution along the direction normal to the slice depended upon the 

predefined slice thickness, which could be on the nanometre scale. The resolution of the 

instrument is about 4.5 nm at 30 kV using the statistical method and 2.5 nm at 30 kV using 

the selective edge method [28]. The typical beam voltage and current used in this study are 

shown in Table 3-2. The rest working parameters are: working distance = 4 mm; imaging 

scanning speed = 300 ns - 10 µs and tilting angle = 52˚. 

Table 3-2 Typical beam voltage and current used of the FIB/SEM in this study 

Beam type Voltage Current 

SEM 5-15 kV 0.17 nA 

FIB 30 kV 

Imaging: 93 pA 

Patterning: 9.3-21 nA 

Deposition: 0.92 nA  

Slicing: 0.92 nA 
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3.2.9 Thermal Analysis 

3.2.9.1 Thermogravimetric Analysis 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of the original commercial ink (i.e. INK-A) was 

performed in air using a JUPITER simultaneous DSC/TGA instrument (NETZSCH, 

Germany) at a heating rate of 10 °C/min with temperature heating up to 1000 °C in order to 

determine the thermal decomposition range of the organic components in the ink.  

3.2.9.2 Dilatometric Analysis 

Dilatometric analysis on uniaxial-pressed green bodies of LSCF6428 powders were 

carried out using a push-rod dilatometer DIL-402E (NETZSCH, Germany) to investigate the 

sintering activity and shrinkage of the LSCF6428 material. The measurements were set from 

room temperature to 1250°C, with four constant heating rates of 3, 5, 10 and 20 °C/min. 

 

3.3 3D Reconstruction and Finite Element Modelling 

3.3.1 Sample Preparation and Image Acquisition  

The real digital 3D microstructures of LSCF6428 films sintered at different temperatures 

from 900-1200 °C were reconstructed based on the serial images collected by SEM imaging 

of the FIB-prepared cross-sections of the films, as described earlier. It is worth noting that the 

accuracy of the 3D reconstruction relies on the resolution, contrast and noise level of the 

acquired SEM images. In general, images with higher resolution and contrast and lower noise 

level enable more accurate 3D microstructures to be generated. Therefore, before FIB 

machining, the LSCF6428 films (on the substrates as shown in Fig. 3-8) were impregnated 

with low viscosity epoxy resin under vacuum to enhance the grayscale contrast and edge 

definition between the pore phase and solid phase, and to ensure that the highly porous 

structures outside the milling section remained intact. The sample was then coated with a thin 

layer of gold to provide good electrical conductivity in the case of CGO substrates. A 1-2 µm 

thick protective platinum layer was then deposited on the top surface of the film after the 

sample was put into the FIB/SEM vacuum chamber (Fig. 3-8 (a)), in order to protect the 

upper surface and to prevent charging during slicing and imaging.  

Prior to FIB slicing, it was necessary to machine trenches surrounding the three edges of 

the surface of interest so that a peninsula-shaped volume of interest (typically 10-20 microns 
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wide and 10 microns deep) for sectioning could be made (Fig. 3-8 (a)). A cross-shaped 

fiducial mark was then cut on one side of the volume of interest to facilitate image 

registration during sectioning. Once the volume of interest was prepared and the sectioning 

parameters were defined, the serial cross-sectional milling by FIB and imaging of the 

resulting exposed surface by SEM was performed automatically by the instrument. Artefacts 

affecting the image quality such as tilting, drifting and curtaining arising during the image 

acquisition process could be corrected or minimised by adjusting the working parameters [29], 

as described later in Chapter 7. 

The working parameters used for the FIB/SEM were listed earlier. In order to facilitate 

the subsequent meshing and FEM simulation processes, a suitable voxel size, preferably in 

cubic shape, was highly desired. This could be achieved by setting the slice thickness in Z 

direction between two adjacent images close to the pixel size of the SEM images acquired. 

The pixel size of a SEM image could be deduced by linking the horizontal field of view 

(HFW) and the resolution of the image, namely pixel size = HFW/Horizontal resolution. For 

instance, for an image obtained with 25.6 nm HFW and 2048×1768 (pixel×pixel) resolution, 

the pixel size of the image is 25.6 µm/2048 pixel = 12.5 nm/pixel. In this case the slice 

thickness should be set to be 12.5 nm so that a cubic voxel could be generated with the voxel 

size being 12.5×12.5×12.5 nm
3
. Note that the preferable image format for the subsequent 

processing was TIF 8 bit encoded files.  
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Fig. 3-8 Steps in the 3D microstructural reconstruction of the LSCF6428 cathode using 

FIB/SEM. The example shown is a film sintered at 900 °C. (a) Schematic side-view of 

FIB/SEM set-up during operation and top-view of film under slice and view process; (b) 

Extraction and alignment of the acquired consecutive images; (c) Thresholding (i.e. 

segmentation) of the images; (d) Segmented image stack for reconstruction; (e) 3D 

reconstructed microstructure of the actual volume of interest of the film; (f) Meshing of the 

digital microstructure for the subsequent FEM.   
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3.3.2 Image Processing and 3D Reconstruction  

In the current study the samples in both bulk and film forms were composed of two 

components, i.e. air-filled pores impregnated with resin and solid LSCF6428 material, which 

were normally represented by dark grey (or black) and light grey (or white) pixels in the FIB-

milled SEM images obtained (Fig. 3-8 (b)). The 8 bit images could contain grayscale values 

ranging from 0 to 255 with 0 and 255 representing black and white pixels, respectively. A 

grayscale histogram was thus obtained to visualise the amount of pixels of a certain greyscale 

values (Fig. 3-8 (c)) and to be used for segmentation during the image data processing.  

The ensuing image data processing followed a number of steps:  

(i) filtering were applied for potential smoothing, sharpening of objects and for noise 

removal in the grayscale images;  

(ii) alignment of the acquired consecutive images along the sectioning direction;  

(iii) segmentation of the image stack by thresholding of the grayscale to accurately 

identify and partition the image into multiple segments which were assigned the same visual 

characteristics corresponding to relevant material components (or phases). This step would 

binarise the images and turn background pixels (pores) into black (value 0), foreground pixels 

(LSCF6428) white (value 1);  

(iv) resampling of the dataset to generate cubic voxels and thus 3D reconstruction; 

(v) mesh generation for the finite element model.  

The threshold value for binarising the images (i.e. segmentation into pores and solid) was 

set to be the minimum value between the two peaks in the grayscale histogram, as shown in 

Fig. 3-8 (c). Applying this value to segmentation of the initial images (e.g. Fig. 3-8 (b)) 

resulted in the black and white images such as that in Fig. 3-8 (c). Once this was done for 

each 2D image, area the pore space and solid space were individually interconnected through 

the third dimension to generate the 3D reconstruction.  

In the current study, the working volume of each LSCF6428 film was approximately 

15×20×15 µm
3
, with SEM image pixel dimensions of 12.5 nm and slice thickness of 12.5 

nm. The acquired images were then aligned and segmented to identify solid material and 

porous phase using Avizo 8.0 image processing software (VSG Co., USA). Smaller volumes 

of size ranging from 3×3×3 to 10×10×10 µm
3
, consisting of around 240 - 800 serial 2D 

images, were extracted from the initial volumes for 3D reconstruction. The resulted 3D 

microstructural datasets with voxel size of 12.5×12.5×12.5 nm
3
 were then processed using 

ScanIP 6.9 software (Simpleware, UK) to generate high quality smooth hybrid hexahedral 
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and tetrahedral meshes for the solid phase, to be used in the FEM simulation (Fig. 3-8 (f)). 

Artefacts (such as image intensity gradient that affected reconstruction and regions of isolated 

solid material that led to FEM calculation abortion) could be manually removed in the semi-

auto segmentation process. More details on the image processing, 3D reconstruction and 

FEM will be found in Chapters 7 and 8.  

3.3.3 Mechanical Simulation to Calculate Elastic Modulus and Poisson’s 

Ratio for Films 

FEM was performed using Abaqus CAE 6.10 (Dassault Systemes, USA) to calculate the 

effective elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the actual reconstructed 3D microstructures 

of the as-sintered LSCF6428 films. The elastic modulus of dense LSCF6428 was determined 

by nanoindentation of high density LSCF6428 pellets as described previously. A sensitivity 

study using FEM for the porous material showed that the results are not sensitive to Poisson’s 

ratio of the solid phase. Varying the Poisson’s ratio in the range of 0.2 to 0.4 in the simulation 

resulted in only 8% change in the calculated elastic modulus of the porous material [14]. As a 

result, the Poisson’s ratio of fully dense LSCF6428 material reported in literature [15], νs = 

0.3,was chosen for use in all FEM simulations.  

The process of FEM simulation is briefly described here, and the detailed related 

information will be found in Chapter 6. The simulation was run for each microstructure 

corresponding to a particular sintering temperature using the Abaqus Standard FE solver 

based on the assumption that the LSCF6428 solid was isotropic, linear and elastic, 

irrespective of the sintering temperature. A small displacement was applied on one free 

surface normal to the Y direction (the film normal, as indicated in Fig. 3-8 (f)) so that the 

model deformed linearly along Y. The opposite face was constrained to have no displacement 

in this direction. Boundary conditions were also applied to constrain the degree of freedom of 

the normal displacement for the nodes on the model’s other surfaces parallel to Y. Such 

settings allowed these surfaces to contract or extend freely once the displacement was 

applied. The resultant normal force on the displaced Y surface was obtained from the model 

so that the effective elastic modulus of the 3D microstructure could be determined by simply 

dividing the resultant force by the total area (solid plus pore) of the displaced surface. 

Following the same way, elastic moduli in the other two directions could also be determined. 

As a result, the Poisson’s ratio in each direction could be deduced as well by calculating the 
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absolute ratio of the corresponding transverse strain over the axial strain. Details of the 

calculation and analysis process can be found in Chapter 7.  
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4 Characterisation of LSCF6428 and CGO Specimens 

This Chapter is intended to summarise the results from the experimental work carried out 

for the characterisation of LSCF6428 and CGO materials, in the forms of powder, bulk and 

films. Particular attention is paid to the preparation of improved crack-free and smooth films 

suitable for nanoindentation. Some interesting findings and problems in the experiments will 

then be discussed and addressed. 

 

4.1 Densities of Bulk Specimens 

The LSCF6428 pellets were fabricated and sintered as described in Chapter 3. Their bulk 

densities were measured, and compared to the theoretical densities, in order to check that a 

relative density of approximately 95% could be achieved. The theoretical density of the 

LSCF6428 material obtained was 6.309 g/cm
3
, as detailed in the previous Chapter. Table 4-1 

shows the bulk and relative densities obtained for the pellets of LSCF6428 sintered at 

temperatures from 800-1200 °C.  

 

Table 4-1 Densities of LSCF6428 pellets sintered at varying temperatures 

Sintering  

Temperature (°C) 

Bulk Density 

(g/cm
3
) 

Relative Density 

(%) 

800 3.38 53.57 

900 3.48 55.15 

1000 4.02 63.72 

1100 4.50 71.33 

1200 5.96 94.47 

 

It can be seen that there is an increasing trend in these results with the increasing 

sintering temperature, which shows that higher sintering temperatures result in a higher 

relative density. The maximum relative density of 94.47% was obtained for a sintering 

temperature of 1200 °C. The bulk density of the CGO pellet sintered at 1400 °C was 

measured to be 6.98 g/cm
3
 compared with a theoretical density of 7.225 g/cm

3
 resulting in a 

relative density of 96.61%, which ensured the CGO pellet was sufficiently dense for the use 

as a substrate for LSCF6428 films. 
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4.2 2D Microstructural Characterisation of Bulk Specimens 

The CGO (sintered at 1400 °C) and LSCF6428 (sintered at 800-1200 °C) pellets’ top 

surface and fracture surface microstructures were examined using SEM. Fig. 4-1 (a) and (b) 

show the CGO pellet top surface and fracture cross-sectional surface, respectively. The 

images suggest a very fine distribution of grains under dense compaction.  

 

     

Fig. 4-1 Microstructures of CGO sample (a) top surface (b) fracture surface. 

Fig. 4-2 displays the top surface microstructures of LSCF6428 pellets made from 

powders, with sintering temperature of (a) 800 °C, (b) 900 °C, (c) 1000 °C, (d) 1100 °C, and 

(e) 1200 °C.  

 

     

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 4-2 LSCF6428 pellets’ top surface microstructures after sintering at (a) 800 °C, (b)  

900 °C, (c) 1000 °C, (d) 1100 °C, and (e) 1200 °C. 

 

From Fig. 4-2 (c), it is evident that the particles began to bond together, which suggests 

that from 1000 °C the grains started growing; the degree of necking between particles 

generally increased with increasing sintering temperature; hence the open porosity reduced. 

For example, at 1200 °C, there was extensive sintering with substantial reduction in porosity, 

as indicated in Fig. 4-2 (e), which resulted in a very dense pellet. Moreover, no cracking 

appeared in those samples. However, it should be noted that although LSCF6428 powder 

specification provided by the manufacturer showed a fine particle size distribution (PSD) 

with single peak and D50 = 0.669 µm, D90 = 0.997 µm, it is obvious that there were quite a 

few large particles (particle size >> 1 µm) which were definitely not agglomerates. This 

study requires LSCF6428 powders with fine and uniform PSD in order to achieve 

representative microstructures from small sample volumes. This was a material supply issue, 

which will be addressed later in the study. Fig. 4-3 (a)-(e) are fracture cross-sectional SEM 

images of the samples corresponding to sintering temperature of 800-1200 °C.  

(f) 

(e) 

(c) 
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Fig. 4-3 LSCF6428 pellet fracture surface microstructures sintered at (a) 800 °C, (b) 900 °C, 

(c) 1000 °C, (d) 1100 °C, and (e) 1200 °C. 

At 1200 °C, the extensive sintering is also evident in Fig. 4-3 (e) by the excellent 

bonding of the particles and few pores retained in the body.  

 

(a) (b) 

(c) 

(e) 

(d) 
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4.3 Lumps of Abnormally Large Size in LSCF6428 Powder 

As described above, there were particles of very large size appearing in the LSCF6428 

pellets, which was not consistent with the manufacturer provided specification. Therefore, a 

further study was carried out to investigate the original powders microstructure and the PSD.  

The micrographs of LSCF6428 powders are presented in Fig. 4-4. Fig. 4-5 shows the 

FIB-milled cross-section of a film made from INK-B, which was prepared using the 

abovementioned powders as described in Chapter 3.  

 

     

Fig. 4-4 Large particles appeared in the LSCF6428 powders. 

 

Fig. 4-5 Large particles appeared in the LSCF6428 films after sintering at 1000 °C 

 

From the above figures, it is clear that large grains with particle size larger than 2 µm 

were present in the powders. They were not likely to be agglomerates since they appeared to 

have clear edges to be all single particles in the SEM images. The powders’ chemical analysis 

(a) (b) 
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with EDX in SEM also showed that they were not contaminations but pure LSCF. The PSD 

analysis result is shown in Fig. 4-6. Again, as expected, the dual peak result confirms the 

appearance of a large volume of 2-4 µm particles. Therefore, rather than using this batch of 

LSCF6428 powder to make inks for screen printing, it was decided that a ready-made 

LSCF6428 ink (i.e. INK-A, as described in Chapter 3) with a finer particle size distribution 

should be chosen to produce LSCF6428 films in order to guarantee the sample quality in 

terms of the uniformity of particle size for the later FIB/SEM 3D microstructural 

characterisation and nanoindentation measurements.  

 

Fig. 4-6 Particle size distribution measurement of LSCF6428 powders 

 

4.4 Measurement of LSCF6428 Film Thickness 

In the research, a relatively thick sintered LSCF6428 film could help reduce the 

interference arising from the substrate during nanoindentation. Hence, the thickness of 

LSCF6428 films screen printed with a series of sequential passes was measured with SEM 

after sintering. The result is summarised in Table 4-2 and plotted in Fig. 4-7.    

 

Table 4-2 Sintered LSCF6428 film thickness vs. printing pass times 

Number of Passes 1 2 4 6 8 10 

Thickness (µm) 5.9 6.0 14.0 13.4 7.6 6.0 
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Fig. 4-7 Relationship between LSCF6428 film thickness and printing pass number 

 

It is interesting that the film thickness first increased with the number of printing passes, 

then reached a maximum value of about 14 µm for 4 passes, after which it decreased. The 

minimum thickness was about 6 µm for 1 pass and 10 passes. However, the thickness had 

been assumed to have linear relationship with the number of passes, as the screen printing 

machine parameters were not changed. In order to check the reliability of the result, another 

method was used. After each pass finished, the sample’s mass was quickly recorded using an 

electronic balance to find the total mass of the ink deposited on the substrate. Since the 

working parameters and the mesh geometry stayed unchanged, the weight gain should be 

proportional to the thickness of the film, which would result in the similar trend as the above 

thickness measurement. The result is displayed in Fig. 4-8, which is consistent with the above 

result.  

 

 

Fig. 4-8 Weight gain of ink deposition vs. pass number 
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Therefore, for the unchanged parameters and mesh in the screen printing machine, the 

maximum thickness of sintered LSCF6428 on CGO substrate was achieved as 14 µm. Fig. 

4-9 demonstrates the cross-sectional microstructures of sintered samples with 2 and 4 passes. 

 

      

Fig. 4-9 LSCF6428 film thickness measurements using SEM for 2 and 4 passes of printing 

 

 

4.5 Improvement of Film Quality Suitable for Nanoindentation 

4.5.1 Defects in the As-sintered Films 

As explained in the Introduction of this Thesis, the reliability of LSCF6428 to be used as 

cathode parts in SOFCs also relies on its mechanical properties, of which the measurements 

were mainly carried out by using nanoindentation in this study. Therefore, adequate surface 

conditions (i.e. flat and crack-free) are desirable when the as-sintered porous thin films are 

subjected to nanoindentation. However, these ideal surface features could not be readily 

generated in the preliminary work and therefore investigation of the origins of these defects 

was conducted and hence measures were taken to eliminate the defects.   

In the preliminary study, severe crack networks and a large number of surface asperities 

(i.e. agglomerates) were generated in the as-sintered films deposited by screen printing using 

INK-A, which was an LSCF6428 ink prepared and provided by ESL, UK, as describe in 

Chapter 3. The surface and cross-section microstructural features of a film after sintering at 

1000 °C for 4 h are shown in Fig. 4-10. The width of crack openings and the agglomerated 

islands were measured to be 1-4 µm and 20-40 µm, respectively. It should be noted, however, 

that there was a good adhesion between the film and the substrate. Fig. 4-11 shows a 

magnified cross-section sliced by FIB, revealing vertical cracks penetrating through the film 

thickness and a dense agglomerate present under the film surface. 

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 4-10 SEM micrographs of a LSCF6428 film after sintering at 1000 °C: (a) top surface 

view of crack networks and agglomerates; (b) fracture cross-sectional view of the poor 

surface smoothness 

 

 

Fig. 4-11 FIB-sliced cross-section showing cracks penetrating through a film sintered at 

900 °C and a large asperity close to the film surface 

 

The fabrication of cathode components of SOFCs has been reported using various 

methods, such as screen printing, tape casting, dip casting, chemical vapor deposition, 

atmospheric plasma spray, colloidal spray deposition, pulsed-laser deposition, sputtering and 

painting, as reviewed by Fergus et al. [1] and Taroco et al.[2]. In Table 4-3 we summarise the 

techniques reported to be used for the deposition of LSCF6428 films on CGO substrates [3-8], 

and the resulting possible surface defects are shown in Fig. 4-12.  

(a) (b) 
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Table 4-3 Summary of observations from the literature on the deposition of LSCF6428 films 

on CGO substrates 

Reference 
Deposition 

method 

Heat treatment 

conditions 

Film 

thickness 

(µm) 

Crack 

opening 

width (µm) 

Surface 

asperities  

Lee et al. 

[3] 
Screen printing 

Sintering at 1000°C 

for 0.5h 
< 40 < 30 Yes 

Baque et 

al. [4]
a
 

Dip coating 

Dried at 130 °C; 

Sintering at 900 °C 

for 6 h 

< 28 < 20 Yes 

Marinha 

et al. [5] 

Electrostatic 

spray deposition  

Substrate temperature 

250-450 °C; Sintering 

at 900 °C for 2h 

< 25 < 5 Yes 

Hsu et al. 

[6] 

Electrostatic-

assisted 

ultrasonic spray 

pyrolysis  

Deposition 

temperature 350 °C; 

Sintering at 1000°C 

for 2 h 

-- < 2 Yes 

Santillan 

et al. [7] 

Electrophoretic 

deposition  

Sintering at 950°C in 

air for 2 h 
< 25 

No 

detectable 

crack  

Yes 

Wang et 

al. [8] 

In-situ solid-

state reaction 

sintering 

Sintering at 1000 °C 

in air for 6 h 
-- 

No 

detectable 

crack 

Yes 

a
La0.4Sr0.6Co0.8Fe0.2O3-δ was used as film material in this case. 

 

 

Fig. 4-12 Micrographs showing surface defects on the as-sintered LSCF6428 films, which 

are reproduced from the references cited in Table 2: (a): [3]; (b): [4]; (c): [5]; (d): [6]; 

(e):[7]; (f):[8]. Note these images were in different magnifications. 
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From the above literature survey, it can be concluded that most LSCF6428 films 

fabricated by different laboratories possessed both cracks and surface asperities after the final 

heat treatment process, irrespective of the deposition method applied. Although no detectable 

cracking was present in the films for [7] and [8], the surface asperities would remain a great 

concern when it comes to applying nanoindentation tests.  

As a common issue in the research field and the current study, such defects not only were 

reported in the literature, but could also appear in some commercially available LSCF6428 

films. An example is shown in Fig. 4-13, severe cracks and agglomerates were found in the 

screen-printed anode-supported LSCF6428 cathode provided by HTceramix-SOFCpower, 

Switzerland, which was sintered at 1000 °C. As can be seen in the micrographs, the 

agglomerates were approximately 100 µm in diameter, generating crack openings measured 

to be as wide as 20 µm, which seemed to be much more severe than in our case.  

 

     

Fig. 4-13 Severe surface defects in the commercial available LSCF6428 cathode films 

provided by HTceramix-SOFCpower. Images (a) and (b) are shown at different 

magnifications 

 

Adjusting the working parameters may to some extent reduce film cracking, but those 

deposition methods still struggle with preparing crack-free and flat LSCF6428 films 

containing highly porous structures. This implies that the existence of cracking is prevalent in 

many LSCF6428 films irrespective of their deposition techniques. Therefore, the challenge 

remained to be the successful fabrication of crack-free and smooth LSCF6428 films. 

Although many have observed such defects in their LSCF6428 films, they often attributed 

them to the densification and shrinkage of films during sintering, or the TEC mismatch 

between films and substrates during cooling, without any further experimental validation [3, 

6]. Although these defects might not be of major importance for studies of electrochemical 

performance, they are, however, crucial for the present study, as their presence in the films 

(a) (b) 
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would certainly cause errors in the nanoindentation response. Furthermore, they are likely to 

induce damage to cells in actual application. 

4.5.2 Importance of Film Surface Quality to Nanoindentation 

In order that nanoindentation tests be reproducible and thus the results be reliable, cracks 

and surface asperities (i.e. agglomerates) in the as-sintered films must be reduced to an 

acceptable level or be completely avoided, which means that the size of such defects should 

be much smaller to the size of indented features such as indentation depth, which in the 

current study was less than 2 µm. However, as can be seen above and later, such defects were 

found constantly in the sintered LSCF6428 films used initially, which severely scattered the 

nanoindentation response and thus the resulting measurements were considered invalid.      

Although such defects in the as-sintered LSCF6428 films were also observed in some 

other studies, the problem has not yet been considered critical in many researches which 

essentially involved the study of electrochemical performance rather than mechanical 

properties of the SOFC components, as discussed later. Due to the nature of the fabrication 

process and the application in SOFCs, the LSCF6428 cathode films are difficult to be surface 

treated to obtain relatively smooth surfaces, and the cracking remains a problem. As a result, 

the relevant technological challenges could be related to the successful fabrication of thin, 

porous, flat and crack-free LSCF6428 cathode films. 

To mitigate the cracking and surface asperity problems in LSCF6428 cathode films, in 

the current study various aspects of film fabrication were investigated, including: the 

comparison of deposition methods, the improvement of drying and sintering processes, and of 

the ink formulation. Results (which are described later) revealed that a sufficiently low 

viscosity of the ink could result in crack-free LSCF6428 films with smoother surfaces and a 

more homogeneous microstructure, while an alternative deposition method and different 

thermal treatments applied helped little to solve the problems. In other words, the surface 

quality of the films was significantly improved by using a reformulated less viscous ink 

which ensured more ability to self-level and allow particle rearrangement in the early wet 

state upon deposition. By using these improved films, effective nanoindentation 

measurements were achieved with high reproducibility and hence reliable results were 

obtained as described below. 
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4.5.3 Nanoindentation Response of “Defective” Films 

Nanoindentation using a spherical indenter on the films similar to those shown in Fig. 

4-10 and Fig. 4-11 was conducted and the response curves, namely the load vs. indentation 

depth curves, generated are shown in Fig. 4-14. Note that the determination of intrinsic 

elastic modulus of the porous thin ceramic films can be complicated, for the film-only results 

to be extracted detailed methodology based on nanoindentation data analysis will be 

addressed in Chapter 5. Here only some relevant preliminary results are shown to illustrate 

the reproducibility of the raw indentation data and elastic modulus from the initial unloading.  

 

 

 

Fig. 4-14 Nanoindentation load vs. indentation depth curves (a) and the corresponding 

elastic modulus values calculated (b) for the defective films similar to those in Fig. 4-10 and 

Fig. 4-11  
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The extremely irregular shapes and wide variability of the response curves seen in Fig. 4-

14 were generated by the indenter tip touching defective locations on the films during 

nanoindentation tests. The presence of cracks and poor surface flatness due to large asperities 

also induced significant variability in the measured elastic modulus values. In the current 

case, in addition to the extensive cracks, it was found that the average surface roughness Ra 

for the defective film was measured to be 1.86 µm, which was very close to the indentation 

depth of approximately 2 µm, resulting in an enormous relative error as much as 63.2% for 

the apparent elastic modulus calculated (34±21 GPa), as shown in Fig. 4-14 (b).  

Examples of three typical nanoindentation load-depth curves collected in this study are 

plotted in Fig. 4-15, which demonstrates the existence of three different contact processes of 

indenter tip with the sample surface and are related to the variation in characteristic surface 

features described earlier.  
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Fig. 4-15 Examples of load-depth curves for nanoindentation using spherical indenter tip 

corresponding to the likely features at the indent locations. (b) plots curve-2 and curve-3on 

an expanded load scale. 

 

Curve-1 is typical of a relatively smooth and un-cracked surface location, it being less 

influenced by these defects. However, there are still two noticeable irregular responses during 

loading (such as the “pop-in” events, as indicated by arrows), which are attributed to the fact 

that the LSCF6428 film was not smooth enough. In contrast, curve-2 and curve-3 show 

extremely unreliable responses. Curve-2 exhibits a deep “pop-in” attributable to the cracks in 

the contact location, or to the poor bonding of the porous microstructures. The existence of 

the initial negative depth in curve-3 indicates that during loading an asperity on the indent 

surface was first touched by the tip. For a spherical indenter tip, the characteristic surface 

roughness of the test sample must be negligible compared to the maximum indentation depth. 

While for a Berkovich or other types of sharp tip, the indentation results are even more 

sensitive to the surface quality and presence of cracks. This was also the reason that in this 

work a spherical indenter tip was used for nanoindentation, particularly as the surface of the 

films could not be polished. 

4.5.4 Improvement of Film Surface Quality 

Given the analysis above, it was imperative that the cracking and surface asperities be 

reduced for the properties of the LSCF6428 films to be reliably and reproducibly measured 

using nanoindentation. The improvement of the film surface quality required the investigation 

of the possible factors influencing defect formation, such as the TEC mismatch between 

LSCF6428 films and CGO substrates, the drying, sintering and cooling processes applied, the 
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deposition methods used as well as the formulation of the ink, which will be discussed below 

in more detail. 

4.5.4.1 TEC Mismatch between LSCF6428 Films and CGO Substrates 

One reason that LSCF6428 is chosen as a promising cathode material is because its TEC 

(15.3×10
-6 

K
-1

, 100-600 °C) [9] is not too different from that of CGO (13.5×10
-6

 K
-1

) [10], 

which means there exists only a small thermal expansion mismatch. Nevertheless, even this 

small difference would induce a tensile thermal stress on cooling which could facilitate crack 

formation in the film during cooling after sintering. To avoid this possible effect caused by 

TEC mismatch, substrates of LSCF6428 were prepared by sintering at 1200 °C for 4 h with a 

heating rate of 300 °C/h. The LSCF6428 film was applied by screen printing the as-received 

INK-A and the resulting sample was then sintered under the same condition as the previous 

samples on CGO substrates. This would certainly exclude any crack formation caused by the 

TEC mismatch between films and substrates. From Fig. 4-16, which shows SEM 

microstructures of the sintered LSCF6428 film, it can be seen that the film surface was full of 

asperities. Again, a cracking network was observed on the surface with crack openings of 1.5 

µm wide. Hence little dependence was shown of the cracking on the thermal expansion 

coefficient difference between LSCF6428 and substrate materials since cracking still 

occurred for LSCF6428 films on LSCF6428 substrates, which involved zero TEC difference.     

 

      

Fig. 4-16 SEM images of sintered porous LSCF6428 films screen printed on dense 

LSCF6428 substrates. Images (a) and (b) are shown at different magnifications. 

 
  

(a) (b) 
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4.5.4.2 Drying, Sintering and Cooling Process 

Cracking might also be attributed to the shrinkage of the films themselves during the 

drying and constrained sintering processes. Therefore, an investigation of the influence of 

thermal treatments on defect formation was carried out. 

4.5.4.2.1 Thermogravimetric Analysis 

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of the as-received LSCF6428 INK-A was performed 

in air atmosphere in order to determine the thermal decomposition range of the organic 

constituents. Fig. 4-17 shows the TGA curve of the ink at a heating rate of 10 °C/min.  

 

 

Fig. 4-17 TGA curve of the as-received LSCF6428 INK-A in air atmosphere. 

 

As can be seen from the TGA curve, the thermal decomposition of the ink underwent 

three steps: the volatile organic solvent such as terpineol started volatilization at around 

100 °C, followed by exothermic oxidation/decomposition of a majority of non-volatile 

organic content when the temperature increased to 220 °C. The organic residues continued to 

be burnt-out until the temperature reached 320 °C, after which the weight remained almost 

constant. (The oxygen desorption from the LSCF6428 perovskite lattice with increasing 

temperature [11] was too small to be observable on this scale.) The decomposition completed 

with a total mass loss of 34.96%.  
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4.5.4.2.2 Dilatometric Analysis 

Dilatometry measurements on uniaxial-pressed green bodies of LSCF6428 powder were 

performed to investigate the sintering activity and shrinkage of the powder. The heating 

dilatometric curves are shown in Fig. 4-18 at four constant heating rates: i.e. 3, 5, 10, 

20 °C/min from room temperature to 1250 °C. 

 

 

Fig. 4-18 Shrinkage and shrinkage rate vs. temperature during constant heating rate 

sintering of LSCF6428 at 3, 5, 10, 20 °C/min heating rates. 

 

No significant dimensional changes were observed up to 500 °C, after which thermal 

expansion was observable until noticeable shrinkage started at around 800 °C. The 

densification process continued steeply up to 1250 °C. The final shrinkage ranged from 10% 

at a 20 °C/min heating rate to 14% at a 3 °C/min heating rate, suggesting that smaller heating 

rates allowed more time for shrinkage and resulted in a higher degree of densification. The 

shrinkage rate (dL/dt) depended on the heating rate applied. For example, above 1000 °C the 

shrinkage rate for a 20 °C/min heating rate was several times greater than that for a heating 

rate of 3 °C/min, indicating that a film would be more likely to crack when sintered at a 

20 °C/min heating rate. 

An excellent sintering activity was found for the LSCF6428 powder used in the present 

study. This was due to its high specific surface area and relatively homogeneous particle size 

distribution. The shrinkage rate reached a maximum at approximately 1200 °C. Considering a 
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porosity approximately of 35 vol% was required for a cathode film, an appropriate sintering 

temperature for the LSCF6428 films should fall in the range 800-1000 °C.  

4.5.4.2.3 Modified Sintering Programmes 

If the cracks were generated by the constrained shrinkage of the films, then it was 

considered that the cracking problem might be avoided by optimising the burn-out and 

sintering schedule (i.e. stepwise slowing down the heating process) based on the thermal 

analyses described above. The sintering programme was therefore modified as follows:  

 For the organics removal step between room temperature and 350 °C, a very slow 

heating rate was used (3 °C/min or 1 °C/min, holding for 2 h at 350 °C);  

 For the stable period between 350 and 800 °C, a medium heating rate was employed 

(5 °C/min) and a holding time was applied at 800 °C (4 h) at the start of sintering to 

strengthen the particle network;  

 Between 800 °C and the target maximum sintering temperature, a much lower heating 

rate was used (1 °C/min) and a much longer holding time (48 h) was used at the top 

temperature; finally cooling to room temperature was done at 5 °C/min.  

For the particular case of a top temperature of 1000 °C, the sintering programme is 

plotted in Fig. 4-19, compared with the initial sintering schedule which used a three-step 

sintering, at a rate of 5 °C/min and holding time of 4 h. 

 

 

Fig. 4-19 Comparison of the initial and modified sintering schedules. 
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The micrograph of the sintered film using the modified sintering programme is shown in 

Fig. 4-20. Unfortunately, this shows little improvement of surface quality compared to that 

using the initial one. There are still many cracks typically 1.5 µm wide and asperities at least 

10 µm in diameter, showing little effectiveness of the modified sintering conditions. 

 

Fig. 4-20 Micrograph of the surface features of a film sintered using the modified sintering 

programme 

 

Other sintering programmes with much slower heating rates or longer holding time were 

also explored to see if they could prevent the cracking. Fig. 4-21 are the top surface 

micrographs of a film sintered using these alternative sintering programmes:  

 Sintering temperature 900 °C, holding for 4h, extremely slow heating rate of 5 °C/h 

between 800-900 °C, heating and cooling rate 5 °C/min for other segments;  

 Sintering temperature 800 °C, holding for 4h, extremely slow heating rate 3 °C/h 

between 700-800 °C, heating and cooling rate 5 °C/min for other segments;  

 Sintering temperature: 800°C, holding for 20h, heating and cooling rate 6 °C/h.  

 

     

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 4-21 Micrographs of LSCF6428 film top surfaces after different sintering schedules: (a): 

Sintering temperature 900 °C, holding for 4h, slow heating rate of 5 °C/h between 800-

900 °C, heating and cooling rate 5 °C/min for other segments; (b) Sintering temperature 

800 °C, holding for 4h, slow heating rate 3 °C/h between 700-800 °C, heating and cooling 

rate 5 °C/min for other segments; (c) Sintering temperature: 800C, holding for 20h, heating 

and cooling rate 6 °C/h. 

 

Extensive cracks and asperities could still be found in all sintered films in the above 

experiments, indicating that the prevention of cracking was not achieved by lowering 

sintering temperatures or slowing down heating/cooling rates. This also implies that cracking 

in the films does not originate during the sintering process. However, the results do show that 

a lower sintering temperature results in a smaller crack opening width. Fig. 4-22 shows the 

cracks in LSCF6428 films after sintering at 1100 and 1200 °C. Compared with the film 

sintered at 1000 °C, the crack opening width increased to 6 and 10 µm, respectively, resulting 

in islands of approximately 30 µm diameter on the surface. 

 

       

Fig. 4-22 The surface cracks on LSCF6428 films sintered at (a) 1100 °C and (b) 1200 °C. 

 

A recent study [12] of crack formation in 8 mol% yttria stabilised zirconia (8YSZ) films 

showed that cracks already present in the dried films cannot be healed during constrained 

sintering, suggesting that cracks found after sintering are possibly initiated during the drying 

(a) (b) 

(c) 
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stage. However, it can be very difficult to directly observe drying cracks because their 

opening width is often as small as the particle size. Fig. 4-23 shows top surface micrographs 

of the as-dried LSCF6428 films, in which it is difficult to identify any cracks with certainty, 

although typical asperities, probably due to inhomogeneous packing of particles, are evident 

at this early stage.  

 

      

Fig. 4-23 Micrographs of dried LSCF6428 films screen printed on CGO substrates. Images 

(a) and (b) are shown at different magnifications 

 

4.5.4.3 Film Deposition Methods 

Considering that the non-uniform pressure distribution due to the wire mesh of the screen 

printer could be a reason for the presence of cracking and surface asperities, we investigated 

an alternative deposition method to deposit the ink, i.e. tape casting with a doctor blade. The 

CGO pellet was partially covered by a perimeter adhesive mask of a controlled thickness and 

a doctor blade coated with LSCF6428 INK-A was pressed under constant pressure and swept 

smoothly across the pellet surface by hand. Drying and sintering programmes, which were 

identical to the ones used for the screen-printed samples in the beginning of the study, were 

applied. The SEM micrographs of the sample surface after sintering are shown in Fig. 4-24. 

The surface is smoother and has finer cracks although the network remained visible. It is 

speculated that tape casting eased the homogeneous packing of the particles in the ink after 

deposition, so the presence of agglomerates was reduced, resulting in a flatter film surface, 

but the cracking was not prevented, although reduced in severity.  

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 4-24 Micrographs of a sintered LSCF6428 films fabricated by tape casting method, 

images (a) and (b) are shown at different magnifications 

 

4.5.4.4 Ink Formulation  

In the light of the above experiments, the wetting of the ink and the dynamic interaction 

of the particles in the ink, which were largely controlled by the ink viscosity, were thought to 

play an important role in the packing of the particles in the films after deposition and 

subsequent drying and sintering. Therefore, reformulated inks were prepared as described in 

Chapter 3. The as-received LSCF6428 INK-A was diluted 1:1 (i.e. INK-C1) and 1:2 (i.e. 

INK-C2) by volume with terpineol and then homogeneously ball-milled for deposition on 

CGO substrates by tape casting. The initial drying and 3-step sintering programmes were 

applied to sinter the as-deposited films at 1000 ºC. The surface and fracture cross-sectional 

morphology of these two films were examined under SEM, as shown in Fig. 4-25. 

 

    

(b) (a) 

(b) (a) 
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Fig. 4-25 Micrographs of top surfaces and fracture cross-sections of as-sintered LSCF6428 

films made by tape casting reformulated inks: (a, b): 1:1 diluted ink; (c, d): 1:2 diluted ink 

 

Compared with films (Fig. 4-10) made from as-received INK-A, Fig. 4-25 shows a 

drastic decrease in the number of cracks and surface agglomerates. Some fine cracks and 

surface asperities could still be observed in the film made from INK-C1, whereas for the film 

made from INK-C2, cracks are not seen and the film maintained a very flat surface. A more 

detailed observation using FIB cross-sectioning and SEM (Fig. 4-26) showed that the cracks 

were completely eliminated in the latter film, showing that by using the 1:2 diluted INK-C2 

acceptable non-defective films could be fabricated. It is worth noting that compared with the 

microstructure shown in Figures 1 and 2 for the film made from the original ink, Fig. 4-25 (c), 

(d) and Fig. 4-26 demonstrate a much more homogeneously interconnected microstructure for 

the film made from INK-C2, as a result of the lower ink viscosity.    

 

     

Fig. 4-26 (a) High magnification surface and (b) FIB sliced cross-sectional micrographs at 

of a film made from the 1:2 diluted ink after sintering at 1000 ºC. Note that the black phase in 

(b) is epoxy resin impregnated prior to FIB slicing. 

 

(d) (c) 

(b) (a) 
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Nanoindentation tests using the spherical indenter were performed subsequently on this 

crack-free and flat film. The response curves and the resulting elastic modulus are plotted in 

Fig. 4-27 (a) and (b), respectively.  

 

 

 

Fig. 4-27 (a) Nanoindentation load vs. indentation depth curves and (b) the corresponding 

elastic modulus values calculated for the crack-free and flat film made from 1:2 diluted ink. 

 

The results above show that the measurements for the non-defective film were 

significantly less scattered than for the defective ones (Fig. 4-14), as the unloading response 

curves plotted in Fig. 4-27 (a), from which the elastic modulus was determined, were highly 

consistent.  
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Fig. 4-28 shows the viscosity measurements of as-received ink and the diluted inks and 

the surface roughness profiles performed using Zygo for the corresponding as-sintered films 

made from them.  

 

   

   

   

Fig. 4-28 Images (a), (c) and (e) are viscosity measurement results for INK-A, INK-C1 and 

INK-C2. Images (b), (d) and (f) are surface roughness profiles of the as-sintered films made 

from INK-A, INK-C1 and INK-C2 measured by Zygo. 

 

Obviously, the viscosity reduced repidly when the inks are diluted. The Zygo profiles 

plotted in the figure also readily show that much smoother surfaces were generated using 

diluted inks. Table 4-4 further compares the properties of the three inks as well as the 
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characteristics of the films fabricated from them. Note that in the table the viscosity values 

are compared at a shear rate of 95 s
-1

. 

 

Table 4-4 Comparison between properties of the as-received and diluted inks and their 

corresponding films sintered at 1000 °C. 

Properties INK-A INK-C1 INK-C2 

Viscosity (Pa.s) 41.51 12.36 7.19 

 
 Corresponding films fabricated 

Average surface 
roughness Ra (µm) 

1.82 0.89 0.20 

Elastic modulus (GPa) 34±21 35±11 39±2 

 

Lower ink viscosities resulted in remarkable decrease of surface roughness and standard 

deviation of elastic modulus, implying a significantly reduced number of surface defects in 

the corresponding films. As can be seen in Table 4-4, the surface roughness for the films 

made from INK-C2 was reduced to merely 10% of that of films made from the as-received 

INK-A. This is much smaller than the indentation depth, resulting in a steep reduction of 

relative standard deviation of measured elastic modulus from 63.2% to 6.2%.  

The experiments above revealed that rather than shrinkage during sintering, or 

differential contraction during cooling as proposed in many studies [6, 13], the more critical 

factor for obtaining crack-free and flat films in the current study was the ability of the ink to 

be self-levelling in the early wet state. Cracking is most likely to initiate at the drying stage if 

the particles are prevented from packing more effectively as the liquid content was removed. 

Lowering ink viscosity by adding more terpineol solvent in this case, could effectively keep 

the ceramic particles in a stable suspension in the ink and flocculated agglomerates could be 

avoided. It also promoted the dispersion of the particles in a more stable and homogeneous 

way as reported by Maiti and Rajender in YSZ suspensions [14]. As a result, cracking and 

asperity formation could be reduced to an acceptable level, or even be completely avoided. 

Consistent and reliable nanoindentation measurements could thus be conducted with high 

reproducibility. 
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4.6 Comparison of Porosities and Microstructures of LSCF6428 

Bulk and Films 

The porosities measured for LSCF6428 in both film and bulk forms sintered at 900-

1200 °C are summarised in Table 4-5. Note that the films were made from the reformulated 

INK-C2. It is found that sintering at 900 °C tended to generate approximately 45 % porosity 

for both forms of samples. After sintering at 1000 and 1100 °C, both the films and bulk 

samples had similar porosities. However, the bulk porosity experienced a huge drop to only 

5 % after sintering at 1200 °C, compared to 15 % for films. This significant difference might 

be attributed to the different sintering constraints for bulk and films, as the films deposited on 

substrates underwent constrained sintering in which lateral shrinkage was prevented by the 

substrate. For bulk samples much more homogeneous and faster densification occurred along 

all three directions and hence much less porosity was generated. These trends in the evolution 

of porosity as a function of sintering temperature can be readily seen in the micrographs 

shown later.  

 

Table 4-5 Porosity vs. sintering temperature for LSCF6428 films and bulk specimens 

Sintering Temperature 

(°C) 

Film Porosity  

(%) 

Film average 

grain size (nm) 

Bulk Porosity 

(%) 

900 46.9±2.2 200 44.85±0.32 

1000 39.7±2.6 270 36.28±1.12 

1100 24.1±1.8 450 28.67±0.95 

1200 15.2±1.2 690 5.22±0.01 

 

The surface features of the as-sintered films are shown in Fig. 4-29. The average grain 

sizes of these films were estimated based on the SEM micrographs obtained and are shown in 

Table 4-5, indicating that higher sintering temperatures resulted in coarser grains.  
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Fig. 4-29 Micrographs of top surface of LSCF6428 films after sintering at (a) 900; (b) 1000; 

(c) 1100; and (d) 1200 °C 

 

      
 

(b) (a) 

(c) (d) 

(b) (a) 
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Fig. 4-30 FIB-milled cross-sectional micrographs of LSCF6428 films after sintering at (a) 

900; (b) 1000; (c) 1100; and (d) 1200 °C (black represents porosity and gray is LSCF6428). 

The bright layer at the top is sputtered Pt to protect the surface. 

 

As can be seen in Fig. 4-29, little densification or grain growth took place during 

sintering at 900 and 1000 °C, consistent with the large porosity shown in Table 4-5. Whereas, 

during the sintering at 1100 and 1200 °C, the continuous growth of grains could lead to the 

coalescence of neighbouring pores, thus the average pore size increased, even if the porosity 

decreased [15]. These increasingly large pores observed on the surface with higher sintering 

temperature are typical of films formed by constrained sintering. It is also apparent that there 

are no detectable surface cracks in these films for all sintering temperatures. The evolution of 

the corresponding cross-sectional microstructures shown in Fig. 4-30 is consistent with the 

images from the top surfaces. A very narrow micro-crack penetrating through the film can be 

seen in Fig. 4-30 (d) (shown by an arrow). The narrowness of the crack indicates that it was 

formed after sintering, probably due to thermal contraction mismatch on cooling. Such a 

crack might cause errors if the nanoindentation test was conducted nearby, but these cracks 

are rare and any individual indentations affected by them would be apparent in the 

distribution of measured values. 

In the same way, the SEM micrographs of the polished top surfaces (which are different 

from the unpolished pellet surfaces shown in the beginning of this Chapter) and FIB-milled 

cross-sections of each sintered bulk sample are shown in Fig. 4-31 and Fig. 4-32. Note that 

resin impregnation was not performed for these samples. 

 

(c) (d) 
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Fig. 4-31 Polished surface SEM micrographs of bulk samples after sintering at (a) 900; (b) 

1000; (c) 1100; and (d) 1200 °C 

 

 

Fig. 4-32 FIB-milled cross-sectional micrographs of bulk samples after sintering at (a) 900; 

(b) 1000; (c) 1100; and (d) 1200 °C 

(b) (a) 

(c) (d) 

(b) (a) 

(c) (d) 
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These micrographs show that bulk samples after sintering at 900 and 1000 °C inherited 

similar porous features, while for samples after sintering at 1000 and 1200 °C, the solid 

content significantly increased, particularly for the one sintered at 1200 °C, for which only 

few pores can be identified in the micrograph. The observation was confirmed by the porosity 

measurement shown in Table 4-5, the porosities for 900 and 1000 °C-sintered samples were 

very close, while as the sintering temperature increased from 1000 to 1200 °C, the porosity 

was reduced from 36% to 5%, implying almost complete solid content in the 1200 °C-

sintered sample as shown in the SEM micrographs. In addition, similar microstructural 

features revealed by the SEM images for films and bulk samples sintered at the same 

temperature below 1200 °C readily confirm the comparable porosity levels presented in 

Table 4-5. The porosity-dependent mechanical properties of both film and bulk samples, 

which are the main concern of the current research, will be discussed later in Chapters 5 and 

6. 3D microstructural characterisation using FIB/SEM and the subsequent finite element 

modelling using the actual microstructures will be shown in Chapters 7 and 8. 
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Summary 

 

In this Chapter, important physical properties such as density, porosity, and 2D 

microstructures of the LSCF6428 films and bulk as well as CGO bulk were investigated. 

Results show that high density LSCF6428 and CGO pellets are suitable to be substrates for 

the deposition of LSCF inks. Abnormally large lumps were found in the commercially 

provided LSCF6428 powder which was therefore subjected to further mechanical granulation 

to generate finer particle size suitable to be used in the study, particularly to make bulk 

samples rather than inks for screen printing.  

A ready-made LSCF6428 ink (i.e. INK-A) was chosen for film deposition due to its finer 

and homogeneous particle size distribution. The thickness of sintered LSCF6428 films was 

measured to reach a maximum as a function of the number of screen printing passes. More 

importantly, sintered porous thin LSCF6428 films fabricated using this typical screen-

printing LSCF6428 ink were full of cracks and surface asperities, which caused extremely 

inconsistency and errors in attempts to measure the film elastic modulus by nanoindentation. 

Various processing parameters were investigated in order to eliminate these defects. Different 

film deposition methods and thermal treatments showed little effect on the prevention of the 

defect formation. Furthermore the cracks were shown not to arise from thermal expansion 

mismatch between film and substrate and it was concluded that the defects initiated during 

drying of the ink and then were made more severe by the sintering process. Thus, sintered 

porous thin LSCF6428 cathode films were successfully fabricated without any crack or 

surface asperities by using a much less viscous ink. Results suggested that when a sufficient 

amount of terpineol solvent was added to the as-received ink, it eased the wetting and self-

levelling of the ink upon deposition and thus a more homogeneous packing of LSCF6428 

particles in the films was achieved. As a result there was more homogeneous shrinkage in the 

film during the thermal treatments that followed and lower local stresses in the films. With 

the non-defective films, consistent and reliable loading and unloading data could then be 

obtained using nanoindentation.  
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5 Characterisation of Mechanical Properties: Elastic 
Modulus and Hardness 

This Chapter shows how reliable measurements on porous ceramic films can be made by 

appropriate indentation (i.e. nanoindentation and microindentation) experiments and analyses. 

Room-temperature mechanical properties including elastic modulus and hardness of 

LSCF6428 were investigated by spherical nanoindentation of bulk samples and porous films 

which were sintered at 900-1200 °C. The elastic moduli measured by nanoindentation were 

compared with those measured by the resonance method (i.e. IET) on bulk samples. The 

mechanical properties were evaluated with regard to the influence of porosities. FIB/SEM 

slice and view technique was applied to examine the subsurface microstructural changes, 

such as plastic deformation, crack morphologies, and film/substrate interface condition.    

5.1 Elastic Modulus and Hardness of Bulk Samples at RT 

5.1.1 Nanoindentation Results 

The elastic modulus and hardness of bulk samples measured using spherical 

nanoindentation are shown in Fig. 5-1 and Fig. 5-2 plotted as a function of the maximum 

indent load, which is related to the maximum indentation depth.  

 

Fig. 5-1 Elastic modulus vs. maximum indentation load for bulk samples after sintering at 

900 - 1200 °C 
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Fig. 5-2 Hardness vs. maximum indentation load for bulk samples after sintering at 900 - 

1200 °C 

Fig. 5-1 clearly shows that, in all the bulk samples, the apparent elastic modulus exhibits 

an initial dramatic increase with increasing maximum indentation load below approximately 

50 mN, followed by a levelling off at higher loads, although there is a high level of scatter 

between 50-200 mN for 1200 °C data. The variation of elastic modulus at loads lower than 50 

mN is probably due to the inevitable surface roughness which was comparable to the indent 

depth at these low loads. Therefore in our case, the best estimate of true elastic modulus was 

obtained by extrapolating the data points from the load range 50 – 500 mN to zero load for 

900-1100 °C data and 200-500 mN for 1200 °C data, as shown by the solid lines in Fig. 5-1. 

The same method was used to obtain the best estimates of the microstructure hardness. The 

estimated elastic modulus and hardness are summarised in Table 5-1. 

Table 5-1 Elastic moduli and hardness of the sintered bulk samples obtained by 

nanoindentation 

Sintering Temperature 

(°C) 

Elastic modulus 

(GPa) 

Hardness 

(GPa) 

900 34.2±2.1 0.69±0.09 

1000 44.5±3.2 0.86±0.20 

1100 80.2±1.9 2.35±0.14 

1200 174.3±2.8 5.76±0.12 
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The larger scatter in the results for the bulk sample after sintering at 1000 °C (Fig. 5-1, 

Fig. 5-2 and Table 5-1) was attributed to its relatively rougher surface (see Fig. 4-31 in 

Chapter 4) compared to other samples despite fine surface polishing. The observation that for 

loads > 50 mN there is only a weak dependence of apparent modulus on load, indicates that 

densification (crushing) of the porous bulk material under the indenter had a negligible 

influence on the elastic response. In principle, densification of the material generated by 

crushing under the indenter could significantly increase the local elastic modulus. This lack 

of sensitivity to densification is presumably because the densified zone is small compared 

with the longer range of elastic deformation of the rest of the material. This phenomenon will 

be examined in more detail later in the data analysis of the porous films, for which the factors 

influencing the measurements are more complicated. However, it can be seen from Fig. 5-2 

that the hardness is more sensitive to indenter load, implying that the hardness was more 

influenced by densification. This is to be expected since the hardness (permanent plastic 

deformation) of these materials is controlled by crushing rather than the more usual plastic 

deformation (viscous flow or dislocation motion) seen in other non-porous materials.  

5.1.2 IET Results and Comparison with Nanoindentation  

The elastic modulus of nominally dense LSCF6428 samples was also measured by 

impulse excitation test (IET) to compare with the nanoindentation result after the accuracy of 

the IET measurements was calibrated. The elastic modulus measured by IET for the 

nominally dense pellet was 147±3 GPa, which is close to, but slightly lower than the results 

reported by Chou et al. [1] (152±3 GPa) and Kimura et al. [2] (164 GPa), as shown in Table 

5-2. Nanoindentation tests using a spherical tip tended to generate slightly smaller values of 

both elastic modulus and hardness, compared to the use of the Berkovich tip. Vlassak and 

Nix [3] also reported that modulus measured with a triangular indenter was typically 5-6% 

higher than that obtained using an axisymmetric indenter, possibly due to the indenter 

geometry effect on the material plastic flow upon indentation. Surprisingly, Li et al. [4], 

using nanoindentation, reported much lower elastic moduli (155±4 GPa) for even higher 

relative density (98.3%) compared to our nanoindentation result. In addition, the surprisingly 

low value (76 GPa) reported by Huang et al. [5] might be related to some creep during the 

ring-on-ring test which greatly decreased the apparent elastic modulus. The reliability of both 

these latter values remains highly questionable and the origins of such discrepancies need to 

be identified. The results in our study confirm that using a spherical tip, the standard 
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deviations were less scattered, compared with the Berkovich tip, which might be due to it 

being less sensitive to the sample surface condition. Nevertheless, it is clear that the 

indentation method gave significantly higher modulus than the other methods and we 

therefore considered whether non-elastic behaviour might be responsible for this. 

Table 5-2 Comparison of Young’s modulus and hardness measurements for nominally dense 

LSCF6428 samples 

 

Reference 

Sintering 

Conditions in Air 

(sintering T/holding 

time/heating rate) 

Relative 

Density 

(%) 

Main 

Grain 

Size 

(µm) 

Measurement 

Technique 

Young’s 

Modulus 

at RT 

(GPa) 

Hardness 

(GPa) 

Kimura et 

al. [2] 
1300°C/6h/106°C·h

-1
 98 5.0 IET 164 n/a 

Chou et 

al. [1] 
1250°C/4h/300°C·h

-1
 95.4±0.2 2.9 Ultrasonic method 152±3 n/a 

Li et al. 

[4] 
1200°C/2h/300°C·h

-1
 98.3 0.8 

Nanoindentation 

(Berkovich tip, 

Pmax=490mN) 

155±4 8.6±0.3 

Huang et 

al. [6] 
1200°C/3h/300°C·h

-1
 96.6±0.2 0.6 

Ring-on-ring  

bending test 
76±5 6.3±0.4 

 

This work 

 

1200°C/4h/300°C·h
-1

 94.78±0.01 1.6 

IET 147±3 n/a 

Nanoindentation  

(Berkovich tip, 

Pmax=500mN) 

180±10 7.0±0.2 

Nanoindentation (Spherical 

tip, R=25µm, Pmax=500mN) 
174±3 5.3±0.1 

 

LSCF6428 has a rhombohedral perovskite structure at room temperature [7, 8], with a 

transition to cubic perovskite occurring at approximately 773 K [8]. Therefore, any phase 

transition of the material due to temperature difference can be ruled out as a source of the 

discrepancy, as the IET and nanoindentation tests were performed in air at room temperature. 

We therefore considered other possibilities such as: (1) ferroelastic behaviour induced by the 

indentation stresses; (2) inhomogeneous distribution of oxygen vacancies across the sample; 

(3) micro-cracking in the sample; (4) nanoindentation creep; and (5) residual porosity. These 

were investigated successively as described below. 

5.1.2.1 Ferroelastic Behaviour 

Ferroelastic behaviour in crystals was first presented and summarised by K. Aizu in 1969 

[9]. Materials possessing ferroelasticity are often characterised to exhibit strain vs. stress 

hysteresis, which is an analogue with polarisation of a ferroelectric material in an electric 
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field and magnetisation of a ferromagnetic material in a magnetic field [9]. The origin of this 

phenomenon is considered to be domain switching induced by the application of mechanical 

stress below a critical temperature above which the material transforms to a paraelastic phase 

showing the strain is a single-valued function of stress.  

Ferroelasticity in both rhombohedral and orthorhombic lanthanum-based perovskite 

materials has been observed, such as LaFeO3 [10], LaAlO3 [11], La1-xSrxMnO3 [12] and 

LaCoO3 [13]. More recently, ferroelastic behaviour of La0.5Sr0.5Co1-xFexO3-δ was reported by 

Lein et al. [14] and ferroelasticity in La0.58Sr0.4Co0.2Fe0.8O3-δ was reported by Huang et al. [15] 

and Araki et al. [16]. Most of the ferroelastic behaviour in the abovementioned materials was 

experimentally observed as a nonlinear pop-in/pop-out response in the load-displacement 

curves or hysteresis loop in the stress-strain curves generated from experiments such as 

uniaxial compression, four-point bending and indentation. Fig. 5-3 illustrates an example of 

the ferroelastic hysteresis observed by Orlovskaya et al. [17] in the perovskite material 

La0.8Ca0.2CoO3 under contact loading using a conical indenter. It was confirmed that 

ferroelastic domain switching in this perovskite material caused by the applied stress and 

unloading led to the hysteresis behaviour. In addition, it has been reported [18] that the 

critical stress decreases from lower temperatures to higher temperatures for ferroelastic 

materials, which was explained by the reduced mechanical energy threshold triggering 

domain switching at higher temperatures. This, in other words, means that a ferroelastic 

material at room temperature may require a larger applied stress to exhibit the ferroelastic 

behaviour, compared with that at an elevated temperature. 

 

Fig. 5-3 Ferroelastic hysteresis loop in the load-displacement curves for La0.8Ca0.2CoO3 

under contact loading using a conical indenter (after Orlovskaya et al. [17]).  
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In the current study, however, the so-called nonelastic pop-in and pop-out was not found 

during indentation tests. Loading-partial-unloading tests with the 50 µm diameter spherical 

indenter, even after the maximum indentation load was increased to 20 N, showed no 

hysteresis in the elastic region as can be seen from Fig. 5-4. It was revealed by SEM 

observation that the small potential pop-in and pop-out events arrowed in the figure were, in 

effect, due to cracking induced at high load ( > 12 N). 

 
Fig. 5-4 Load-displacement curve of LSCF6428 dense sample under loading-unloading 

cycles of microindentation using a spherical tip 

 

Fig. 5-5 also shows a set of typical load vs. depth curves suggesting very smooth 

nanoindentation response for bulk samples sintered at varying temperatures. 

 

Fig. 5-5 Typical nanoindentation curves of bulk samples sintered at varying temperatures 

showing smooth response. Note that the pop-out at 50 mN was due to the 20 s holding time to 

check system drift. 
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The reason for ferroelasticity not being observed in this study may be due to the domain 

dimension being larger than the grain size, or the stress induced by the applied load being 

below the critical stress for domain wall motion, possibly because the use of spherical tip led 

to small change in stress with the change of load (although this seems unlikely at these high 

loads). Further study is required to clarify this. Nevertheless, it would appear that 

ferroelasticity is not responsible for the difference between Young’s modulus measured by 

indentation and resonance methods. 

 

5.1.2.2 Oxygen Vacancy Gradient 

As explained in some studies [19-22], absorption of oxygen, and hence loss of oxygen 

vacancies from outer surface regions of a sample, might be expected when perovskite 

materials with oxygen deficiency are cooled. This would result in a gradient of oxygen 

vacancies from inside out across the thickness of the samples. Since oxygen vacancies 

increase the lattice parameter this could lead to differential contraction between the surface 

and the central core of the sample and a residual tensile stress and higher modulus (due to 

lower vacancy concentration) in the surface region. Therefore, the local elastic modulus 

across the thickness of a cut specimen should have a symmetric distribution and a minimum 

would ideally be reached in the centre. If observed, this could possibly account for the 

sample’s overall modulus measured by dynamic methods being lower than that measured on 

the surface using nanoindentation. 

In order to verify the above assumption, nanoindentation tests were performed along the 

thickness of a cut sample from the original outer surface to the opposite face of the 2 mm 

thick pellet. The measurement result is shown in Fig. 5-6. 
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Fig. 5-6 Distribution of the local elastic modulus measured across the thickness on the cut 

surface of the bulk sample 

 

Surprisingly the local elastic modulus across the thickness turned out to be constant, 

within experimental error, and close to the previous nanoindentation result. There is no 

obvious decreasing trend with distance from outer surface into the centre and no 

aforementioned elastic modulus gradient was found. Therefore, any gradient in oxygen 

vacancy concentration could be ruled out as being the cause of the significant discrepancy 

between results measured by dynamic (resonance method) and static methods 

(nanoindentation). 

 

5.1.2.3 Micro-cracking 

No evidence of micro-cracking in the present specimens used in IET experiments could 

be detected by SEM even at high magnification as shown in Fig. 5-7 (a). A load-depth curve 

of nanoindentation on such a well-polished dense LSCF6428 pellet using the spherical tip is 

shown in Fig. 5-7 (b), which further demonstrates no noticeable influence from intrinsic 

cracks.  
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Fig. 5-7 Spherical nanoindentation on high density LSCF6428 pellet, (a) SEM micrograph of 

the original top surface, (b) a load-depth curve obtained.  

 

5.1.2.4 Nanoindentation Creep Effect 

Depending on the tested materials, creep during nanoindentation may also have varying 

degrees of influence on the mechanical property measurements, as demonstrated in some 

reports [23, 24]. For the elastic modulus closest to the true elastic value to be obtained, it is 

therefore necessary to introduce a sufficient period of dwell time at peak load during 

(a) 

(b) 
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nanoindentation to accommodate the influence of the creep effect which led to a negligible 

influence on the elastic modulus calculation. Too short a dwell time can even lead to bowing 

in the initial part of the unloading curve due to the time-dependent creep deformation in an 

extreme case [23, 25], as an example illustrated in Fig. 5-8.  

 

Fig. 5-8 Example of a bowing event in the initial part of the unloading curve due to creep 

Even when bowing is not evident, creep can still cause overestimation of the sample’s 

elastic modulus calculated using the Oliver-Pharr method, as the slope of the initial portion of 

the unloading curve (see Fig. 3-5 (b) in Chapter 3) becomes steeper (hence larger stiffness 

obtained). Chudoba et al. [23] found that the apparent elastic modulus of aluminium 

measured by indentation increased by up to 50% with zero dwell time compared to that with 

a holding time of 45 seconds or more, in which case a negligible contribution of creep effect 

was introduced. However, although a much longer dwell time might be favourable to the 

measurement results, compromise should be made between the productivity of the tests and 

the precision of the results.  

In order to assess the influence of creep on the measured results, namely the elastic 

modulus and hardness of LSCF6428 bulk samples, spherical nanoindentation tests with 

varying dwell times ranging from 0 s to 400 s at maximum load applied (500 mN) were 

performed. Fig. 5-9 only shows the load-displacement curves for dwell times of 5 s, 20 s and 

400 s for comparison. The dependence of the calculated elastic modulus and indentation 

hardness on the varying dwell time is displayed in Fig. 5-10.  
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Fig. 5-9 Load-displacement curves for nanoindentation tests with 5, 20 and 400 s of dwell 

time at maximum load 

 

      

Fig. 5-10 (a) Elastic modulus and (b) indentation hardness as a function of dwell time for the 

highest density specimens. 

 

The result in Fig. 5-10 (a) reveals that the elastic modulus of the sample almost remained 

constant, with the mean value in the range of 175 GPa to 168 GPa, over the change of dwell 

time. This was because the stiffness in the initial unloading part of each curve experienced 

little change (Fig. 5-9). From this perspective, compared to the porosity effect, such a creep 

event had a minor or negligible contribution towards the calculation of the high elastic 

modulus measured with nanoindentation. Therefore the LSCF6428 dense sample in the 

current study could be regarded as having high creep resistance compared to the 

aforementioned aluminium, which is the opposite. However, indentation hardness was more 

sensitive to the creep as it dropped from about 7 GPa to 6 GPa over the interval studied. This 

(a) (b) 
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could be possibly due to the fact that the longer the dwell time lasted the deeper the indent 

depth would be, so that a larger contact area was reached.  

As a result, the overall creep effect on the elastic modulus calculation could be neglected 

and thus any period of dwell time could be applied to conduct the nanoindentation tests. 

Nonetheless, it was reasonable to apply a dwell time of 2 s in order that the accuracy of 

measurements could be reached with minimised creep effect.  

 

5.1.2.5 Effect of Residual Porosity 

However, there was approximately 5% of residual open porosity in the nominally dense 

LSCF6428 samples which would affect the elastic modulus measured by macroscopic 

methods. The effect of this porosity was estimated by applying the model proposed by 

Ramakrishnan and Arunachalam [26] (denoted hereafter as RA model) using a composite 

sphere method for solids with randomly distributed isolated pores, namely: 

0 2

(1 )

(1 )

p EE b p
E

p





                                                              5.1 

In Equation 5.1, Ep is the modulus for porous material having porosity, p, and E0 is the 

modulus of the fully dense material. bE is a parameter depending on Poisson’s ratio v0 of fully 

dense material, with bE = 2-3v0. The values of Ep measured by the IET method and the 

corresponding porosities were extrapolated to fully dense material using Equation 5.1 and the 

results are shown in Table 5-3. 

 

Table 5-3 Elastic moduli (E0) of high density LSCF6428 extrapolated using Equation 5.1 

from the experimental dynamic test results 

 

Reference Porosity (%) 
Measured Elastic 

Modulus Ep (GPa) 

Extrapolated Elastic 

Modulus E0 (GPa) 

Kimura et al. [2] 2 164 175 

Chou et al. [1] 4.64±0.22 152±3 176±3 

This work 5.22±0.01 147±3 173±3 

 

The extrapolated values for fully dense material are all in agreement to within 

experimental error. Furthermore, the extrapolated results are also in agreement with the 

indentation results to within experimental error. Therefore we can conclude that the reason 

for the discrepancy between modulus measured by IET and modulus measured by indentation 
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is residual porosity in the nominally dense bulk specimens. The IET method samples the 

entire specimen volume and is affected by residual porosity, whereas the indentation method 

possibly samples smaller volumes. Nevertheless, it should be acknowledged that the elastic 

region could be much larger than indentation size and therefore than the scale of the 

microstructure, so that the nanoindentation measurements could also be influenced by the 

residual porosity. Since the porosity for the current nominally dense sample was quite low, 

the distribution of pores might be non-uniform. This would possibly result in high values of 

elastic modulus when indentation sampled regions with less pores present even though the 

elastic volume could be very large, so that the results were less influenced by the porosity 

effect. However, the indentation method might be approximate in the present conditions, 

which might also contribute to the discrepancy measured. In any case, according to the 

analysis above, the elastic moduli reported by Li et al. [4] and Huang et al. [6] as described at 

the beginning of this Chapter would appear to be unreliable.  

In fact, available literature also indicates the common existence of a large discrepancy 

between measured elastic moduli of polycrystalline solids using the IET method and 

nanoindentation. It is likely that this difference is caused by residual porosities as found in the 

present study. Rodavic et al. [27] investigated and compared various experimental techniques 

for determination of elastic properties of different solids, including Al2O3, 7075 aluminum, 

4140 steel and Pyrex glass. Nanoindentation moduli were always higher than IET results and 

a major discrepancy was found for Al2O3 samples. These had approximately 4.3% porosity 

and elastic moduli measured using nanoindentation were 10% higher than that measured by 

IET. Wachtel et al. [28] reviewed and compared the elastic moduli of pure and doped ceria 

using dynamic and static methods including IET and indentation, revealing the static moduli 

were significantly larger (up to 25%) than the dynamic moduli for samples of the same 

composition with up to 5% porosity for Ce0.9Gd0.1O1.95. To sum up, in the current study, the 

order of the degree of influence of each factor on elastic modulus of the bulk nominally dense 

LSCF6428 samples measured using nanoindentation would be: porosity > indentation creep 

effect > oxygen vacancy gradient / ferroelastic behaviour. 

5.2 Elastic Modulus and Hardness of Porous Films at RT 

As mentioned earlier, nanoindentation measurements of porous films deposited on 

substrates are much more complicated to analyse than for bulk samples due to more factors 

affecting the indentation behaviour. Although steps had been taken to minimise roughness, it 
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was still inherent to the processing method of our films. Since these films would be used as-

processed in SOFCs, it was imperative to obtain their properties without any surface 

treatment such as polishing. Moreover, there would be an effect from the substrate as 

indentation approached the film/substrate interface, which would be expected to affect the 

experimental data. Consequently the true elastic modulus and hardness of the sample could 

not be obtained straightforwardly from the nanoindentation data as the measured apparent 

modulus and hardness varied with the indentation depth, but could be obtained only by 

removing those effects.  

The following Fig. 5-11 and Fig. 5-12 show the nanoindentation data of apparent elastic 

modulus and hardness as a function of maximum indentation depth relative to film thickness 

ratio (i.e. hmax/tf) of films after sintering at 900-1200 °C. Further data analysis will be 

discussed afterwards. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5-11 Apparent elastic modulus vs. hmax/tf ratio for porous films after sintering at (a)-(d): 

900, 1000, 1100 and 1200 °C   
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Fig. 5-12 Apparent hardness vs. hmax/tf  ratio for porous films after sintering at (a)-(d): 900, 

1000, 1100 and 1200 °C 

 

The results show a clear dependence on normalised indentation depth for apparent elastic 

modulus and hardness, which were largely controlled by the combined effects from surface 

roughness at shallow depth, densification under the indenter and substrate interference at 

deep penetration. 

5.2.1 Surface Roughness Effect 

It can be seen from the results above that, the scatter for shallow indent depths less than 

10% of the film thickness is particularly large. This is due to the surface roughness. Take 

1000 °C sintered films for example, the corresponding shallow indentation depths are 

comparable to the grain size (270 nm) and the surface roughness (Ra = 202 nm) and result in 

variability in the initial stages on indentation. A cross section through a shallow indent is 
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shown in Fig. 5-13 together with the outline of the indenter tip where it contacts the surface. 

It can be seen that hmax in this case is of similar magnitude to the surface roughness and that 

the contact is at asperities on the specimen surface. The stresses at these points are much 

greater than for ideal contact between two smooth surfaces and the displacements are 

consequently greater. 

 

        

Fig. 5-13 Effect of surface roughness on the real contact area with the indenter tip, leading 

to errors in indentation results at shallow penetration depth. Here the sample shown was 

sintered at 1000 °C 

 

Due to the facts presented above, surface roughness might have two main effects on the 

measured results. One was the underestimation of E and H at shallow indentation depth, as 

shown in Fig. 5-11 and Fig. 5-12. This underestimation was due to the overestimated contact 

area, provided that the indentation depth was comparable to the roughness, as also reported 

by other investigations [29, 30]. The measured apparent E and H increased with the 

indentation depth as the surface roughness effect gradually diminished when an increasing 

number of the untouched valleys close to the asperities on the surface under compression 

were touched by the indenter tip. Such an effect can be eliminated in data analysis by simply 

discarding the data for indentation depths smaller than a critical value (which should be 

linked to the Ra value), for which the results are less reliable, as suggested by Mencik and 

Swain [31]. In order to reduce such an effect induced by surface roughness on the 

measurements, indentation depths larger than a critical value (hcr) should be considered. Such 

an hcr relies on the tested specimen’s Ra in and in the current study hcr of each type of 

specimen was deduced to be approximately 5 times the corresponding Ra value according to 

the Fig. 5-11 and Fig. 5-12. In other words, the undue underestimation due to the roughness 

could be avoided by indenting a depth hmax > 5Ra, corresponding to indentation depths 

greater than 10% of the film thickness for these LSCF6428 films. Besides, surface roughness 
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could also be responsible for the scatter in the measured data over the whole range of 

indentation depth as shown in Fig. 5-11 and Fig. 5-12. Nevertheless, it appears that the 

standard deviations of both the elastic modulus and hardness data for the indentation depth in 

the range of 0.1-0.2tf were more consistent and reproducible than that for the other depths. 

This was particularly true for films sintered at 900 and 1000 °C. While for the films sintered 

at 1100 and 1200 °C, the errors were much larger, which were attributed to the much coarser 

surface features after sintering at higher temperature, as large pores exhibited in micrographs 

Fig. 4-29 (c) and (d).  

For many other materials the indentation hardness increases at shallow indentation 

depths (referred to as the indentation size effect) and is related to constraints on the 

generation of dislocations within small plastic deformation zones [32, 33]. However, the 

present results show that for porous materials the opposite is true due to the roughness of the 

contact at shallow displacements. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the former is a plastic 

effect while ours is effectively structural fractures.  

5.2.2 Plastic Deformation under the Indented Surface  

The effect of densification upon indentation results could be neglected since it was 

shown earlier that it had no influence on the elastic modulus measurement for porous bulk 

samples with the same material composition. Nevertheless, further insights into 

microstructural changes near the indents in the LSCF6428 films were obtained using FIB 

machined cross-sections through the indents. Here a film after sintering at 1000 °C is taken as 

an example. SEM micrographs of its top surface (inset) and cross-section through the middle 

section of an indent are presented in Fig. 5-14. The spherical tip generates an axisymmetric 

volume of indented material with its axis at the indent centre and parallel to the direction of 

indentation. Therefore these images are representative of the whole indented volume. 

Compressive crushing of the porous structure generated an approximately parabolic “plastic” 

zone in which the relative density was increased by the crushed debris filling some of the 

original pore space. 
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Fig. 5-14 SEM images of the (a) top surface and cross-section of the indent for a LSCF6428 

film sintered at 1000 °C; (b) higher magnification image showing undeformed region and (c) 

shows deformed region 

 

Nevertheless, no significant cracks were found outside this zone so that the original 

microstructure was preserved. Another observation which can be made from the SEM images 

is that the common pile-up and sink-in effects (as illustrated in Fig. 5-15) of the film material 

[34] are not found here.  

 

  

Fig. 5-15 Schematic of half-space cross-sectional view of the effect of pile-up and sink-in on 

the actual contact area for nanoindentation on films with a spherical indenter 

 

Soft films deposited on hard substrates often exhibit pile-up upon indentation due to the 

change of the films’ plastic deformation behaviour attributed to the constraint stress enforced 

by the relatively harder substrate, whereas in the opposite case (hard film on soft substrate) 

Undeformed 

region 

Deformed 

region 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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the films tend to sink-in. As a result, the former case could erroneously increase the apparent 

mechanical properties calculated using the Oliver-Pharr method because according to the 

method H ∝ A
-1

 and E ∝ A
-1/2

 where A is extracted from nanoindentation load-depth data and 

not from direct contact area measurement, while the piled-up material would accommodate 

an extra amount of load but causes underestimation of the real contact depth and hence the 

contact area. On the other hand, the sink-in effect causes overestimation of the real contact 

area and hence decreases of the calculated mechanical properties. Both of these cases would 

cause problems in the calculation using the Oliver-Pharr method, which was first established 

for monolithic materials use only. Therefore, in the absence of the pile-up and sink-in effects, 

the calculation in this study using the Oliver-Pharr method could generate estimates of E and 

H free from these effects.  

In order to gain a further understanding of the deformation, the deformed area (in 2D) 

underneath the indenter was divided into four rectangular shapes with identical height and 

width equivalent to the diameter of the projected circular area of the indent. The area ratio of 

LSCF6428 material in gray for each rectangle was measured as a matrix “density” using the 

segmentation module in Avizo software. Fig. 5-16 shows the variation of this densification 

with distance from the bottom of the indenter tip.  

 

 

Fig. 5-16 Densification variation across the film thickness. Note that the numbers in boxes 

refer to the numbered areas in Fig. 5‑13(a). 

 

In this specimen the relative density in the undeformed region was measured in area 5 of 

Fig. 5-14 (a) to be 63.9%. The density gradually decreased from 72.3% in the area close to 
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the indent, to the average value of 63.9% in the area beyond the influence of the indentation. 

Thus, in this particular case the “plastic” zone was a crushed region having higher density 

and extending to a depth of approximately 10 m. 

5.2.3 Substrate Effect 

In nanoindentation tests of thin films, one of the key difficulties is to avoid errors in 

measuring film properties caused by the influence of the substrate. To do so, an appropriate 

indentation depth (hmax) and/or an indent load (Pmax) are desired by taking into account the 

test film’s thickness and the nature of the substrate (whether it has higher or lower elastic 

modulus than the film). Indenting to a depth less than 10% of the thickness of a film (namely 

hmax/tf < 0.1) has been empirically considered as a safe condition to avoid effects from 

substrate and extract intrinsic film properties in routine nanoindentation tests [35]. This was 

however not applicable for the current LSCF6428 films as (i) the surface roughness effect 

took place when indenting less than 10% of the film thickness and (ii) it can be seen in our 

case that the effect from the substrate was yet much less significant for indentation depth up 

to 0.2tf, as shown in Fig. 5-11 and Fig. 5-12. Moreover, the influence of the substrate was not 

as marked for films sintered at 1100 and 1200 °C, as the plots stabilised as plateaus after 

indentation depth increased even beyond 0.2tf. This was most probably because the stiffness 

of these films was closer to that of the substrate. 

Fig. 5-17 (a) shows the “plastic” zone (higher density caused by crushing deformation) 

under an indent performed at a relatively deep penetration (hmax/tf = 0.25) in a LSCF6428 film 

after sintering at 1100 °C reaching as far as the interface with the substrate. Measurements of 

the local “density” using the method described earlier are presented in Fig. 5-17 (b), which 

shows that the local density close to the substrate was 79.6%, greater than the density of the 

material away from the indent (74.4%). This indicates that the substrate had interfered with 

the progression of the “plastic” zone and, by inference, the elastic zone beyond. Therefore in 

this particular case the ratio hmax/tf = 0.25 was too large for the results not to be influenced by 

the substrate and, since the substrate possessed a higher modulus (221 GPa) than the film, the 

measured apparent film modulus E = 115 GPa would be larger than the true value. To avoid 

the substrate effect, a lower penetration of around 0.15tf was applied as shown in Fig. 5-18. In 

this case the “plastic” zone had less densification and did not reach the substrate. The 

apparent modulus of 93 GPa obtained is therefore significantly smaller.  
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Fig. 5-17 Indentation of an 1100 °C-sintered film: (a) cross-sectional SEM through a 

relatively deep indent; (b) variation of solid area ratio. Note that the numbers in boxes refer 

to the numbered areas in (a). 

 
 

Fig. 5-18 A shallower indent in the same film as in Fig. 5-17 showing a less pronounced 

“plastic” zone that did not reach the substrate 

 

Further evidence of the substrate effect was observed as described below. Fig. 5-19 

shows representative SEM images of the indentation imprints and their cross-sections at 

indentation depths from 800 to 3600 nm in an 1100 °C-sintered film (tf ≈ 10 µm) obtained 

using the FIB/SEM instrument. The imprints for indentation depth lower than 800 nm (i.e. 

hmax/tf < 8%) could not be identified with SEM because the residual depths were too shallow. 

To simplify the image acquisition process, no surface protection coating or impregnation was 

applied to this sample. 
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Fig. 5-19 Top surface and cross-sectional SEM images of indents corresponding to maximum 

indentation depths from 800 to 3600 nm (i.e. 8% < hmax/tf < 36%) in a film sintered at 

1100C. 

 

The results clearly show no delamination of the films from the substrates, indicating 

good interfacial adhesion. Increasing compaction of the film against the substrate can be 

found at large indentation depth. In this film a critical indentation depth of approximately 

2000 nm (hmax/tf = 20%) can be deduced above which the “plastic” deformation region reached 

the film/substrate interface and the substrate had a significant effect on the apparent modulus 

of the film. It should be noted, however, that the elastic region underneath the indented area 

was even larger and might already exceed the interface.    

Saha and Nix [36] studied the substrate effect on nanoindentation for eight different 

film/substrate systems: Al and W films on aluminium, glass, silicon and sapphire substrates. 

They concluded that for soft film/hard substrate system the substrate hardness had negligible 

effect on the film hardness because the plastic deformation was contained within the film and 

the plastic deformation occurred only when the indenter penetrated the substrate. However, 

this was not the case in the current study (i.e. structural fracture) which shows significant 

impact from the substrate for the film hardness once the indentation depth exceeds 20% of 

the film thickness. Two significant differences might account for this. First, in the present 

study a spherical (blunt) indenter was used which resulted in a larger deformation volume 

than a sharp indenter for a given penetration depth. Second, the films in this study were 
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highly porous and the “plastic” zone, formed by crushing, was denser than the original 

microstructure of the films. Thus the harder densified material was compressed onto the 

substrate even when the penetration depth only reached 20% of the film thickness and, for 

greater indentation depths the substrate had an increasing effect on the measured hardness of 

the film. In the literature, most studies have adopted the approximate guideline of limiting the 

indentation depth to less than one tenth of the film thickness in order to obtain reliable values 

for the elastic modulus of the film [35]. In the present study we have shown that, for the 

LSCF6428 films investigated here, indentation depths of up to 20% of the film thickness 

could be used before the influence of the substrate became much noticeable, particularly for 

the calculation in the case of lower specimen sintering temperatures. It should be emphasised 

that although the elastic region under the plastic deformation region cannot be readily seen 

and its size was not easy to measure, the effect of substrate on it had primarily link to the 

elastic modulus measured. As a result the substrate effect could be further minimised by 

increasingly reducing the indentation depth. However, complete elimination of surface 

roughness effect or substrate effect could never be possible and for such thin porous films a 

balance between deep penetrations to reduce surface roughness effect and shallow 

penetrations to reduce substrate effect should be achieved.   

5.2.4 Elastic Modulus and Hardness Estimations  

It can be concluded from the analyses above that indenting shallower than hcr = 5Ra 

(which is converted to be 0.1tf in our films) the results were unduly influenced by surface 

roughness and above 0.2tf they were increasingly influenced by the substrate. Therefore, the 

most reliable data points for the films to be extrapolated to estimate true properties in this 

study are those with the ratio hmax/tf in the range 0.1 to 0.2, where much less significant 

influence from surface roughness and substrate were introduced. Consequently, 

extrapolations were carried out to zero hmax/tf by ignoring these most affected data ranges, as 

shown in Fig. 5-11 and Fig. 5-12, particularly for the films sintered at lower temperatures (i.e. 

900 and 1000 °C). The estimated results for true film values were obtained as listed in Table 

5-4. It is evident from the table that both the elastic modulus and hardness increased 

dramatically with sintering temperature as further densification took place at higher 

temperatures. For example, the elastic modulus rose nearly four-fold and the hardness rose 

over six-fold across the whole range of sintering temperatures.  
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Table 5-4 Estimated true values of elastic modulus and hardness for LSCF6428 films 

measured by nanoindentation 

 

Sintering temperature (°C) Elastic modulus (GPa) Hardness (GPa) 

900 32.4±1.2 0.37±0.08 

1000 48.3±4.6 0.61±0.11 

1100 90±6.4 1.28±0.14 

1200 121.5±7.2 1.97±0.20 

 

5.2.5 Elastic Modulus and Hardness vs. Porosity for LSCF6428 Films and 

Bulk Samples 

Fig. 5-20 (a) displays the relationship between the elastic modulus and porosity results 

obtained from aforementioned analysis, for both porous films and bulk samples. Note that in 

this figure the elastic modulus for the 95% dense bulk sample (i.e. 174 GPa) was plotted at 

zero porosity because as revealed by the previous nanoindentation analysis, this was a local 

measurement of fully dense material (while the IET modulus should be at 5% porosity, which 

is also shown in the figure).  
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Fig. 5-20 Comparison of (a) elastic modulus and (b) hardness vs. porosity between sintered 

LSCF6428 films and bulk samples 

Although there could be some other factors controlling the elastic modulus besides 

porosity (as discussed in the next chapters) and the relationship of elastic modulus and 

porosity might not be necessarily exponential, the consistency between the two datasets 

shown in Fig. 5-20 (a) clearly implies that the porosity almost played an identical role in 

LSCF6428 films and bulk samples regarding its effect on the sample’s elastic modulus, 

particularly for samples of high porosity. It should be noted that for a film sintered on a 

substrate, the microstructure produced by constrained sintering could differ from that of an 

as-sintered bulk sample for a given porosity (e.g. by being anisotropic, or having a different 

ratio of pore size to grain size) and this might account for the small difference between the 

films and bulk samples (i.e. slightly higher moduli for films). Nevertheless, the effect of 

porosity on the elastic modulus of both films and bulk can be regarded as being similar. Fig. 

5-20 (a) also compares the plot (curve in black) of the prediction of elastic modulus as a 

function of porosity using the RA model as explained by Equation 5.1, with E0 and v0 chosen 

to be 174 GPa and 0.3, respectively. It is found that this model fit very well with the 

measured data for both films and bulk samples.  

On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 5-20 (b), hardness appears to be linearly related to 

the porosity for both types of samples. However, the validity of such remains highly 

questionable due to the limited number of experimental data points, although the hardness 

does increase with rising relative density as normally behave in other ceramic materials [37, 

38]. Moreover, the different slopes for these two types of samples imply that a universal 

empirical function to describe the hardness vs. porosity relationship of both samples is 
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unlikely, which deserves further work because of the complicated permanent plastic 

deformation mechanism in the porous samples. This also suggests that the applicability of the 

empirical single variable relationships found in the literature for relating hardness and 

porosity [39, 40], is very limited and material dependent and thus invalid for our specimens. 

Although the interrelationship of the mechanical properties for both types of samples largely 

stemmed from their porosities, the distinguishable behaviours of plots shown in Fig. 5-21 for 

elastic moduli versus hardnesses also suggest that apart from porosity, there should be other 

factors controlling the mechanical properties, such as particle neck size, which require further 

studies.   

 

Fig. 5-21 Linear relationship between elastic moduli and hardnesses of bulk and films, 

implying that the interrelated mechanical properties may have several influencing factors. 
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Summary  

 

In this Chapter, the measurements of important mechanical properties including elastic 

modulus and hardness of LSCF6428 in both bulk and film forms were investigated after 

sintering at 900-1200 °C.  

For elastic modulus and hardness measurements, a spherical indenter was used since the 

contact area was then much greater than the scale of the porous microstructure. The elastic 

modulus of the bulk samples was found to increase from 34-174 GPa and hardness from 

0.64-5.3 GPa as the porosity decreased from 45-5% after sintering at 900-1200 °C. The 

results were found to be sensitive to surface roughness at shallow indentation depth, while 

stable values were obtained at larger depths. Densification under the indenter was found to 

have little influence on the measured elastic modulus. However, the elastic modulus 

measured by indentation of “dense” bulk specimens sintered at 1200 °C, 174 GPa, was 

significantly greater than that measured by impulse excitation, 147 GPa. This was shown to 

possibly be due to residual porosity of approximately 5% in the nominally dense specimens 

which influenced the long range elastic modulus measured by impulse excitation. Therefore 

the higher value is characteristic of fully dense material. No evidence of a ferroelastic 

contribution to the load-deflection indentation response was found.  

Crack-free LSCF6428 films of acceptable surface roughness for indentation were also 

prepared by sintering at 900-1200 °C. The porosities of the films were in the range 15-47%. 

The influence of surface roughness was due to the granular nature of the porous films, while 

the influence of the substrate was due to formation of a “plastic” zone of crushed, higher 

density, material under the indent which touched the substrate if the indentation was too deep. 

The experiments in this study showed that for this type of porous film and using a spherical 

indenter, relatively reliable measurements of the true properties of the films were obtained by 

data extrapolation provided that the indentation depth (hmax) fell in the range of 5Ra < hmax < 

0.2tf, which in the current case corresponded to the ratio of indentation depth to film 

thickness being 0.1 < hmax/tf < 0.2, acknowledging the fact that the substrate effect persisted 

but at a lower level in this depth range. Thus it was found that the elastic modulus of the films 

increased from 32 to 121 GPa and hardness from 0.37 to 1.97 GPa as the sintering 

temperature increased from 900 to 1200 °C. Comparison with bulk specimens clearly showed 

that the porous films behaved very similarly to the porous bulk specimens in terms of the 

dependency of elastic modulus on porosity. Microstructures obtained by FIB/SEM slice and 
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view of the film specimens, after indentation revealed the nature of the “plastic” deformation 

zone and how this affected the measurement of elastic modulus when it reached the substrate. 
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6 Characterisation of Mechanical Properties: Fracture 
Toughness 

This Chapter shows the measured results and analyses of room-temperature mode I 

fracture toughness (KIc) of the tested specimens using both Berkovich indentation and an 

adapted in situ DCB testing method. The resulting fracture and crack morphologies were 

investigated by the SEM.  

6.1 Indentation Result for Bulk Samples 

6.1.1 Microstructural Observation 

As explained in Chapter 2, accurate fracture toughness estimations require well-defined 

cracks which should not have sizes comparable to grain sizes. In the current study, as found 

earlier according to the surface micrograph observations, the average grain sizes for the bulk 

samples were estimated to be approximately 0.5, 0.8, 1.0 and 1.5 µm, much smaller than the 

corresponding crack sizes shown later, with decreasing porosities of 44.9%, 36.3%, 28.7% 

and 5.22%, respectively after sintering at 900-1200 °C.  

Although obvious pop-in events did not occur in the recorded indentation load-

displacement curves, the indentation-induced cracks were observable in SEM micrographs of 

the bulk pellets sintered at 900-1200 °C. Fig. 6-1 shows clear cracks in a nominally dense 

pellet (porosity=5.22%) sintered at 1200 °C and indented at 5 N load.  

     

Fig. 6-1 SEM micrographs of a pellet surface sintered at 1200 °C after indentation at 5 N: (a) 

top-surface showing radial star-shaped cracks around the Berkovich indented area, (b) a 

crack tip showing intergranular crack propagation 

(a) (b) 
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It can be seen from Fig. 6-1 (a) that the brittle cracks induced by indentation of a 

Berkovich tip emanated linearly on the sample surface along the radial diagonals from the 

three corners of the indented area. The arithmetic mean of the total crack length (c) measured 

from the indent central apex was approximately 50 µm and the indent half diagonal was 20 

µm. Some granular chippings on the periphery of the pyramidal indented area can be found 

as indicated by a red arrow. A higher magnification SEM image in Fig. 6-1 (b) further shows 

one of the crack tips with distinguishable grain boundary cracks, suggesting that the induced 

cracks were propagating intergranularly with the surrounding grain size being approximately 

1.5 µm. The average total crack length was estimated to be 57±4 µm and half diagonal 22±2 

µm, resulting in a c/a ratio equal to 2.6. 

 While conventional studies have investigated cracks underneath the indented area using a 

bonded interface technique [1] or by simply polishing the cross-sections [2], of which the 

main drawback would be either change of stress state or damage of materials, the much more 

straightforward FIB/SEM slice and view technique was used in the current study to have a 

close insight of the underlying deformation features. Three locations across one of the radial 

diagonals of the residual imprint were chosen for sequential FIB milling and SEM imaging, 

as presented in Fig. 6-2. Note that he stripes on the indented area in Fig. 6-2(b) were due to 

the ion-beam scanning.   

  

       
 

A A 

B B 

C C 

(a) Top surface (b) Cross-section A-A 
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Fig. 6-2 FIB-sliced cross-sectional features of the deformed locations under the indented 

area of a pellet sintered at 1200 °C and indented at 5 N: (a) top surface showing the three 

chosen location for cross-sectioning, (b) A-A cross-section through the residual imprint 

centre, showing a homogeneous distribution of flaws/microcracks (c) B-B cross-section 

through the half way of a diagonal edge, showing more concentrated interconnected 

flaws/microcracks, (d) C-C cross-section through the residual imprint corner, showing a 

well-developed crack.    

 

Several interesting features can be identified in the above SEM figures. First of all, 

obvious cracking is not likely to be observed immediately below the contact area of the 

residual imprint. Rather, very different from the so-called “rosette” shear flow lines that can 

evolve into lateral cracks and have large opening found in soda-lime glasses after indentation 

reported by Hagan and Swain [3], and different from the cone cracks induced by Berkovich 

tips found by Pharr et al.[4], here a great number of small segments of interconnected 

microcracks of submicron opening size are found confining to the plastic deformation zone 

with wider and more homogeneous distribution towards the area under the apex, as shown by 

arrows in Fig. 6-2 (b). The presence of such microcracks indicates the existence of residual 

stress field produced by internal strains due to non-uniform plastic deformation under the 

contact area [5]. In addition, the orientation dependence of these flaws/microcracks is 

noticeable as they were preferentially developed to be parallel to the sample surface. The 

reason for this appears to be the predominant subsurface tensile residual stress orthogonal to 

the surface plane induced by recovery of the elastically deformed material upon unloading of 

the indenter tip. It is important to emphasise that the sectioned C-C face in Fig. 6-2 (d) 

confirms the immediate emanation of the well-developed radial crack (vertical penetration 

and horizontal propagation) from the corner of the residual imprint. The cracks penetrated 

under the sample surface to a depth of several times the indentation depth without extending 

(c) Cross-section B-B (d) Cross-section C-C 
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into or beneath the deformed zone for joining, although in Fig. 6-2 (c) a segment of crack 

pointed by white arrow under the plastic zone can be clearly seen. Based on the above 

observations, the crack shape induced by Berkovich indentation here is the Palmqvist radial 

crack type [6, 7] (see Fig. 2-3 (a)), as the cracks generated from each extremity of the corner 

are independent, rather than joined to form the median or half-penny shaped cracks beneath 

the deformed zone [8, 9], as shown in Fig. 2-3 (b). Nevertheless, the development of 

Palmqvist cracks into median cracks remains possible once a critical load is surpassed [10, 

11]. Note that the morphologies found in the present study with the FIB-milled cross-sections 

are adequate to be representative of the features in three-dimension.  

The initiation of cracks can only start from flaws which are either pre-existing or induced 

by indentation itself, as claimed by Lawn et al. [12]. For the current study, in the absence of 

any detectable pre-existing cracks in the bulk LSCF6428 samples as described in previous 

microstructural analysis, the above observations further confirm that the accumulated 

interconnected flaws induced by the indentation process at the deformed zone boundary (i.e. 

plastic-elastic boundary) immediately below the imprint corners where stress concentration 

took place gave rise to the radial and Palmqvist cracks. They emanated from the corners 

during the residual stress relaxation upon unloading [7], as can be speculated from Fig. 6-2 (b) 

to (d). These cracks were mainly nucleated and propagated by the residual tensile unloading 

stresses, which were generated due to the material being unable to recover fully elastically as 

a result of the presence of the plastic deformation, as suggested in [3, 13].    

A quantitative study of the crack morphology evolution is out of the scope of the current 

study, since it requires a detailed knowledge of the elastic-plastic contact stress fields, which 

could be hard to deduce. Some complicated models have been proposed [8, 14-16], for 

axisymmetric indentation, but are not strictly applicable to an asymmetrical Berkovich 

indenter.   

Fig. 6-3 shows the residual indent and a crack on a pellet sintered at 900 °C, after 

indentation at 20 N. It appears that the crack morphology is far more difficult to identify 

because the surface is quite different from that of a highly dense pellet’s smooth surface. 

Hence the highly porous microstructure is not favourable for crack identification because 

even at a relatively low magnification the crack features might be disguised, as shown in Fig. 

6-3 (a). This is possibly due to the fact that the porosity of the pellet sintered at 900 °C is 

close to 45%, with a small average grain size of 0.5 µm, which is comparable to the pore size 

and larger than the crack opening size.   
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Fig. 6-3 Crack morphologies of a pellet sintered at 900 °C: (a) the residual indent, (b) cross-

sectional face of the crack. 

 

However, with careful observation at higher magnifications, the average total crack 

length was measured to be approximately 99±5 µm, with indent diagonal length of 50±4 µm, 

with a c/a ratio of 2.0, based on the observation of 20 indents. The observation at high 

magnification also indicates that the crack was intergranular due to low particle bonding 

strength.  

Fig. 6-4 shows the SEM photos of the indentation-induced crack morphologies after 

microindentation at 2 N for a pellet sintered at 1000 °C. FIB sequential slicing was also used 

in three locations of the residual indent (Fig. 6-4 (a)) for closer insight of the microstructures 

under the cracks and the indent. Penetrating cracks are indicated by red arrows.  

 

    

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 

A A 

B B 

C C 
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Fig. 6-4 Micrographs of the crack after indentation at 2 N of a pellet sintered at 1000 °C: (a) 

residual indent surface,(b) high magnification image showing intergranular cracking, (c-e) 

A-A, B-B, C-C cross-sectional micrographs, (f) a closer view of C-C section. 

 

Apart from the similar intergranular cracks as found in the 1200 °C as-sintered pellet 

shown earlier, it is interesting to notice in Fig. 6-4 (e) the appearance of a vertical crack, as 

arrowed, on the bottom of the sectioned C-C face through the residual indent apex. This 

existence indicates the possible joining of the Palmqvist cracks underneath the deformed 

region for the porous pellet (36.3% porosity), for which the critical load was small and easy 

to surpass during indentation, resulting in the development of half-penny cracks from 

Palmqvist cracks by joining under the deformed region, as demonstrated in Fig. 6-5.  

(c) Cross-section A-A (d) Cross-section B-B 

(e) Cross-section C-C (f) 
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Fig. 6-5 Isometric schematic of half-penny cracks joining under deformed region  

 

This type of subsurface cracks joining under the plastic deformation zone induced by a 

three-face indenter recently has been visualised using FIB tomography by Cuadrado et al. [17] 

and Rueda et al. [18], in a soda-lime glass sample and in dental porcelain, respectively, as 

shown in Fig. 6-6, although they used cube-corner indenters.  

      
Fig. 6-6 3D reconstructions of crack morphologies induced by cube-corner indenter for (a) 

soda-lime glass [17], and (b) dental porcelain [18] 

 

Regarding the dimensions of the cracks of our film, the average total crack length a was 

measured to be 49±2 µm and indent diagonal c 34±2. µm, the ratio of c/a, is 1.5, also 

suggesting that cracks emanating from an indentation corner would deeply penetrate into the 

pellet, as shown in Fig. 6-4 (c). Another important feature worth noticing in this specimen is 

that microcracks and collapsed particle networks cannot be readily seen in the deformed 

regions, as shown in Fig. 6-4 (f), in contrast to the clear porosity gradient found in the 

indented films as shown in Fig. 5-14. This difference might not be due to the use of a sharp 

(a) (b) 
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indenter because similar feature was also observed when a spherical indenter was used, as 

shown in SEM micrographs in Fig. 6-7. This might indicate that the particle bonding in the 

bulk samples is stronger than in the films, despite possessing similar porosities.  

     

Fig. 6-7 Micrographs of (a) a cross-sectional surface of the residual area after spherical 

indentation at 2 N of a pellet sintered at 1000 °C,(b) close view at high magnification 

Fig. 6-8 illustrates the crack morphologies generated by indentation at 500 mN load on a 

pellet sintered at 1100 °C, showing readily the occurrence of transgranular crack propagation. 

The average total crack length measured was 16±2 µm, and the indent half diagonal 11±1 µm, 

with a c/a ratio of 1.5.  

 

    
 

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 6-8 Crack morphologies on the surface of a pellet indented at 500 mN after sintering at 

1100 °C: (a) SEM image of the residual indent with radial cracks emanating from the 

corners, (b), (c) and (d) high magnification SEM images of the cracks. 

 

It is important to emphasise that although cracking took place in the above samples, the 

indentation load vs. displacement curves did not show any relevant pop-in or pop-out events, 

which suggests that the cracking was probably induced after complete removal of load, as 

revealed by Lawn et al. [9]. 

6.1.2 Fracture Toughness Derived from Indentation  

Based on the previously determined parameters, i.e. crack dimensions, elastic moduli and 

hardnesses, Equation 3.10 in Chapter 3 was used to estimate the apparent fracture 

toughnesses for the bulk samples sintered at 900-1200 °C, as shown in Fig. 6-9.  

 

(c) (d) 
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Fig. 6-9 Fracture toughness measurement by Berkovich indentation for bulk specimens after 

sintering at different temperatures 

It can be seen that KIc increased with increasing sintering temperature as expected. All 

these values are equal to or less than 1 MPa·m
1/2 

which is regarded as a typical fracture 

toughness value for untoughened ceramics. The estimated toughness for the pellet sintered at 

1200 °C (0.99±0.10 MPa·m
1/2

) falls between the literature values reported by Chou et al.[19] 

(1.10±0.05 MPa·m
1/2

) and Huang et al. [20] (0.91±0.05 MPa·m
1/2

), as compared in Table 6-1.   

 

Table 6-1 Comparison of fracture toughness measurements for nominally dense LSCF6428 

samples 

Reference 
Sintering Conditions 

(in air) 

Relative 

Density 

(%) 

Main Grain 

Size (µm) 

Measurement 

Technique 

Fracture 

Toughness at 

RT (MPa·m
1/2

) 

Chou et al. 

[19] 
1250°C/4h/300°C·h

-1
 95.4±0.2 2.9 Vickers Indentation 1.10±0.05 

Huang et al. 

[20] 
1200°C/4h/300°C·h

-1
 96.6±0.2 0.6±0.2 Vickers Indentation 0.91±0.05 

Li et al. [21] 1200°C/2h/300°C·h
-1

 98.3 0.8 Vickers Indentation 1.75±0.25 

This work 1200°C/4h/300°C·h
-1

 94.78±0.01 1.6 
Berkovich 

Indentation 
0.99±0.10 

 

If we further plot the fracture toughness values against the porosity of each as-sintered 

pellet, a fairly linear relationship can be obtained, as illustrated in Fig. 6-10, showing that an 

increasing porosity causes the reduction of fracture toughness.  
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Fig. 6-10 Fracture toughness of bulk samples as a function of bulk porosity and the linear fit 

parameters 

 

 

Fig. 6-11 Plot of fracture toughness as a function of elastic modulus 
 

Although Fig. 6-11 reflects some proportionality between fracture toughness and elastic 

modulus, this is very unlikely as the dependencies of E and KIc on porosity are different (one 

is exponential and the other is linear).  
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6.2 Indentation Results for Films 

6.2.1 Microstructural Observation 

Fracture toughness measurements in the case of porous thin films need acceptable 

indents that show radial cracks and no interfacial delamination cracks. Table 6-2 summarises 

the indentation loads applied and the resulting crack detectability using SEM for the as-

sintered LSCF6428 films during the fracture toughness measurements.  

Table 6-2 Indentation loads applied for toughness measurements and the resulting crack 

detectability using SEM for the LSCF6428 films 

Sintering 

Temperature (˚C) 
Load without Detectable Crack (mN) Load with Detectable Crack (mN) 

900 50/100/200/300/400/500/1000/2000/3000 -- 

1000 50/100/200/300/400/500/1000/2000/3000 -- 

1100 50/100/200/300/400/500/1000/2000/3000 -- 

1200 50/100 200/300/400/500 

 

The table above shows that detectable cracks were not found at any loads in the tested 

films sintered at 900-1100 °C, either in the nanoindentation load range (0-500 mN) or beyond 

(> 500 mN). Note that higher loads (deeper indenter penetration) led to more noticeable 

effect from substrates [22], which resulted in erroneous toughness measurements. 

Nevertheless, the SEM results revealed distinguishable and clear indentation cracks at loads 

ranging from 200-500 mN for the films sintered at 1200 °C.  

Examples of top-surface and cross-sectional SEM images of the films’ residual imprints 

resulting from 500 mN indentation are shown in Fig. 6-12. Note that visible and measurable 

cracks were only possible to be found in films sintered at 1200 °C, whereas for films sintered 

at 900 °C indentation on the surface did not result in any detectable residual imprint, even in 

very high magnification, thus the picture is not shown in the figure.  
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Fig. 6-12 Micrographs of surface morphologies of Berkovich-indented films at 500 mN load, 

which were sintered at (a)1000 °C, (b) 1100 °C, (c) 1200 °C, (d) is a much magnified SEM 

picture of a crack tip of sample in (c). 

The above figures show that Berkovich indentation in the highest density film developed 

well-defined crack morphologies without any chipping or secondary cracks. However, cracks 

in films sintered at temperatures lower than 1200 °C tended to be difficult to detect. It can be 

seen from Fig. 6-12 (c) that cracks emanated from the extremities of the imprint corners, as 

observed earlier for the bulk samples. As for bulk samples, sequential cross-sectional imaging 

was also made for the films using FIB/SEM slice and view to see the deformation below the 

residual indent, as shown in Fig. 6-13. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Fig. 6-13 FIB-sectioned cross-sectional micrographs in the residual indent: (a) Top surface 

showing the three chosen locations for sectioning, (b) A-A cross-section through the imprint 

centre, showing plastic deformation (i.e. densification) below the imprint, (c) B-B cross-

section through the half way of a diagonal edge, showing little densification, (d) C-C cross-

section through the imprint corner, showing a well-developed crack, and (e) D-D cross-

section through the radial crack.  

A A 

B B 

C C 

(b) Cross-section A-A (a) Top surface 

(c) Cross-section B-B (d) Cross-section C-C 

D D 

(e) Cross-section D-D 
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Fig. 6-13 shows some characteristics of deformation below the residual imprint for the 

film which are similar to those of bulk samples shown earlier. In addition, subsurface 

delamination cracks were not found evident. The densification in the deformed “plastic” zone 

immediately underneath the residual imprint did not extend to the region beneath the imprint 

corner. The densification is similar to that discussed earlier for spherical indentation. In Fig. 

6-13 (e), a radial crack propagated through the film thickness and arrested on the interface 

with the substrate, above which one or two smaller secondary cracks can be found branching 

off the main large crack. Therefore, the crack system in the indented film could be regarded 

as approximating a radial/Palmqvist crack. The effect of the densification on the initiation 

and propagation of cracks and hence on the estimation of fracture toughness should be further 

studied in the future.       

Despite the potential influence from the substrate, which needs further studies, the 

highest density film was subjected to indentation at a series of maximum loads of up to 500 

mN. Cracks were not detected using SEM for loading at maximum load below 200 mN, 

which implies that the cracking threshold with a Berkovich indenter was not less than 200 

mN for this film. (Note that for the previous E and H measurements described in Chapter 5, 

there were no such fractures over all specimen sintering temperatures from 900-1200 ˚C and 

nanoindentation load range from 0-500 mN because a spherical indenter was used.) The 

average total crack length c, indent diagonal a and the ratio of c/a are plotted as a function of 

the maximum load P, as shown in Fig. 6-14.  

 

 

Fig. 6-14 Relationships between indent half diagonal a, total crack length c, the c/a ratio and 

maximum indentation load P for a film sintered at 1200 °C 
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Fig. 6-14 demonstrates increasing crack dimensions with increasing maximum 

indentation load applied. High c/a ratios greater than 4 are found, suggesting that the test film 

showed well-defined crack patterns in the range of applied load. Schnerder et al. [23] have 

also reported that half-penny morphology with underneath joining is prevailing in Vickers-

indented bulk brittle materials with c/a larger than 3, while radial/Palmqvist cracks are 

developed at lower indentation loads or/and in materials with higher toughness, regardless of 

the indenter type, and with c/a smaller than 2.5. This is reasonably consistent with the 

observations in the current study for both bulk and films.  

6.2.2 Fracture Toughness Derived from Indentation  

In Fig. 6-15 the plot of the maximum indentation load as a function of (l/a)
1/2

c
3/2

 reveals 

a fairly linear proportionality as expected from Equation 3.10. Therefore the value 

P/((l/a)
1/2

c
3/2

) could be regarded constant (i.e. the slope of the linear fit) and independent of 

the maximum load applied, suggesting that Equation 3.10 might be applicable to the current 

films. By applying this equation KIc of 0.16±0.02 MPa.m
0.5

 was estimated for the film 

sintered at 1200 °C. This value appears to be very low and is much smaller than that of the 

bulk specimens with even larger porosity as shown earlier. Such a low fracture toughness 

value obtained is possibly related to the effect from the substrate. Nevertheless, the method 

used could have a typical level of accuracy (or uncertainty) of 40% (as proposed by Harding 

et al. [24]), within which the toughness measured from the crack lengths were found to be 

accurate, as also found by Volinsky et al. [25] for the fracture measurement using 

nanoindentation on a the low-k film.   

 

Fig. 6-15 Maximum indentation load P, as a function of (l/a)
1/2
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Fracture toughness measurements using the IM method on partially sintered highly 

porous ceramic bulk specimens and films are rare. As mentioned in Chapter 2, apart from 

characterisations of hardness and elastic modulus, considerable emphasis has been put on 

determining fracture toughness of dense (or nano-porous) thin coatings. Despite the existence 

of the similar crack patterns exhibited in the LSCF6428 bulk and films, as found earlier, it is 

worth noting that the toughness equation was developed for bulk materials and therefore its 

applicability for assessing film fracture toughness remains disputable [25]. Nevertheless, it 

has been directly used without necessary verification to assess the thin layer fracture 

toughness by several workers, as reported in [26-29]. Further work may be required on the 

reliability of such measurements in this study.  
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Summary  

 

In this Chapter, the measurements of fracture toughness of LSCF6428 in both bulk and 

film forms were investigated after sintering at 900-1200 °C.  

Based on crack length measurements from micrographs obtained for Berkovich-indented 

specimens, the fracture toughness of bulk LSCF6428 was determined to be approximately 

0.51-0.99 MPa·m
1/2

, after sintering at 900-1200 °C. Experimental results for films showed 

that the generation of observable indentation-induced cracks was very difficult for porous 

thin films sintered at temperatures below 1200 °C. Cracks were only detectable in the films 

sintered at 1200 °C, which gave a toughness of 0.16 MPa·m
1/2

, much smaller than that of the 

bulk specimens with even higher porosity. The surface and subsurface crack morphologies of 

the test samples, which were investigated using SEM and FIB/SEM slice and view, revealed 

the presence of radial and half-penny crack systems induced by Berkovich indentation.  
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7  3D Microstructure Reconstruction, Quantification and 
FEM Simulation   

This Chapter describes the results of (i) 3D microstructural reconstruction based on 

acquisition of image stacks using the FIB/SEM slice and view technique, (ii) quantification of 

microstructural parameters and (iii) mechanical simulation to calculate the elastic modulus 

and the Poisson’s ratio using FEM. Fig. 7-1 shows the workflow of the 3D microstructure 

reconstruction, mesh generation and FEM simulation process including applications and 

software used and the resulting output file types as well as the file extensions.  

 

Fig. 7-1 Workflow of dataset processing for image analysis and finite element modelling 

 

Efforts were made to prevent image artefacts arising from image acquisition process. The 

sensitivity to working parameters during image acquisition (with FIB/SEM slice and view), 

processing parameters during 3D reconstructions (with Avizo) and meshing methods during 

meshing (with ScanIP) of the microstructural properties such as porosity, necking size and 

surface areas of the films are discussed.  
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7.1 Artefacts Arising from Image Acquisition  

As briefly described earlier in Chapter 3, in this study consecutive high resolution cross-

sectional images of the LSCF6428 films sintered at different temperatures were produced by 

the FIB/SEM slice and view technique. However, numerous artefacts can originate from the 

image acquisition process, such as the so-called “curtain effect”, ion charging, low phase 

contrast, shadow effect (i.e. image grayscale gradient), redeposition effects and image drift. 

Their origins and possible influences on the quality of the images obtained, as well as the 

measures taken for their elimination are discussed below. 

7.1.1 Curtain Effect 

For a highly porous material to be milled using FIB, a so-called “curtain effect” can 

frequently occur on the cross-section of the volume of interest (VOI), manifesting as vertical 

curtain-shaped strips of material on the surface, as in the severe case shown in Fig. 7-2.  

 

Fig. 7-2 Severe curtain effect after ion milling of a 1000 ˚C sintered LSCF6428 film. Note 

that there was no deposition of a protective layer on the top of the sample and the specimen 

was not resin-impregnated. 

 

Several factors which can induce the effect, such as the non-uniform distribution of 

material on the surface, a material structure vulnerable to damage under ion beam erosion, 

ion beam current being too low or the milling depth being insufficient.  

These factors can be mitigated by adjusting the ion beam current and milling depth. A 

thin layer of protective material (e.g. platinum (Pt) or carbon (C)) deposited on the surface of 

the VOI by the built-in gas injection system (GIS) prior to the automatic slice and view 
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operation was effective to minimise the curtain effect caused by non-uniform surface in the 

present study. Compared with Fig. 7-2, Fig. 7-3 demonstrates a significant reduction of the 

curtain effect on the cross-section thanks to adequate adjustment of beam current and the 

protective Pt layer deposited on top of the VOI. Resin impregnation also helped to lessen the 

curtain effect and protect the interconnected highly porous microstructures, as explained later.  

 

 

Fig. 7-3 Curtain effect after ion milling was minimised by deposition of a protective Pt layer 

on the top of a 1000 ˚C sintered LSCF6428 film which was not resin-impregnated. 

 

7.1.2 Charging Effect 

This effect is due to the build-up of the trapped electrons or ions on a poorly conductive 

material surface, due to the number of electrons/ions flowing to the sample being different 

from that escaping from within the sample. This is particularly severe with materials of large 

surface area to volume ratio (i.e. porous or loose materials such as particles). This may induce 

an electric field in the sample and influence the escape of secondary ions/electrons from the 

sample surface. Thus the image signal reflecting the local specimen structure will be 

significantly affected (e.g. image distortion, drift, partially bright or dark appearance and/or 

loss of image contrast) [1].   

An example of extreme contrast reflecting a strong charging effect was observed on the 

milled cross-section of a sample, as shown in Fig. 7-4 (a), thereby prohibiting a good view of 

the cross-section. The bright white charging area overlapped a major part of both the solid 

and pore phases, which were hard to distinguish visually. Accordingly, Fig. 7-4 (b) reveals 

the disadvantageous grayscale histogram which was unsuitable for further segmentation of 

the image, and hence any images acquired with this type of charging effect were discarded.  
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Fig. 7-4 (a) Charging effect on the milled cross-section and (b) the resulting grayscale 

histogram of the selected region  

 

Although LSCF6428 is a good mixed electronic-ionic conductor, its deposition on an 

isolating CGO substrate drastically reduces the overall conductance when attached on an 

aluminium microscopy stub. Therefore, in order to minimise the charging effect, the sample 

was firmly attached to the stub using conductive Ag paste and the paste was also used to 

draw a low resistant path from the film edge to the stub, crossing the CGO substrate. In 

addition, the entire sample was subjected to sputter coating of a thin film of gold. If no 

measure was taken to provide electrical grounding, the charging effect could be even more 

noticeable. Apart from good electrical grounding and conductive contacting of the sample, 

another method tried to prevent charging was to use a lower accelerating voltage for the 

electron beam [2].  

7.1.3 Low Phase Contrast 

The grayscale contrast of the images acquired relied on the quantity of the emitted 

electrons, both back scattered and secondary, received by the detector. In the current study, 

there are only two phases in the films, namely the LSCF6428 solid phase and the pore phase. 

Low contrast (as an example shown in Fig. 7-5 (a)) resulted in a poor level of automatic 

discrimination between phases and was attributed to the charging effect.  
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Fig. 7-5 Example of low and unreliable contrast between porous phase and solid phase in 

specimens not impregnated with resin (a), (b) and (c), and histogram (d) corresponding to 

micrograph (c)  

 

Despite some enhancement of phase contrast achieved by lowering the accelerating 

voltage of the electron beam (from 15 kV to 5 kV), the poor differentiation between pores 

(especially the background pores below the milled cross-section) and solid in most areas 

remained unresolved in the example shown in Fig. 7-5 (b) and (c). Although the pore and 

solid features are still visually distinguishable upon close view, without a tedious manual 

correction the automated image processing (i.e. segmentation) was not possible because of 

the unimodal grayscale histogram shown in Fig. 7-5 (d).  

Rather than devising more complicated image processing techniques, resin (e.g. epoxy) 

impregnation was found to be an effective way to increase the contrast between pore and 

solid phases for highly porous structures. Prior to sectioning, the sample was placed in a 

vacuum impregnation chamber and one or two drops of epoxy resin, which had been 

homogeneously mixed with curing precursor, were placed on the specimen and then held 

under vacuum for 2 hours. Fig. 7-6 (a) shows an example of a film after sintering at 900 °C in 

which the resin impregnation induced a very well defined contrast between the two phases as 
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well as distinct phase boundaries. This gave a grayscale histogram (Fig. 7-6 (b)) which met 

the requirement for automated segmentation based on grayscale thresholding without manual 

correction. Lower grayscale values belong to pores ((i.e. darker regions around left hand peak) 

and higher values solid phase (brighter regions around right hand peak). Since the image 

grayscale value intensities in the histogram were clearly divided into two groups showing two 

distinct peaks, the threshold value could be chosen at the middle of two peaks in the 

histogram. Fig. 7-6 (c) therefore shows the corresponding segmented image by applying a 

threshold value of 38 according to the histogram in this example. 

 

       

  Fig. 7-6 Sufficient phase contrast resulting from resin impregnation, (a) the SEM image; (b) 

the corresponding grayscale histogram; and (c) the segmented image with a threshold at the 

minimum between the two peaks in (b) 

 

It should be noted that in Fig. 7-6 the image and histogram show relatively dark 

grayscale values, which was found to be more favourable for the segmentation process. In 

practice it was not always the case that the brighter the images the better the image quality in 

terms of the subsequent image processing, unless the contrast is sufficiently strong. As shown 

in Fig. 7-7 and Fig. 7-8, sometimes a lower brightness is more favourable to better 

distinguish between porous phase (dark) and solid phase (bright). The relatively bright 

noise/charging inside the dark phase and at the phase boundaries, which would be improperly 

regarded as solid phase in a bright image, can be included with the dark phase, so that 

differentiation can be made easier for image segmentation.  
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Fig. 7-7 Comparison between noise in (a-b) a relatively bright image and (c-d) a dark image 

of the same porous microstructure 

  

 

Fig. 7-8 Histograms showing (a) more noise in the bright image than (b) in the relatively 

darker image from Fig. 7-7 
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7.1.4 Shadow Effect 

The shadow effect is a gradient effect, as illustrated in Fig. 7-9 (a), in which the image 

appears to be increasingly dark towards the bottom. This was because the trenches created 

around the VOI had a small volume. In this particular example the trench in front of the 

peninsula (i.e. the VOI) is short, as shown in Fig. 7-9 (b), so that the access of the 

ions/electrons flowing in and exiting from regions near the trench (e.g. the lower part of the 

front face of the VOI in this case) was restricted.  

 

        

Fig. 7-9 (a) Shadow effect on a SEM image and (b) the corresponding top view of the VOI.  

 

As the streams of charged particles were obscured, their quantities detected by the 

detector diminished so that the corresponding area in the image was shaded and non-uniform 

contrast was generated. This generated segmentation problems, as it was then hard to 

automatically segment the image using a simple thresholding method. Fig. 7-10 (a) shows the 

2D SEM image corresponding to Fig. 7-9 (a), and its grayscale histogram is shown in Fig. 

7-10 (b). Although there are two distinct primary peaks in Fig. 7-10 (b), the simple one-off 

thresholding method resulted in inaccurate segmentation as shown in Fig. 7-11 where the 

features for the lower part of the image appear to be lost.   

 

  

(b) (a) 
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Fig. 7-10 (a) 2D SEM image cut from Fig. 7-9 (a) showing a shadow effect and (b) the 

corresponding grayscale histogram  

 

Fig. 7-11 The resulting segmented image of Fig. 7-10 (a) based on simple thresholding using 

the histogram of Fig. 7-10 (b) 

For a more informative representation of the non-uniform contrast distribution, Fig. 7-12 

(a) and (b) respectively show the 3D surface plot of the grayscale values across the image and 

the grayscale values across a line cut in the image shown in red. These figures readily show 

the gradient of grayscale value over the image from the top to the bottom, as it tended to 

decrease to zero (= black).  

       

Fig. 7-12 (a) A 3D surface plot and (b) a 2D plot of the grayscale values of the entire image 

and across the line cut in red in Fig. 7-10 (a) 
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Measures taken to minimise the shadow effect were considered to be either conducting 

extra image processing to subtract the gradient information in the images or milling much 

wider and larger trenches during FIB slice and view process.  

The removal of the grayscale gradient was investigated by using a number of image 

processing packages, such as ImageJ, Lispix and Matlab, based on background subtraction or 

filtering algorithms (such as median filter [3] and edge-preserving smoothing filter [4]). Fig. 

7-13 compares the quality of an as-acquired image and the image after gradient removal by 

applying the “flatten background” function in Lispix. Compared with the original grayscale 

histogram shown in Fig. 7-13(b), the result after gradient removal in Fig. 7-13 (d) shows a 

highly improved histogram despite the presence of some trivial noise events. Fig. 7-14 (a) 

and (b) demonstrate the corresponding segmented binary images of Fig. 7-13 (a) and (c) by 

thresholding, respectively, and demonstrate the improvement of image quality by the 

aforementioned gradient removal.  

 

        

      

Fig. 7-13 Removal of grayscale gradient by image processing using background subtraction: 

(a-b) before, and (c-d) after 
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Fig. 7-14 The resulting segmented binary images corresponding to Fig. 7-13 (a) as-acquired 

and (b) after gradient removal. (black=pore, white=LSCF6428)  

 

It was concluded that the cut area of the front trench should have a length at least twice 

the height of the VOI. Fig. 7-15 (a) shows a slice and view operation on a sample with a 

wider and larger U-shape trench. This resulted in a uniform brightness across the front face of 

the VOI (Fig. 7-15 (b)).   

      

Fig. 7-15 The shadow effect could be avoided by creating larger trenches.  

 

7.1.5 Redeposition of Sputtered Material 

When a relatively high ion-beam current ( > 2.8 nA) was used to mill the cross-section of 

the sample, some of the material sputtered from the milled region redeposited on the cross-

section (Fig. 7-16) as well as in the trenched area (Fig. 7-17). The redeposition on the cross-

section could eventually obscure the true microstructural features of the face being analysed. 

X 

Z 

X 

Y 

(b) (a) 

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 7-16 An extreme example of redeposition of sputtered material on the cross-section 

 

      

Fig. 7-17 Two examples of redeposited material (bright area, as the (a) red arrows and (b) 

boxes show) in the trenches surrounding the cut face 

 

In addition to facilitating the access of the ion/electron flux, another advantage of 

creating U-shape trenches was also to accommodate the material sputtered during milling, so 

that the redeposition on the cross-section of the VOI could be minimised. Nevertheless, some 

redeposition could still be found on the cross-section. In order to remove this residual 

redeposition and to avoid further redeposition during milling, a relatively small ion beam 

current (e.g. 2.8 or 0.92 nA) was be used to finely polish each cross-section after milling, 

while keeping the real features of the section unaffected. This was very useful for the long-

period automated slice and view runs. As shown in Fig. 7-18, the redeposition on a cross-

section due to milling using a high beam current (9.3 nA) could be removed by finer 

polishing using a lower beam current (2.8 nA).  

(b) (a) 
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Fig. 7-18 (a) Redeposition of material on the cross-section after milling using a high beam 

current of 9.3 nA, and (b) after fine polishing using a lower beam current of 2.8 nA. 

 

7.1.6 Image Drift  

Significant image drift problems were very rarely encountered with the current advanced 

FIB/SEM system, as all the image shifts were compensated during the automated slice and 

view procedure. However, occasionally the system was not adequately stabilised for the 

thermal or turbulent drift in the working environment, so that uncorrected image drift could 

still be significant. Since the slice and view of several hundred images could take over 10 

hours to finish, image drift could be noticeable. Illustrated in Fig. 7-19 is an example in 

which there was significant displacement of the images acquired by SEM before and after 

500 milling slices (a–b), while the corresponding view from ion beam did not change much 

(c-d).  

(b) (a) 
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Fig. 7-19 Example of image shift caused by electron beam drift (bulk sample of LSCF6428 

sintered at 1200 °C), (a) and (b) show displacement in the SEM images after 500 slices and 

(c) and (d) show much smaller displacement in the corresponding ion beam images. 

 

If no drift correction was made afterwards, in this example severe distortion in the 

reconstructed 3D microstructures would be induced, as described in the next section. 

Furthermore, in the case as shown in Fig. 7-19 some of the later SEM images only recorded a 

part of the cross-sections. This would not generate a sufficiently larger VOI by 3D 

reconstruction unless the VOI was completely included in the stack of images.  

 

7.2 3D Microstructural Reconstruction Using Avizo Software 

As previously mentioned in Chapter 3, the 3D microstructures of LSCF6428 films 

sintered at different temperatures were reconstructed using Avizo software, by applying a 

series of image processing techniques. A typical process outline from a recorded image stack 

to a reconstructed 3D microstructure would include: (i) image preparation, which involves 

correction of image resolution (i.e. resampling) and cropping; (ii) alignment of the image 

stack, which involves drift and shear correction; (iii) image filtering, such as noise removal 

(b) (a) 

(d) (c) 
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and island removal; (iv) segmentation (by grayscale thresholding and phase labelling) and (v) 

3D model generation. Note that stages (i) to (iii) are not strictly sequential but can be inter-

coordinated.  

7.2.1 Image Preparation  

As found later at the meshing stage, image stacks of very high resolution (i.e. in this 

study the highest resolution was 12.5 nm/pixel) resulted in very large datasets ( > 1 GB) 

which Abaqus CAE would not be able to handle due to the limits on job capacity in the 

workstation used. Therefore, some reduction of image resolution was necessary, but without 

significant loss of key microstructural detail. This was been achieved by down-sampling the 

image by a factor of 2 slice by slice using common image processing tools, such as IrfanView, 

ImageJ, Matlab, Avizo and ScanIP, after which the resolution was reduced to 25 nm/pixel. In 

order to reduce the resolution across the direction normal to the image planes, the images 

were selected every other slice, by which the slice number was reduced to a half and the slice 

distance increased from 12.5 nm to 25 nm, to produce a new dataset with a new voxel size of 

25×25×25 nm
3
. An example is shown in 2D in Fig. 7-20 (black=pores and blue=solid), which 

demonstrates down-sampling by a factor of 2 of a segmented image collected in this study 

using ScanIP based on linear interpolation. In this case the stack porosity was kept constant 

but the morphologies of the pore and solid phases were slightly altered with some small 

interconnected particle apertures being eroded by relatively large pores or vice versa as 

shown in the magnified images in Fig. 7-20 (c) and (d). It is worth emphasising that the 

change in the feature shapes was negligible and thus the physical properties were hardly 

affected while the dataset size was significantly reduced.  
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Fig. 7-20 Down-sampling of a 2D image by a factor of 2: (a) before and (b) after, (c) and (d) 

are magnified images as a part of (a) and (b), respectively. 

 

7.2.2 Alignment of Image Stack 

In this study, the aforementioned stack of images with relatively lower resolution was 

then imported into Avizo for further processing. Alignment of the image stack involved drift 

correction and shear correction, in order to remove any distortions of dimension and aspect 

ratio in the stack in all the three directions.  

Tilt correction and dynamic focus correction were applied by the image acquisition 

procedure (to compensate the tilted slicing and image angle of 52° in the FIB/SEM), but the 

drift effect remained. When the desired cross-sectional images captured of the VOI were all 

within the field of view, the drift components in the X and Y directions were corrected using 

the following image alignment process in Avizo. This is illustrated in Fig. 7-21, where (a) 

represents a stack of sequential images comprising 200 slices, (b) and (c) are the side views 

(b) (a) 

(d) (c) 
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along X axis before and after shear correction, respectively; (d) and (e) are the top views 

along Y axis before and after drift correction, respectively. The automated alignment process 

was made using a least squares algorithm based on image intensity. Note that slices of image 

were stacked in the Z direction (i.e. FIB slicing direction). Once the stack was aligned, the 

dataset was cropped into the desired size of the VOI. Fig. 7-22 (a) shows an example of the 

aligned 3D stack of the VOI, and (b) shows examples of the resulting segmented images in 

three orthogonal planes.  

                                         

Fig. 7-21 (a) represents the studied image stack, (b) and (c) are side views (along Y axis) 

before and after shear correction, (d) and (d) are top views (along X axis) of  the stack before 

and after drift correction. 

 

      

Fig. 7-22 (a) Stack of cropped and aligned images in 3D, and (b) segmented slices of images 

in three orthogonal planes 

(a) (b) 
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7.2.3 Image Filtering 

Various 2D and 3D filters are available in Avizo for adjusting contrast, removing noise 

and enhancing features in a single slice, all the slices, and the 3D volume. 2D smoothing 

based on a median filter algorithm was usually applied in 2D to reduce noise before and after 

segmentation. For most of the images collected in the current study, there was little to 

improve in terms of 2D image quality provided that the artefacts had been mitigated during 

image acquisition.  

7.2.4 Image Segmentation  

As described previously, the most common method used for segmentation in 

tomographic images is histogram thresholding whereby a fixed threshold grayscale value is 

chosen based on the grayscale histogram of the analysed volume. During segmentation each 

pixel within a given grayscale value range in an 8 bit image acquired is assigned a 

corresponding material phase label. As in the current study, there were only two phases (i.e. 

solid LSCF6428 and pores) in the microstructures, the process was made simpler and easier: 

the grayscale images acquired were binarised with only interior (i.e. solid material) and 

exterior (i.e. pores) labels. This was performed based on the simple thresholding method, 

which chose a threshold according to the resulting grayscale histogram, above which all 

pixels’ grayscale values were set to be 1 (white, solid) and the rest were set to be 0 (black, 

pores), as explained earlier. Problems arising during segmentation usually related to the 

quality of the images acquired by FIB/SEM slice and view. In other words, the automated 

segmentation was very successful provided that sound bimodal grayscale histograms (such as 

the example shown in Fig. 7-6 in the previous section) were generated after the removal of 

artefacts in the images, as described above.  

7.2.5 3D Dataset Generation 

Once the aligned images of the VOI had been segmented into binary images, the 3D 

dataset was generated using Avizo which allows the visualisation in surface view, isosurface 

rendering or volumetric rendering, as examples respectively shown in Fig. 7-23 and Fig. 7-24. 
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Fig. 7-23 A LSCF6428 film sintered at 900 ˚C with surface cracks analysed by FIB/SEM 

slice and view and 3D reconstruction: (a) top surface with green box indicating the milling 

region; (b) one of the cross-sectional slices milled by FIB with a higher magnification of part 

of the VOI face; (c) isosurface rendering of the VOI with a front binarised image; (d) 

complete isosurface rendering of the VOI showing the crack feature.  

 

      

Fig. 7-24 Example of 3D volumetric rendering showing (a) LSCF6428 solid phase and (b) 

pore phase 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(a) (b) 
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However, the 3D microstructure could contain some apparently isolated solid regions 

(islands) that appeared not connected to the main body of the microstructure due to limited 

resolution. These features would eventually give rise to non-convergence of the subsequent 

FEM calculation, and therefore it was necessary to exclude them before importing the dataset 

into Abaqus CAE. Some such isolated islands were removed by applying the Avizo’s “Island 

Removal” filter which removed islands smaller than a user-defined threshold pixel size. 

Others that could be readily visually detected were removed during segmentation. Fig. 7-25 

shows an example of a solid region of this sort which had to be excluded from further 

meshing and FEM. Fig. 7-26 illustrates the removal of it by manual labelling the region as 

pore phase during Avizo’s segmentation process.  

 

     

Fig. 7-25 Example of an isolated solid region (island) “floating” in the pore  region of a 

microstructure, for which removal was desired, (b) is the magnified view. 

 

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 7-26 The “floating” solid region in (a) was removed by manually labelling it as pore 

phase during segmentation using Avizo, (b), (c) and (d) are of the same location viewed in 

three orthogonal directions.  

 

Islands that were not visually noticeable (e.g. hidden in a cluster) and of size slightly 

above the island removal threshold were moved using ScanIP software, as described in 

Section 7.3. Because all isolated islands were of very small size compared to the overall 

microstructure, the influence on the final FEM calculation could be regarded negligible.  

7.2.6 Pore Volume Fraction Measurement 

As explained earlier in Chapter 3, instead of using the conventional Archimedes’ method 

whereby the porosity of porous thin films is almost impossible to measure, the quantification 

of volume fractions of the two phases were made using Avizo. The porosity was calculated as 

the ratio of the number of voxels segmented as pore phase over the total voxel number as 

shown in Fig. 7-27.  

(b) 

(c) (d) 

(a) 
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Fig. 7-27 Data processing and outputs for calculating 3D or 2D volume fractions of solid or 

pores in a dataset  

The 2D surface area fraction of porous phase (called 2D porosity) in each as-acquired 

image of a dataset was also measured to assess the microstructure “homogeneity”. In this 

case, the “XY planes” mode was selected. Other important microstructural parameters which 

may have influence on elastic modulus measurements also can be determined using Avizo 

and will be discussed in Section 7.5.  

7.3 FE Model Meshing Using ScanIP Software 

Once the 3D microstructures were successfully reconstructed, the Avizo-binarised image 

dataset was exported as “3D raw data (*.raw)” file and then imported into ScanIP for mesh 

generation. A typical process would include segmentation, mask filtering and mesh 

generation. The meshing algorithms as well as the other parameter settings for mesh 

generation can have a large influence on the mesh quality, meshing time and FEM time. Thus 

a trade-off between a desired fine mesh quality and meshing time was also desired. 

3D porosity 

2D porosity 

Quantification module 
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7.3.1 Mask Filter Operation 

The volumetric meshing process was carried out using ScanIP software’s +FE module, 

which provides a robust approach for the conversion of segmented serial 3D image data into 

multi-part volumetric and/or surface meshes. Because the binary data were composed of 

image slices rather than an individual reconstructed 3D microstructure, prior to the mesh 

generation process, a simple and quick threshold-based segmentation was applied to all slices 

for creating new masks (unlinked regions) for the two phases, with white (grayscale 

value=255) being material and black (grayscale value=0) being pores.  

As mentioned earlier, after processing using Avizo, the microstructure (masks) might 

still contain some small size isolated “islands”. Therefore these were removed to produce the 

final *.inp in the following ways. The whole assembly of solid masks was further split into 

separated connected regions (which were defined by the face-to-face connectivity of the 

voxels within each mask), by selecting the appropriate option under mask filtering operations. 

The isolated “islands” that were not connected to the main body were then successfully 

removed. By choosing the “General Statistics” option, information on the number and 

volume of masks could be shown. The FE model created from the remaining mask was then 

meshed and exported for FEM simulation.  

7.3.2 Mesh Generation 

In a preliminary study, the default meshing algorithm (i.e. +FE Grid algorithm) which 

uses a mesh morphing technique, was applied for mesh generation (Fig. 7-28 (a) and (b)). 

Meshes of sufficiently high quality can be directly imported into a range of commercial FE 

packages, such as Abaqus CAE used in the current study. Due to the complicated distribution 

of the irregular interconnected material and pore shapes in the microstructures, mesh 

generation using +FE Grid could result in a *.inp data file (ready to import into Abaqus) 

larger than 1 GB, containing over 7 million elements. A compromise had to be established 

between the size of the executable files and the computational capability. In the current study, 

the Abaqus CAE run on the workstation could not handle a *.inp file over 500 MB due to the 

very large transitory memory usage required. Therefore a more effective meshing algorithm, 

i.e. +FE Free, which offers greater flexibility in the element creation process and allows more 

control over the number of elements that are generated than +FE Grid, was applied to reduce 

the number of elements for the meshed model in order to reduce the computational demands.   
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The +FE Free meshing algorithm allows the multipart conforming surfaces to be 

automatically adapted to features in the segmentation. Several steps are involved in volume 

mesh generation (this is the reason why +FE Free requires longer time than +FE Grid).The 

algorithm first creates the +FE Grid mesh of high quality, which is characterised by a 

consistent element edge length based on the voxel size. The surfaces of the +FE Grid mesh 

are then extracted (single and multipart) and are then remeshed using the +FE Free meshing 

algorithm. It preserves small features in the model with fine local mesh generation. The 

remeshed surfaces are then filled with tetrahedral elements using a Delaunay/Advancing front 

approach [5].  

Parameter setting for +FE Free consists of the “Compound Coarseness” slider to control 

the global coarseness of the model (see Fig. 7-28 (b)). At zero setting the surface is not 

remeshed but simply taken from the +FE Grid mesh and the interior filled using the free-

meshing approach. If the slider is moved to the left (negative values) the remeshing algorithm 

will be activated and allowed to increase the element edge lengths based on features. The rate 

of change and size of the edge lengths will both increase as the slider is moved further to the 

left. If the slider is moved to the right (positive values) the remeshing will again be activated 

and will attempt to densify the mesh. In the current study, -20 or -30 was typically chosen to 

reduce the element number. Local mesh refinement could be achieved by applying the “Mesh 

refinement volumes” option, which allows refining the volume mesh around a VOI, with both 

+FE Grid and Free meshing algorithms. When the number of elements was too large but 

down-sampling would lead to loss of potentially significant features, the mesh refinement 

tools were used to set a lower global mesh density, but preserve some features by using a 

higher resolution locally. A smoothed surface mesh was generated for all the models. For a 

smoother resampling “Linear” was found to be a good option to choose. The “Advanced 

Parameters” could be set to manually adjust target element edge lengths. 
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Fig. 7-28 Mesh generation using the ScanIP +FE meshing module: (a) Parameter setting 

dialogue for +FE Grid, (b) a large number of hexahedral elements generated by using +FE 

Grid, (c) Parameter setting dialogue for +FE Free 

 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 
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As a result, the number of elements was reduced to less than 1 million and hence the 

*.inp file size decreased to around 100 MB, which was adequate to be imported into Abaqus 

CAE for FEM simulation. However, it is worth noting that the time required for the +FE Free 

algorithm was dramatically increased compared to the use of +FE Grid on a 12-core 

workstation with 48 GB RAM (i.e. 10-30 mins for +FE Grid compared to several hours using 

+FE Free).  

There were other different possible ways to reduce the number of elements, which 

included cropping and downsampling of the test models. It should be noted that in the current 

study, the meshing and modelling processes effectively treated the pores as holes within the 

microstructures, which means the pores (i.e. empty space) should not be meshed as in the 

case for computational simulation.   

In the current study, the actual voxel size of the image data acquired by FIB/SEM slice 

and view process and treated using Avizo was 12.5 nm/pixel with 12.5 nm slice spacing. 

Taking a 10×10×10 µm
3
 VOI as an example, the voxel number would be 800×800×800 = 

512 million, which was too high for subsequent computation. Therefore, the data were first 

down-sampled to reduce the size of the model. Down-sampling, which also reduced the 

memory usage dramatically, was done with caution by using either image processing 

software (e.g. IrfanView or ImageJ) or by ScanIP with “Linear” as the background image 

interpolation method and the mask interpolation method. It is necessary to keep in mind that 

down-sampling (i.e. increasing the pixel spacing) by a factor of r in all directions will 

decrease the models size by r to the power 3. Thus if down-sampling by a factor of 2 in all 

three directions, a considerable difference in the memory used (2×2×2 = 8 times less) would 

be noticed. It is in general preferable to resample with the same resolution in x, y and z as this 

would provide with the best finite element qualities. In the current study down-sampling was 

made as much as possible while ensuring that the features of interest were preserved. The 

“ideal spacing” had to be chosen depending on the size of the smallest feature considered to 

be significant in the model. Therefore in the current study, the model was down-sampled by a 

factor of 2 in all directions, which gave a resolution of 25 nm/pixel and 25 nm for slice 

spacing. As a result the number of voxels was significantly reduced to 64 million.   

In the ScanIP +FE module material properties could also be assigned. Node sets are 

useful during FEM as they can save time and effort when applying boundary conditions to 

the model in the FEM processor. To avoid time-consuming selection of node sets using 

Abaqus CAE and to facilitate the application of boundary conditions in FEM processor, the 

nodes on the six surfaces of the model were selected and defined as node sets in ScanIP.    
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Finally, a 4-node linear three dimensional stress tetrahedral element type (C3D4) was 

applied to generate meshes for the models. Fig. 7-29 (a) shows the meshed isoview of a 

microstructure after sintering at 1000 °C. Fig. 7-29 (b) shows an outer planar surface meshing 

(area in white), compared to the visible mesh inside the microstructure (area in green). Fig. 

7-29 (c) represents in detail a magnified view of adaptive meshing with different mesh 

element size. 

 

      

       

Fig. 7-29 Mesh generation for a microstructure: (a) isoview of the meshed model; (b) surface 

view at Zmax; (c) adaptive mesh at higher magnification 

 

In the current study, at least three independent VOIs were sectioned in each as-sintered 

film to perform the reconstruction and the subsequent FEM. Approximately 2 million 

tetrahedral elements were generated for each VOI after the reconstructed 3D microstructures 

were meshed using ScanIP software. 

(b) 

(c) 

(a) 
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7.4 Mechanical Modelling Using Abaqus CAE 

After the 3D microstructures were fully meshed, they were exported as FE compatible 

model with a file suffix *.inp and imported into Abaqus CAE for further finite element 

modelling, as described below.  

7.4.1 Material Parameters 

In Abaqus CAE, the model imported possessed orphan mesh status, which means it was 

not generated by Abaqus and might be difficult to modify. The FEM simulation was run for 

each microstructure corresponding to a particular sintering temperature using the Abaqus 

Standard FE solver based on the assumption that the LSCF6428 solid was isotropic and linear 

elastic, irrespective of the sintering temperature. In Abaqus CAE, a Poisson’s ratio of fully 

dense LSCF6428 material reported in literature [6], νs = 0.30,was chosen for use in all FEM 

simulations. An elastic modulus of fully dense LSCF6428 material determined by 

nanoindentation in this study was chosen as the solid phase elastic parameter: E0 = 175 GPa.  

7.4.2 Boundary Conditions 

After the assignment of material properties, a new equation solver step named “step-1”of 

the general static type was created after “initial step” and “default time incrementation” were 

used. The boundary conditions which were created from “initial step” and propagated to 

“step-1” and displacement created from “step-1” applied on the node sets are shown in Table 

7-1. It should be noted that mechanical simulation in the Y direction was not necessarily 

equivalent to the nanoindentation of the actual films in that direction because the 

nanoindentation-induced deformation of the films was also influenced by stresses in the other 

two directions. Therefore, normally each of the models was subjected to three simulation 

tests (i.e. Test 1, 2 and 3), corresponding to all three directions (X, Y and Z) to calculate the 

elastic moduli in the three directions. The corresponding three pairs of surfaces (node sets) 

were denoted as Xmin/Xmax, Ymin/Ymax and Zmin/Zmax and for the boundary conditions 

U1 means displacement in the X direction, U2 in the Y direction, U3 in the Z direction.  
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Table 7-1 The boundary conditions as well as the compressive boundary displacement 

applied for each FEM model 

Test No. Direction Boundary Conditions Applied 
Displacement Applied 

(pixel) 

1 X Xmin: U1=0; Ymin: U2=0; Zmin: U3=0 Xmax: U1=-1 

2 Y Xmin: U1=0; Ymin: U2=0; Zmin: U3=0 Ymax: U2=-1 

3 Z Xmin: U1=0; Ymin: U2=0; Zmin: U3=0 Zmax: U3=-1 

 

An example is shown in Fig. 7-30 of the simulation in the Y direction. A small 

displacement (compression) was applied on one free surface normal to the Y direction (U2=-

1 at Ymax), so that the model deformed linearly in the Y direction. The opposite face (node 

set Ymin) was constrained to have no displacement (U2=0 at Ymin) in this direction. 

Boundary conditions were also applied to constrain the degree of freedom of the normal 

displacement for the nodes on the model’s other surfaces parallel to Y (U1=0 at Xmin; U2=0 

at Ymin; U3=0 at Zmin). Such settings allowed these surfaces to move freely in the Y 

direction once the displacement was applied.  

 

Fig. 7-30 The meshed model under application of boundary conditions (spots in orange). 

  

It is worth noticing that, the boundary conditions for the three orthogonal node sets 

required that there existed one corner node shared by the three node sets Xmin, Ymin and 

Zmin (Fig. 7-31), which means that as a result this corner node had an encastre boundary 

condition (i.e. U1=U2=U3=0). Otherwise, an encastre boundary condition should be applied 
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on a node on one of these node sets. If this constraint requirement was not applied, it would 

result in non-convergence of the FEM calculation.   

 

 

Fig. 7-31 Corner node (red) shared by all three orthogonal node sets  

 

7.4.3 Modelling Output File Setting 

New field output requests for the reaction forces (RF) of the Ymax node set and for the 

translational displacements (UT) of the Xmax and Zmax node sets at the last time increment 

were created (Fig. 7-32), before an analysis job was created for submission.  

      

Fig. 7-32 Setting of field output requests in Abaqus for FEM (a) force and (b) displacement 

Xmin Zmin 

Ymin 

 (b)  (a) 
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After a successful analysis, the result could be obtained by first creating and saving the 

results for the node sets Ymax, Xmax and Z max, and then outputting the specific field 

variables (RF2, U1 and U3, respectively) in a table report (Fig. 7-33) which included the 

integral values. RF2 was then divided by the total surface area of Ymax surface (AYmax) to for 

the compression stress, σ2 = RF2/AYmax. The resulting strain in the Y axis ε2 was calculated as 

averaged displacement/height, i.e. ε2 = U2/HY. As a result, the effective elastic modulus in 

the Y direction was determined by E2 = σ2/ε2 and the corresponding Poisson’s ratio was 

calculated by ν2 = (ν21+ν23)/2, where ν21= -ε1/ε2 and ν23 = -ε3/ε2 (both ν21 and ν23 

should have the same value for an isotropic microstructure). In the same way, the effective 

elastic moduli E1 and E3 and the Poisson’s ratios ν1 and ν3 in the other two axes were also 

calculated.  

      

Fig. 7-33 Field output report generation for (a) reaction force in the Y axis of node set Ymax 

and (b) translational displacement of node set Xmax in the X axis 

 

7.4.4 Mechanical Modelling Results  

7.4.4.1 Elastic Moduli 

The average total time consumed to complete the simulation was less than 10 minutes for 

each microstructure model, on a Dell PRECISION T5500 workstation with a Linux OS and 

an Intel Xeon quad-core 64 bit 2.76 GHz processor with 46 GB RAM. Some of the detailed 

 (a)  (b) 
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data on the segmentation, meshing, and FEM processes are presented in Table 7-2. Note that 

the different thresholding values for segmentation of different image stacks acquired are 

attributed to their respective grayscale distribution (brightness and contrast) caused by the 

image acquisition conditions of the time. From the table, it is also found that with the 

increasing sintering temperature (i.e. reducing porosity as shown earlier), the LSCF6428 

voxel number increased while the element number after meshing decreased and hence the 

total simulation time was also diminished. This was because lower porosity could reduce the 

complexity of meshing by generating more regular mesh shape and adapting to larger mesh 

size.  

Table 7-2 Indicative data on the reconstruction and elastic simulation of the films 

Sintering 

Temperature (°C) 

Thresholding 

Grayscale 

Value 

LSCF6428 

Voxel Number 

(10
6
) 

Mesh Element  

Number (10
6
) 

FEM Simulation 

Time Used 

(min) 

900 40 7.34 2.15 8.2 

1000 70 8.35 2.09 7.3 

1100 35 10.49 1.86 6.8 

1200 75 11.72 1.75 6.2 

 

The reconstructed 3D microstructures are shown in Fig. 7-34 (a) - (d) in the order of 

increasing sintering temperature from 900 to 1200 °C. From these reconstructed 

microstructures, the gradual densification due to the increasing sintering temperature can be 

readily observed.   
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Fig. 7-34 Examples of the reconstructed 3D microstructures of the 900-1200 °C as-sintered 

LSCF6428 films, with voids being pores 

 

Although assumptions of ideal properties of the dense solid (such as linear elasticity and 

isotropy) were made for the mechanical simulations of the 3D reconstructed microstructures, 

the actual microstructures might not be isotropic. One reason for possible anisotropy is that 

the films experienced constrained sintering which induced greater shrinkage along the 

direction normal to the surface than that in the other two directions. This was explored by 

comparing the elastic moduli calculated by FEM in different directions.  

Table 7-3 shows the calculated elastic modulus in the three principal orthogonal 

directions for the microstructures of films sintered at different temperatures. Note that as 

explained earlier, although the primary displacement in nanoindentation test was in the Y 

direction normal to the film surface, due to the stress influence also coming from the X and Y 

directions, the averaged modulus over all the three directions would be the most appropriate 

to compare with the elastic modulus measured by nanoindentation. 

 

  

X 

Y 

Z 
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Table 7-3 Effective elastic moduli calculated of actual reconstructed 3D models 

Sintering 

Temperature (°C) 

E in X (E1)  

(GPa) 

E in Y (E2) 

(GPa) 

E in Z (E3) 

(GPa) 

900 26.2±1.5 36.2±1.2 22.9±2.6 

1000 50.1±3.2 70.4±4.3 57.2±1.8 

1100 95.4±5.2 109.1±6.4 90.6±3.4 

1200 114.3±6.1 125.6±7.5 111.8±4.6 

 

From the table, it can be seen that the elastic moduli in all the three directions increased 

with the increased sintering temperature, attributable to the overall densification (i.e. decrease 

of porosity) of the microstructures.  More specifically, for all the samples the elastic modulus 

in the direction Y possessed a relatively larger value compared to that in the other two 

directions (i.e. X and Z), regardless of the sintering temperature. This anisotropy is expected 

from the aforementioned constrained sintering during which grain boundary diffusion and 

surface diffusion along the Y direction are inactivated due to the tensile stress in the film 

plane, while diffusion parallel to the film plane is active because there is no constraint in the 

Y direction. As a result, atoms of the solid phase are diffused to fill the pore area parallel to 

the film plane, resulting in the contraction of the pores along the X and Z directions and thus 

elongation normal to the film plane, although these differences cannot be readily 

distinguished in the 2D SEM image shown in Fig. 4-29 or Fig. 4-30 in Chapter 4, or in the 

reconstructed 3D microstructures shown in Fig. 7-34. Similarly the necks parallel to the film 

plane between particles aligned perpendicular to the film plane are relatively larger than those 

with other orientations, particularly in the initial stages of sintering or after sintering at lower 

temperatures. This is consistent with the observation found by Wang et al. [7] in the 

constrained sintering of YSZ films in which the pores are preferentially oriented in the 

direction normal to the film plane. Hence the modulus in direction Y is larger.   

In order to effectively assess the variation of the directionally dependent elastic modulus, 

the results were normalised relative to elastic modulus along the Y direction, i.e. E* = Ei/E2 

(i=1, 2 and 3), as shown in Fig. 7-35. The comparison and difference can be more readily 

seen with the normalised average values added. Because E1 and E3 for each type of model 

had similar values and were both smaller than E2, the degree of anisotropy (DA) was thus be 

calculated and plotted for each sintering temperature: DA = (E2-(E1+E3)/2)/((E1+E3)/2). 
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Fig. 7-35 Normalised elastic modulus in three directions for films sintered at different 

temperatures. 

 

It can be seen from Fig. 7-35 that normalised elastic moduli in the X and Z directions 

have similar values but are both smaller than that in the Y direction, as found earlier with the 

cause explained. Besides this, another interesting aspect can also be found, the normalised 

elastic moduli in the X and Z directions experienced similar increases and thus tended to 

gradually approach the modulus in the Y direction with the rising sintering degree. This 

means that the variation of the calculated elastic moduli became increasingly smaller in all 

the three directions as the sintering temperature increased. Consequently, the degree of 

anisotropy decreases from about 0.5 to 0.1 with the increase of sintering temperature from 

900-1200 °C. This decrease is also attributable to the enhanced surface diffusion along the Y 

direction with the increase of sintering degree. This resulted in the growth of necks aligned 

perpendicular to the X and Z directions, which accelerated the increase of elastic moduli in 

these two directions, so that the difference with the elastic modulus in the Y direction 

gradually diminished. Such a decrease can also be explained by taking highly dense samples 

for examples. Considering a sample of merely 1% porosity with rarely distribution of pores in 

the sample, elastic moduli along the three directions are thought to be the same so that the 

material is almost isotropic, irrespective of the pore distribution, shapes or orientations. In a 

word, the less porosity there is, the less difference it makes to elastic modulus, so the less the 

anisotropy it can introduce to the material. 
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7.4.4.2 Comparison with Nanoindentation Results 

The comparison of elastic moduli measured by nanoindentation with the elastic modulus 

derived from FEM is shown in Fig. 7-36. Note that Enan denotes the nanoindentation-derived 

elastic modulus and Eavg is the averaged value of E1, E2 and E3. 

 

 

Fig. 7-36 Comparison of elastic moduli measured by nanoindentation and calculated by 

FEM 

 

As explained earlier, the values for the X and Z directions in the film plane are very close 

to each other but smaller than that for the Y direction, which were due to the constrained 

sintering process. Although the samples exhibited different degrees of anisotropy, the average 

values were considered to better represent the true elastic modulus values of the porous thin 

films. Furthermore, the figure indicates that the elastic modulus measured by nanoindentation 

for each sintering temperature was reasonably consistent with the average of the elastic 

moduli in the three directions to within experimental error, although slightly lower values 

were derived from FEM than from nanoindentation for films sintered at 1000 and 1100 °C 

sintered films. The experimental errors of the elastic moduli calculated by FEM are caused by 

the porosity variation of the three different physical sampling locations for each type of 

model (i.e. VOIs).   
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7.4.4.3 Poisson’s Ratios  

The Poisson’s ratios of individual directions were calculated, as shown in Fig. 7-37 and 

Fig. 7-38. Note that the Poisson’s ratios were preferentially oriented. Note that for the symbol 

“νij” shown in Fig. 7-37, i denotes the direction of the applied displacement and j the 

direction of the resulting displacement. While in Fig. 7-38 “vi” represents the averaged value 

of the corresponding two “vij” in the direction i. For example, in the case when the elastic 

modulus E2 along the Y direction (i.e. direction 2) was simulated as described earlier, the 

direction 2 was applied a displacement, then the corresponding Poisson’s ratio was calculated 

by ν2 = (ν21+ν23)/2, where ν21= -ε1/ε2 and ν23 = -ε3/ε2 (both ν21 and ν23 should have the 

same value for an isotropic microstructure). The overall average shown in Fig. 7-38 was 

based on the three values (i.e. ν1, ν2 and ν3) for each specimen sintering temperature.  

 

Fig. 7-37 Comparison of Poisson’s ratios for each individual directions calculated by FEM  
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Fig. 7-38 Comparison of the averaged Poisson’s ratios calculated by FEM for each specimen 

sintering temperature 

It is found from Fig. 7-37 that the two Poisson’s ratios (vij) in each direction had very 

close values. This is particularly true for v21 and v23, due to the uniformity in the film plane 

being different from the direction normal to the plane (i.e. the direction 2 or Y), as result of 

the constrained sintering.  

More clearly, Fig. 7-38 shows a trend fairly similar to that of the elastic moduli as shown 

earlier in Fig. 7-36. The overall averaged value increased as the sintering temperature 

increased, from 0.19 for 900 ˚C to 0.27 for 1200 ˚C. Meanwhile, the standard deviation 

decreased with the increased sintering temperature. For each specimen sintering temperature, 

v2 remained to be larger than v1 and v3 (both of which also had similar values), while the 

difference became less obvious as the sintering temperature grew. The reasons for all the 

above behaviours regarding the Poisson’s ratios are considered to be the same as found in the 

case of the elastic moduli described earlier.  
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7.5 Quantification of Microstructural Parameters and Their 
Influence on Elastic Modulus Simulation 

It was concluded in Section 5.2.5 of Chapter 5 that apart from porosity there could be 

other factors controlling the elastic properties of the samples, which might include for 

example particle (or pore) size distribution, neck sizes between the separated particles and 

their orientations and so on, which require further consideration.  

7.5.1 Application of Avizo’s Separate Objects Module 

As explained earlier in Section 7.2 of this Chapter, Avizo allows the quantification and 

analysis of other fundamental parameters of the reconstructed 3D microstructures such as 

volume fraction and surface area of constituent phases and tortuosity factor of the phase of 

interest. More specifically, Avizo’s advanced Separate Objects module (which is based on 

watershed, distance transform and numerical reconstruction algorithms [8]) enables the 

separation of interconnected particles and pores into smaller units. Thus further quantification 

of detailed microstructural properties is possible, including the determination of particle (or 

pore) size distribution, neck sizes between the separated particles (or pores) and their 

orientations, all of which might have an influence on the mechanical properties of the films.  

For automated separation of objects, the Separate Objects module involves the 

identification of interconnected regions by using a 3D watershed algorithm. Analogous to 

flooding of geographic watersheds of a basin, the watershed algorithm simulates the 

progressive immersion from a set of labelled regions in a 2D or 3D image, and expands the 

regions according to a distance map until the regions reach at the same final watershed lines 

[9]. The application of the module in a 3D image for particle or pore separation used the 

following sequence (this example is for “particles” of the solid phase) [10]. First, a 

segmentation of phases was performed by thresholding to assign each voxel as either pore or 

solid. Then a dilation algorithm was used to expand the surrounding pores to the centre of 

each possible “particle” to find the number of voxel steps needed. The centroid of each 

particle was filled last. Using the centroids and the number of dilation steps as a distance map, 

the 3D watershed algorithm was applied to divide the image into individual particles. Next, 

the interface between any two separated particles was identified as a particle “neck”. Finally, 

the distributions of particle (or pore) size, neck sizes between the separated particles (or pores) 

and their orientations were determined.  
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7.5.2 Quantification Methods of Microstructural Parameters 

Besides the conventional volume fraction and surface area of particles and pores in the 

films, the determinations of some other important parameters are explained here.  

7.5.2.1 Tortuosity Factor 

Tortuosity (denoted as τ) is a parameter to describe the extent of twisted curves and is 

defined as the ratio of the length of a curve to the distance between the two ends of it. In the 

current study, tortuosity was measured by applying Avizo’s Centroid Path Tortuosity module 

on the binary 3D dataset, based on a computed path formed by centroids of each 

interconnected region identified as same phase on each plane of the dataset along the Z axis 

as shown in Fig. 7-39. As a consequence, τ was calculated by dividing the path length 

through the centroids by the straight length between the two ends of the path. 

 

Fig. 7-39 Schematic of computing tortuosity (in an interconnected pore structure) using the 

Centroid Path Tortuosity module of Avizo, after [8] 

It should be noted that for a volume of interest, the tortuosities of solid and porous 

phases may be different. In the current study both tortuosities were measured. 

 

7.5.2.2 Particle and Pore Size Distribution  

Depending on which phase was of interest, the separation of the corresponding 

interconnected regions in a 3D dataset was performed by following the steps described earlier. 

After a solid/porous phase was separated into a group of individual particles (or pores), the 
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volume of each particle/pore was converted to an Equivalent Spherical Diameter (ESD) for 

plotting the particle/pore size distribution histogram, which involved the frequency of a series 

of ESD ranges. ESD of a particle/pore in 3D can be obtained by ESD = (6V/π)
1/3

, where V 

denotes the particle/pore volume.  

 

7.5.2.3 Sphericity of Particles and Pores   

Sphericity, which is the parameter describing how spherical a particle shape is, is defined 

as the surface area of a sphere possessing the same volume of the given particle divided by 

the surface area of the particle. As a result, a sphere’s sphericity is 1 and any non-spherical 

particles should have sphericity less than 1. The derivation can be expressed as follows: 

                             
 
A

V
3/23/1 6

                                                           6.1 

where V and A are the volume and surface area of the given particle, respectively. As 

examples, a cube’s sphericity is 0.806, a 4-faces tetrahedron has a sphericity of 0.671 and a 

cylinder with a height two times its radius possesses a sphericity of 0.874.  

 

7.5.2.4 Neck Size of Interconnected Particles  

Necks are defined as a 2D interface between two interconnected particles when 

separation is performed. They are also known as minimum solid area (MSA) as proposed by 

Rice [11], in a porous microstructure. The surface area of a neck was converted into an 

Equivalent Circular Diameter (ECD) for neck size distribution analysis. The ECD of an 

interfacial neck can be derived by ECD = 2(A/ π)
1/2

, where A denotes the neck surface area.  

The importance of necks is due to the fact that, as explained previously, they serve as 

load bearing areas when microstructures are subjected to mechanical constraints. Therefore, 

the size of the load bearing areas (i.e. neck size) is a key to the elastic modulus of the 

microstructures. Here a simple 2D illustration is demonstrated in Fig. 7-40 of microstructures 

at constant 2D porosity to emphasise the significance of the particle neck size to the 

resistance to mechanical constraints. 
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Fig. 7-40 Necks (shown as lines in red) of two interconnected particles (cross-hatched areas) 

in simple microstructures at constant 2D porosity: (a) large neck size; (b) small neck size. 

As can be seen in Fig. 7-40 (a), large neck size resulting from a greater overlapping area 

of two interconnected particles would induce a stronger inter-particle connection and less 

stress concentration, and thus macroscopically a higher external vertical uniaxial load 

(compressive or tensile) has to be imposed to yield a same vertical strain when compared 

with the case where only a smaller neck present (Fig. 7-40 (b)). Therefore, it would be 

expected that in a porous single phase microstructure larger neck size generally leads to a 

higher effective elastic modulus.  

7.5.2.5 Orientation of Individual Particle and Pore 

The orientation of individual particles and pores was determined by measuring the 

direction of its major axis. It is given as the eigenvector of the largest eigenvalue of the 

inertia matrix [8]. The orientation of an enclosed shape in 3D space is expressed as 

Orientation Phi (ϕ) relative to the Y axis and Orientation Theta (θ) relative to the X axis, as 

depicted in Fig. 7-41. The resulting θ falls between -180˚ and +180˚, while ϕ falls between 0˚ 

and 90˚.  

   

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 7-41 Schematic of orientation of an object in 3D space 

 

7.5.2.6 Typical Processing, Quantification and Analysis Route 

Here a typical route of processing, quantification and analysis using Avizo is 

demonstrated in Fig. 7-42 for solid phase (particles) in a LSCF-9 (i.e. LSCF6428 film 

sintered at 900 ˚C) dataset. Icons in green on the left are either datasets or quantitative results 

before and after applying the relevant module commands which are displayed on the right in 

red and attached to the left icons by blue lines.  

 

Fig. 7-42 Processing, quantification and analysis route using Avizo for a dataset 
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The route could be described as follows:  

(i) A dataset containing a serial binary image stack (A) generated from image 

segmentation described in Section 6.2 was imported as the entry dataset;  

(ii) Auto Thresholding module (a) was applied to segment (A) into gray level-labeled 

data of two phases (B) (i.e. solid=0 and pores=1);  

(iii) Tortuosity (C) and degree of anisotropy (D) were directly measured by applying (c) 

and (d) modules on data (B);  

(iv) Separate Objects module (b) was applied on dataset (B) for separation of particles of 

the interconnected solid phase, whereby the resulting dataset was (E);  

(v) Labeling module was applied on (E) for assigning the same gray level value to all the 

pixels belonging to the same object (i.e. particle). As a result a different gray level value 

starting from 1 was assigned for each object (i.e. each particle) depending on the location of 

the objects in the image, resulting in dataset (F);  

(vi) Label Analysis module (f) was used to compute a group of measures (such as surface 

area, volume, ESD and orientation of particles) on each separated or connected components 

of the input dataset. Note that customised measures could be created from the list of existing 

ones and the analysis results were read-only spreadsheets shown in (G) which could be 

imported into external spreadsheet programmes such as Microsoft Excel for further 

processing (e.g. value editing, chart plotting and quantitative analysis).  

(vii) Generate Surface module (g) was used on (F) to compute a triangular 

approximation of the interfaces (H) between different material types (i.e. phases). Since 

individual particles were obtained based on the application of Separate Objects module, 

interfaces (i.e. necks) between previously connected particles were produced, of which the 

surface areas were then calculated in patch mode by Surface Area Volume module (h). The 

resulting spreadsheet data (I) were further processed to estimate the ECD of the 2D necks.  

(viii) In order to retrieve the orientation data of necks, Scan Surface to Volume module (i) 

was applied to compute a volumetric representation of closed neck surface (J). This way the 

neck orientation (K) could be estimated using the Label Analysis module (j). During the 

above procedure, Ortho Slice and Surface View commands could be used on certain datasets 

to realise the visualisation of 2D and 3D features.  

The processing, quantification and analysis of the pore phase followed exactly the same 

route as described for the solid phase, but the entry dataset was segmented into phases with 

inverse gray level value (i.e. solid=1 and pores=0) due to the fact that Avizo only takes into 

account the interior (gray level=0) as enclosed material for subsequent object separation.   
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7.5.3 Results for As-sintered Microstructures 

Quantification of the particle phase was first performed following the above procedure 

for all datasets acquired from films sintered at 900-1200 ˚C. The resulting microstructural 

parameters are compared and analysed in this section. 

 

7.5.3.1 Visualisation of the Processed Datasets  

Fig. 7-44, Fig. 7-43, Fig. 7-45 and Fig. 7-46 respectively illustrate the 2D Ortho View 

and 3D Surface View of the particle datasets generated from the LSCF6428 films sintered at 

900-1200 ˚C during and after processing. Once particle separation was performed based on 

the watershed algorithm, individual particles are readily seen in Fig. 7-44 (d), Fig. 7-43 (d), 

Fig. 7-45 (d), and Fig. 7-46 (d). One may assess the quality of the particle separation when 

looking at the watershed lines shown in the images, but note that as the separation was 

carried out in 3D mode, the watershed lines in the image were not as straightforward as 

separating a 2D image. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that all the separated particles and pores 

shown in these pictures have extremely irregular shapes, which represent the complexity of 

the actual 3D microstructures of the films.  
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Fig. 7-43 LSCF-9 particle dataset: Ortho view of an image (a) after “Auto Thresholding”; (b) 

after “Separate Objects” and colour labelling; 3D surface view of the dataset (c) before 

particle separation and (d) after particle separation. Individual particles are readily seen. 

         

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Fig. 7-44 LSCF-10 particle dataset: Ortho view of an image (a) after “Auto Thresholding”. 

Blue denotes particles and black pores; (b) after “Separate Objects”, showing watershed 

lines cross the solid phase; and (c) after labelling with different colours; (d) 3D surface view 

of the dataset after particle separation.  

          
 

        
 

Fig. 7-45 LSCF-11 particle dataset: Ortho view of an image (a) after “Auto Thresholding” 

and (b) after “Separate Objects” and colour labelling; 3D surface view of the dataset (c) 

before particle separation and after particle separation.  

  

(c) (d) 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Fig. 7-46 LSCF-12 particle dataset: Ortho view of an image (a) after “Auto Thresholding” 

and (b) after “Separate Objects” and colour labelling; 3D surface view of the dataset (c) 

before particle separation and after particle separation.  

 

In addition, the pictures in Fig. 7-47 illustrate respectively the 3D Surface View of the 

pore datasets generated after processing. Again, very irregular shapes are noticeable.  

 

           
 

(a) (b) 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Fig. 7-47 3D surface view of pores after object separation for (a) LSCF-9, (b) LSCF-10, (c) 

LSCF-11, (d) LSCF-12 

 

7.5.3.2 Spatial Relationship between Separated Particles  

A detailed insight of the spatial relationship of the separated particles which were 

originally interconnected is demonstrated here by an example showing two selected particles 

in a LSCF-10 film. Their system numbering and spatial relationship are shown in Table 7-4 

and microstructures and positioning shown in Fig. 7-48.  

 

Table 7-4 Example of relationships of particles and necks in the Avizo analysis 

Patch No. Material No. Particle Neck 
Particle Pair  

for Neck 

P972 M365 Yes No N/A 

P1020 M382 Yes No N/A 

P1023 N/A No Yes M362/M382 

 

A series of numbers was given by the system to distinguish the separated physical 

components (noted as patch) required for analysis in the test microstructure. Two types of 

components are identified and investigated, namely particles and interfacial necks between 

adjacent particles. When a separated patch represents a solid material (i.e. particle), a 

corresponding material number is given to the patch. In the example shown in Table 7-4, 

there are two particles (M365 and M382) which formed a particle pair M365/M382 linked by 

an interfacial neck P1023. Note that a neck which is between two joining particles could have 

more than one interfacial facet. Note also that in Fig. 7-48, the solid particles are illustrated as 

hollow bodies. 

(c) (d) 
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Fig. 7-48 Example of particles and interfacial neck: (a) particle M365; (b) particle M382; (c) 

particle pair M365/M382; (d) positioning of the particles in the sample volume. Note that the 

red meshed areas in (a), (b) and (c) indicate the same interfacial neck 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

M365 

M382 

(d) 

neck 

M365 

M382 
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7.5.3.3 Tortuosity Factor of Particle Phase and Pore Phase 

The tortuosities of the solid particle and pore phases were measured individually for 

comparison of all datasets of films sintered over the temperature range, as shown in Fig. 7-49, 

where 3D total porosities are also plotted.  

 

 

Fig. 7-49 Comparison of tortuosities for particle and pore phases in all sintered at different 

temperatures 

Similar tortuosities were found for both particle and pore phases in LSCF-9 films, with a 

value of approximately 1.4. This similarity was expected as the porosity was close to 50 vol%. 

As the porosity decreased with the increasing sintering temperature, the tortuosity of the pore 

phase significantly increased, reflecting much more tortuous pore phase in the films after 

sintering at higher temperatures. On the other hand, the tortuosities of the solid particle phase 

experienced a slight decrease, which was attributed to the major part occupied by solid in 

these films.    

  

7.5.3.4 Separated Particles: ESD, Sphericity and Orientation 

The resulting Equivalent Spherical Diameters (ESDs) of the separated particles for each 

sample type were plotted as size distribution histograms, as shown in Fig. 7-50. Note that 

compared with the distribution of the other types of samples, the plot for LSCF-12 (Fig. 

7-50(d)) exhibits a slightly broader ESD distribution, which might be attributed to the higher 

volume fraction of solid phase.   
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Fig. 7-50 ESD of separated particles in the samples: (a) LSCF-9, (b) LSCF-10, (c) LSCF-11, 

(d) LSCF-12 

 

The average particle ESD determined based on Avizo’s particle separation algorithm of 

each sample was and is compared in Table 7-5 with the average grain size estimated from 2D 

SEM images of the corresponding film top surface shown in Fig. 4.29. Both approaches show 

the significant increase of average size with increasing sintering temperature. However, the 

average ESD from 3D analysis are typically 2-3 times the average grain size for each sample. 

This suggests that at least two grains were incorporated in each “particle” which had been 

generated by partitioning using Avizo’s Separate Objects algorithm. Although the average 

ESD values can be used in an indicative way for comparison, it is worth noticing that the 

large standard deviation shown in Table 7-5 suggests that it is more appropriate to represent 

the particle size as a probability distribution (Fig. 7-50) rather than looking at the mean 

particle size only.  
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Table 7-5 Average particle ESD vs. average grain size 

Sample type 
Average  

ESD (nm) 

Average  

grain size (nm) 

LSCF-9 470±180 200 

LSCF-10 850±290 270 

LSCF-11 1280±-430 450 

LSCF-12 1700±630 690 

 

The distribution histograms of sphericity of the separated particles for each sample type 

are also drawn in Fig. 7-51. The average sphericity was measured to be 0.61±0.11, 0.57±0.11, 

0.66±0.08 and 0.69±0.06 for LSCF-9, LSCF-10, LSCF-11 and LSCF-12, respectively, which 

are close to the sphericity of a 4-faced tetrahedron (=0.671). 

 

 

 

Fig. 7-51 Sphericity of separated particles in the samples: (a) LSCF-9, (b) LSCF-10, (c) 

LSCF-11, (d) LSCF-12 
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The orientation angles (ϕ and θ) for the separated particles for each microstructure were 

calculated and their distribution histograms are shown in Fig. 7-52 and Fig. 7-53, respectively. 

The histograms in Fig. 7-52 all reveal that the majority of particles possessed orientation ϕ 

greater than 45˚, suggesting the orientation preference of particles is perpendicular to the Y 

axis (normal direction to the plane of the film). This would be consistent with the existence of 

larger neck size parallel to the X-Z plane and hence result in larger E modulus in the Y 

direction. However, for the distributions of orientation θ shown in Fig. 7-53, a large number 

of 90˚-oriented (i.e. perpendicular to the X-Y plane, in the Z axis) particles are noticeable in 

LSCF-10 and LSCF-11. The development of preferred orientation in the plane of the films is 

not understood. 

 

Fig. 7-52 Particle orientation ϕ (out of the film plane) of separated particles in the samples: 

(a) LSCF-9, (b) LSCF-10, (c) LSCF-11, (d) LSCF-12 
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Fig. 7-53 Particle orientation θ (within the film plane) of separated particles in the samples: 

(a) LSCF-9, (b) LSCF-10, (c) LSCF-11, (d) LSCF-12 

7.5.3.5 ECD of Inter-particle Necks and Distribution 

The distribution of Equivalent Circular Diameter (ECD) of the resulting necks between 

interconnected particles for each sample type is shown as histograms in Fig. 7-54. 
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Fig. 7-54 ECD of particle necks in the samples: (a) LSCF-9, (b) LSCF-10, (c) LSCF-11, (d) 

LSCF-12 

 

The average particle neck ECD measured was 123±66 nm, 191±101 nm, 440±245 nm 

and 706±418 nm, respectively for LSCF-9, LSCF-10, LSCF-11, and LSCF-12. Despite the 

large standard deviation (i.e. broad range of ECD distribution), the increasing trend of ECD 

with the increase of sintering temperature is consistent with the reduction of porosity in the 

samples.  

7.5.3.6 Separated Pores: ESD, Sphericity and Orientation 

The resulting ESD distribution and sphericity of the separated pores for each sample type 

were plotted in Fig. 7-55 and Fig. 7-56, respectively. 
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Fig. 7-55 ESD of separated pores in the samples: (a) LSCF-9, (b) LSCF-10, (c) LSCF-11, (d) 

LSCF-12 

 

 
 

Fig. 7-56 Sphericity of separated pores in the samples: (a) LSCF-9, (b) LSCF-10, (c) LSCF-

11, (d) LSCF-12 
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from higher sintering temperatures was responsible for the decrease of pore size. Different 

from the other distribution plots in Fig. 7-55, it can be seen from Fig. 7-55 (d) that a large 

number of pores in the LSCF-12 microstructure had ESD size smaller than 800 nm. The 

average sphericity of the separated pores was measured to be 0.61±0.12, 0.51±0.13, 

0.65±0.15 and 0.72±0.14 for LSCF-9, LSCF-10, LSCF-11 and LSCF-12, respectively. It is 

found that for lower sintering temperatures such as 900 and 1000 ˚C, the sphericity of pores 

was very close to that of particles due to the similar volume fraction of pore and solid phases. 

On the contrary for the specimen sintering temperature of 1200 ˚C, the pores had a higher 

sphericity than that of particles. This is attributed to the appearance of an increasing number 

of close pores in more spherical shape with the increase of densification degree at higher 

temperatures.   

The orientation angles (ϕ and θ) for the separated pores for each microstructure were 

calculated and their distribution histograms are shown in Fig. 7-52 and Fig. 7-58, respectively.  

 

 
 

Fig. 7-57 Orientation ϕ (out of film plane) of separated pores in the samples: (a) LSCF-9, (b) 

LSCF-10, (c) LSCF-11, (d) LSCF-12 
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Fig. 7-58 Orientation θ (in film plane) of separated pores in the samples: (a) LSCF-9, (b) 

LSCF-10, (c) LSCF-11, (d) LSCF-12 

 

Similar to the case of separated particles, the histograms in Fig. 7-52 also show that the 

majority of pores had orientation ϕ greater than 45˚, suggesting the pores were preferentially 

elongated in the X-Z plane of the film. However, the development of preferred orientation θ 

is not understood. 
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Summary 

 

In this Chapter, the artefacts (including the curtain effect, charging effect, low phase 

contrast, shadow effect, redeposition of sputtered material and image drift) arising during the 

FIB/SEM image acquisition were addressed. Efforts were made to minimise these 

disadvantageous effects, which could degrade the acquired image quality. The procedure and 

of the 3D microstructural reconstruction based on the acquired image stacks were described 

and the problems encountered were discussed. Mechanical simulations based on FEM were 

performed to calculate the effective elastic moduli and the Poisson’s ratios of the as-

reconstructed models. Despite the different degrees of anisotropy revealed for the models, a 

good agreement was found between the simulation-derived results and the previously 

measured data using nanoindentation. Important microstructural parameters, such as porosity, 

particle and pore size distribution and neck size of interconnected particles, were also 

determined for the 3D microstructures with the aid of Avizo software. Particular attention 

was given to describing the data processing, parameter quantification and analysis processes. 
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8 Numerical Modification of Microstructures and Influence 
on Elastic Modulus 

8.1 Numerical Approach for Microstructural Modification  

In order to investigate how parameters other than porosity would influence the elastic 

modulus of the porous microstructures, a cellular automaton (CA) algorithm based method 

developed by Wang et al. [1] was used in this study to artificially develop coarser 

microstructures with constant porosity based on the initial 3D microstructures reconstructed 

from the sequential 2D images acquired by FIB/SEM. The continuum solid phase 

(LSCF6428) was represented by discrete pixels and the chemical potential of a pixel located 

on a digital surface was calculated by the pixel-counting-based CA algorithm, which 

transformed the physical laws describing local surface energy into interaction between the 

material pixels. The numerical microstructure evolution of a material surface was controlled 

by local transition rules which simulate material transfer driven by the local excess energy. 

This corresponds to mass transport via the surface or vapour phase and does not result in 

densification. It therefore led to coarsening of the microstructure, but maintained constant 

porosity. During the 3D numerical microstructure evolution process, the change of state of a 

material surface voxel was manifest as discrete-time-dependent erosion/deposition of 

material from the original voxel to a vacant site at which the solid voxel would have lower 

energy. This was performed for all the solid surface voxels at conceptually the same time to 

give a modified microstructure. This was then repeated in the modified microstructure so that 

the microstructure evolved in a sequence of “time steps” (ts). An example of morphological 

changes of a LSCF-10 microstructure at 0, 2, 16 and 20 ts is given in 2D in Fig. 8-1.   
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Fig. 8-1 Microstructure evolution developed by the CA algorithm of the 3D LSCF-10 model 

microstructure (here shows slice #1) after (a) 0 ts, (b) 2 ts, (c) 16 ts and (d) 20 ts. Note here 

pixels in white represent solid and black is pore phase. 

 

A 2D illustration of microstructure evolution is shown in Fig. 8-2, where the erosion and 

deposition of material can be readily seen in the overlapping images which are separated by 

20 ts. In this figure, the black pixels represent unchanged pore phase; the dark gray pixels 

denote where solid material has changed into pore phase; the white pixels indicate unchanged 

solid phase; and the light gray pixels show where pore space has become solid phase. 

  

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Fig. 8-2 2D illustration of microstructure evolution by CA modification by overlap of images 

before and after 20 ts. The black pixels represent unchanged pore phase; the dark gray pixels 

denote where solid material has changed into pore phase; the white pixels indicate 

unchanged solid phase; and the light gray show where pore space has become solid phase 

 

It is worth noting that because the assumed mass transportation does not lead to 

densification, the neck size generally increases, as found in the above figures. On the other 

hand, as shown later, although the overall 3D porosity stayed constant, the 2D porosity (i.e. 

the surface area fraction of porous phase) of individual slices deviated from the initial ones 

after microstructure modification. The microstructural parameters and elastic moduli of the 

modified microstructures were then to determine how parameters other than porosity would 

influence elastic modulus.  
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8.2 Visualisation of the Modified Microstructures 

Fig. 8-3, Fig. 8-4, Fig. 8-5 and Fig. 8-6 respectively demonstrate the 2D Ortho View and 

3D Surface View of the microstructures obtained by CA evolution at 20 ts of the originally 

reconstructed microstructures (see Section 7.6.3.1) of LSCF6428 films sintered at 900-1200 

˚C. Compared to the original microstructure shown earlier, the coarsening of particles as well 

as the enlargement of pores can be readily seen in the following pictures. Note that the 

microstructures after modification at 20 ts are denoted as LSCF-9M, LSCF-10M, LSCF-11M 

and LSCF12M. 

 

         

 

       

Fig. 8-3 LSCF-9M dataset: Ortho view of an image (a) after “Auto Thresholding”; (b) after 

“Separate Objects” and colour labelling; 3D surface view of (c) particle microstructure after 

objects separation and (d) pore microstructure after objects separation 

 

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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Fig. 8-4 LSCF-10M dataset: 3D surface view after “Separate Objects” of (a) particle 

microstructure, (b) pore microstructure, 2D ortho view of a particle slice (c)before 

separation  and (d) after separation. (e) and (f) show the original slice before and after 

separation  for comparison  

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 
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Fig. 8-5 LSCF-11M dataset: 2D ortho view of a particle slice (a) before separation, (b) after 

separation and labelling, 3D surface view of (c) particle microstructure after separation and 

(d) pore microstructure after separation 

 

           

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(a) (b) 
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Fig. 8-6 LSCF-12M dataset: 2D ortho view of a particle slice (a) before separation, (b) after 

separation and labelling, 3D surface view of (c) particle microstructure after separation and 

(d) pore microstructure after separation 

 

  

(c) (d) 
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8.3 Quantification of Microstructural Parameters for the Modified 
Microstructures 

8.3.1 Evaluation of 2D/3D Porosity and Specific Surface Area 

The 2D porosities which represent the surface area fraction of pore phase in individual 

as-acquired slices of image along the Y axis of a dataset were also measured to help assess 

the uniformity of the volume fraction of pore phase in the analysed 3D volume. Fig. 8-7 

shows the measured 2D porosities in each slice before and after numerical modification for 

different time steps (10 and 20 ts), as well as their mean values.  
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Fig. 8-7 Comparison of 2D porosities for individual image slices in datasets before and after 

modification for different time steps (ts) for (a) LSCF-9/9M, (b) LSCF-10/10M, (c) LSCF-

11/11M and (d) LSCF-12/12M  

 

A common feature demonstrated in Fig. 8-7 is that regardless of specimen sintering 

temperature both original and modified microstructures of each film had the same mean value 

of 2D porosity (as shown by the red straight curve in each figure) which was identical to the 

3D porosity measured previously. This is a necessary consequence of the CA algorithm used 

for microstructural modification. Also in all the above figures, after modification, the slice-

to-slice variability in the 2D porosity became larger. This observation may imply that 
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pores became even smaller. This might also be true for the solid phase as a result of the 

constant porosity in the microstructures.  

Particularly in the case of LSCF-12/12M (Fig. 8-7 (d)), the 2D porosities of images with 

slice number below 50 significantly deviated from the mean value, which suggests a non-

uniform distribution of pores (i.e. the existence of relatively large pores) in both 

microstructures. The above observations are also confirmed by the quantitative results shown 

in Table 8-1. 

 

Table 8-1 Comparison of 2D/3D porosities and 2D standard deviations before and after 

microstructure change at 20 ts 

Sintering  

Temperature (°C) 

Original 2D  

Porosity (%) 

Modified 2D  

Porosity (%) 

Mean Value of 

3D Porosity (%) 

900 46.9±2.7 46.9±4.5 46.9 

1000 39.7±2.2 39.7±4.2 39.7 

1100 24.1±2.3 24.1±3.6 24.1 

1200 15.2±5.6 15.2±7.3 15.2 

 

It can be seen in the table for each specimen sintering temperature, the 2D porosities 

after microstructure modification show increasing standard deviations compared with that for 

the original ones, suggesting a less homogeneous pore distribution in the modified 

microstructures. As a result, the inter-particle neck sizes in the modified microstructures were 

expected to increase globally by the application of the CA algorithm. Hence, the FEM-

derived elastic moduli for the modified microstructures would possibly increase.  

In addition, the volume-normalised surface areas of both the original and modified 

microstructures (at 20ts) before the implementation of the Separate Objects algorithm were 

calculated and compared in Fig. 8-8. 
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Fig. 8-8 Comparison of specific surface areas of the microstructures before and after 

evolution for 20 ts 

 

The general trend found in Fig. 8-8 is that both specific surface areas experienced some 

decrease over the sintering temperature range, which is considered to be attributable to the 

increasing sintering degree, i.e. the increased coarsening of the solid phase and the 

densification of both original and modified microstructures. In addition, for each sintering 

temperature the original specific surface area always had higher specific surface area than the 

modified one. This is ascribed to another solid coarsening effect, which however resulted 

from the artificial evolution based on the CA algorithm rather than the actual sintering 

mechanism. 
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8.3.2 Tortuosity Factors 

Tortuosity factors for all the original and modified microstructures including particles 

and pores are computed and compared in Fig. 8-9.  

 

 

Fig. 8-9 Comparison of tortuosity factors before and after microstructural modification 

The plot reveals that the microstructure evolution had little effect on tortuosity of either 

solid or pores. This would suggest that the evolution did not qualitatively change the 

microstructures, which were self-similar before and after the evolution. For both original and 

modified microstructures as the sintering temperature increased, tortuosities in pores quickly 

rose while in solid they experienced slow decrease. Thereby, there existed increasingly larger 

difference between tortuosities for pores and particles as sintering temperature rose. This is 

particularly true in films sintered at higher sintering temperatures, as less open but more 

closed pores were formed, which complicated the tortuous paths in the corresponding pore 

microstructures and hence the tortuosity factors increased. At the same time the solid phase 

occupied much more room, the tortuous paths got simpler with lower tortuosities reached 

towards 1. Particularly for the densest microstructures (i.e. lowest porosity) LSCF-12/M, the 

lowest tortuosity was reached (=1.1) in both original and modified particle microstructures of 

LSCF-12, while the highest was obtained (=2.4) in LSCF-12’s original pore microstructure.   
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8.3.4 ESD of Separated Particles and Pores 

ESD distributions of the separated particles and pores (i.e. particle size distribution and 

pore size distribution) for each type of sample after microstructure modification at 20ts are 

plotted in Fig. 8-10 and Fig. 8-11, respectively. 

 

 

Fig. 8-10 ESD distribution of the separated particles after microstructure modification at 20 

ts: (a) LSCF-9M, (b) LSCF-10M, (c) LSCF-11M, (d) LSCF-12M 
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Fig. 8-11 ESD distribution of the separated pores after microstructure modification at 20 ts: 

(a) LSCF-9M, (b) LSCF-10M, (c) LSCF-11M, (d) LSCF-12M 

 

It can be readily observed from Fig. 8-10 that the particle size increased while the total 

number of the separated particles decreased with the increasing sintering temperature. While 

for pore size distribution shown in Fig. 8-11, the trend cannot be readily seen. Nevertheless, 

LSCF-12M exhibited relatively more homogeneous size distribution in both cases (Fig. 8-10 

(d) and Fig. 8-11 (d)). Note that this is not contradictory to the inhomogeneous spatial 

distribution of porosity in the microstructure as found earlier in Section 6.6.4.3.  

The average ESDs of the computationally separated particles and pores in the modified 

microstructures were further compared with the original ones, as shown in Fig. 8-12. 
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Fig. 8-12 Overall comparison of ESD of the separated particles and pores for original and 

modified microstructures at 20ts 

Fig. 8-12 shows that for microstructures obtained at each sintering temperature, the 

modified ones always possessed both larger particles and pores, which is as expected on the 

basis of the CA principle and algorithm. Because the size of particles and pores were both 

larger and at the same time the 3D porosity had to remain constant, the numbers of particles 

and pores were reduced.  

8.3.5 Sphericity of Separated Particles and Pores 

The distribution of sphericity of separated particles and pores for the microstructure after 

modification at 20 ts is plotted in Fig. 8-13 and Fig. 8-14, respectively. Comparison with the 

original microstructures is made as shown in Fig. 8-15. 
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Fig. 8-13 Sphericity of particles after microstructure modification at 20 ts: (a) LSCF-9M, (b) 

LSCF-10M, (c) LSCF-11M, (d) LSCF-12M 

 

Fig. 8-14 Sphericity of pores after microstructure modification at 20ts: (a) LSCF-9M, (b) 

LSCF-10M, (c) LSCF-11M, (d) LSCF-12M 
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Fig. 8-15 Overall comparison of sphericity for particles and pores before and after 

microstructure modification for 20 ts 

Fig. 8-15 shows that the modified particles and pores were more spherical than in the 

original microstructures. Furthermore, it is found in Fig. 8-13 and Fig. 8-15 that regardless of 

the original particle sphericity, the modified particles tended to have very similar sphericity, 

which was close to 0.7, across the range of all the film types. For modified pores, however, 

Fig. 8-14 shows that a large proportion had sphericity approaching 1 for microstructures 

generated by higher sintering temperature. This is due to an increasing number of isolated 

pores in regular shapes similar to spheres.     

8.3.6 ECD of Inter-particle Necks 

The distributions of ECD for inter-particle necks after microstructure modification at 20 

ts are shown in Fig. 8-16.  The comparison with ECD of original inter-particle necks is made 

in Fig. 8-17. 
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Fig. 8-16 Distribution of ECD of inter-particle necks after microstructure evolution at 20 ts: 

(a) LSCF-9M, (b) LSCF-10M, (c) LSCF-11M, (d) LSCF-12M 

 

Fig. 8-17 Comparison of ECD of inter-particle necks before and after microstructure 

evolution at 20 ts 
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From the figure shown above, besides the evident increasing trend of neck size as a 

function of sintering temperature, it is also found that the ECD for the modified inter-particle 

necks was increased compared with that of the original ones.  

Based on the above analyses of the changes in the microstructural parameters upon 

modification, the increase of particle and neck sizes in the modified microstructures were 

supposed to positively affect the elastic moduli by some growth, which might be similar to 

the work reported by Hardy and Green [2], whose experiments on partially sintered alumina 

showed significant increase in elastic modulus with even minimal densification and they 

ascribed this change to the neck growth by surface diffusion.   

8.4 Elastic Modulus Affected by Microstructure Modification  

After microstructure change at different number of time steps (i.e. 2, 5, 10 and 20 ts) 

using CA based method, the as-modified microstructures were all subjected to FEM for 

elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio estimation. To facilitate the overall comparison, the 

estimated elastic moduli for each set of samples were averaged over the values of the three 

directions and then normalised relative to that of the original microstructures (i.e. at 0 ts), as 

plotted in Fig. 8-18.  

 

Fig. 8-18 Comparison of the averaged normalised elastic moduli estimated by FEM for 

original and modified microstructures 

 

As mentioned earlier, it had been originally expected that all moduli would increase all 
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While surprisingly, the figure above readily shows that for different original sintering 

temperatures the corresponding set of microstructures experienced distinct variation trends as 

a function of the microstructure modification time steps. Particularly the elastic moduli for 

the 900 °C microstructures tended to increase (by less than 10% at 20 ts) while for the 

1000 °C samples their moduli appeared to drop all the way over the time steps and retained 

80% of the modulus of the original microstructure when 20 ts was reached. On the contrary, 

the modification for 1100 and 1200 °C samples seemed to have little effect on the modulus 

change. They did however experience very small amount of decrease (< 3%) over the entire 

range of time steps.  

The results above suggest that a single metric such as the particle neck size might not be 

sufficient to account for the elastic modulus changes over the course of microstructure 

modification for these microstructure sets. There might be other parameters generated from 

the statistical microstructural geometry which allowed a more complete description of the 

elastic modulus. Therefore, an in-depth investigation was desired to access more 

comprehensive information of such a diversity of changes in elastic modulus of constant 

porosity microstructures.    

8.5 Poisson’s Ratio Affected by Microstructure Modification  

The calculated Poisson’s ratios in individual directions of the as-modified 

microstructures are plotted in Fig. 8-19 for each specimen sintering temperature as a function 

of the number of time steps.  
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Fig. 8-19 Evolution of the Poisson’s ratio as a function of the number of time steps used for 

the microstructure modification. (a) 900 ˚C microstructures, (b) 1000 ˚C microstructures, (c) 

1100 ˚C microstructures and (d) 1200 ˚C microstructures. 

It is found in the figures above that regardless of the specimen sintering temperature or 

the number of time steps used for the CA modification, the Poisson’s ratios v21 and v23 (i.e. 

in the Y direction normal to the film plane) remained greater than the rest of the values of v12, 

v13 in the X direction and v31, v32 in the Z direction. The latter four, however, had very 

close values in all cases. Again, such observations in the results are attributable to the 

constrained sintering as also expected in the E estimation described earlier. On the other hand, 

except the 900 ˚C microstructures which had gradually increased Poisson’s ratio as the 

number of time steps increased, the other three sets of plots all experienced some decrease in 

the Poisson’s ratio values. This observation can be more readily seen when comparing the 

normalised Poisson’s ratios for individual specimen sintering temperatures. That is the 

Poisson’s ratios for each set of samples were averaged over the values of the three directions 

and then normalised relative to that of the original microstructures (i.e. at 0 ts), as plotted in 

Fig. 8-20. 
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Fig. 8-20 Comparison of the averaged normalised Poisson’s ratios as a function of the 

number of time steps 

Compare Fig. 8-20 with Fig. 8-18 in which the normalised elastic moduli were plotted as 

a function of the number of time steps, we can find out that the evolution of the Poisson’s 

ratios experienced almost the same trends as that of the elastic moduli for individual 

specimen sintering temperature upon the microstructure modification. Therefore, it can be 

concluded that microstructure modification had identical effect on both elastic modulus and 

the Poisson’s ratio of the microstructures. The above results also indicate that a given elastic 

modulus or Poisson’s ratio does not necessarily correspond to a particular microstructure. 

8.6 Study of Numerical Modification on Artificial Microstructures 

8.6.1 Creating Porous Microstructures Containing Randomly Distributed 

Mono-size Spherical Particles 

In order to find out the cause of the unexpected variation of elastic modulus with the 

LSCF6428 microstructure changes and to gain better understanding of the controlling 

parameters over elastic modulus changes when the microstructure of a porous volume at 

constant porosity is modified, a simple artificial microstructure consisting of mono-size 

spheres representing solid phase was created and evolved using CA based method in the 

similar way to the LSCF6428 microstructures as carried out previously.  
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In the light of work done by Rhazaoui et al. [3], the starting artificial microstructure was 

generated based on Monte-Carlo process by randomly packing a cube of a volume size = 

200
3
 voxel (i.e. pixel

3
) with two types of mono-size spheres (diameter = 20 pixel and 10 pixel, 

respectively) representing the solid and pore phases. Once the cube was densely packed with 

spheres in tangent contact, the spheres representing pores were removed, and together with 

the unfilled regions the total voids in the cube now could represent the real pore phase. This 

would result in a total porosity of ~ 44.6 vol% in the cubic microstructure. As mentioned 

above, the starting microstructure was subjected to evolve using CA algorithm based method 

while the porosity was kept constant. In this way, a series of modified microstructures was 

successively generated at different number of time steps: 2, 4, 20, 40, 70, 100 and 200. Fig. 

8-21 shows the 2D cross-sectional images of the first slice in each microstructure (in which 

white represents solid and black is pore phase) of the same slice number (slice thickness = 1 

pixel) and the corresponding 3D representations of the microstructures for the starting 

volume (i.e. at 0 ts) and the volume at 2, 4, 20, 40, 70, 100, and 200 ts of modification. The 

gradual microstructure changes and coarsening of particles and particle necks can be readily 

seen.  
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Fig. 8-21 The 2D and 3D representations of the artificially created microstructures at 0 ts: 

(a, b) (i.e. starting microstructure) and evolved microstructures for 2 ts: (c, d), 4 ts (e, f), 20 

ts (g, h), 40 ts: (i, j), 70 ts: (k, l), 100 ts: (m, n) and 200 ts: (o, p). Note that all 

microstructures have the same volume size: 200
3
 pixel

3 
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8.6.2 Variation of Elastic Modulus and Poisson’s Ratio due to 

Microstructure Changes 

By using the same methods of 3D reconstruction and FEM as for LSCF6428 

microstructures, the elastic moduli and the Poisson’s ratios of each modified microstructure 

in all three directions were estimated, as shown in Fig. 8-22. 

 

 

 

Fig. 8-22 (a) Elastic moduli and (b) Poisson’s ratios in all directions and the arithmetic 

means for the microstructures modified at different time steps 
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In Fig. 8-22, some isotropy can be perceived for each microstructure as similar elastic 

modulus and Poisson’s ratio were found in all directions of each microstructure, despite the 

fact that increasingly larger difference arose among elastic moduli in the three directions as 

time step increased. Nevertheless, this difference in each individual microstructure was well 

below 10 % of the average value. Therefore, for a more convenient way of comparison, the 

averaged elastic moduli and Poisson’s ratios were used and normalised against the ones for 

the microstructure at 2 ts, as shown in Fig. 8-23. 

 

  

Fig. 8-23 Normalised elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio as a function of the number of time 

steps  

 

Fig. 8-23 shows that the elastic modulus as a result of the microstructure changes 

experienced a rapid increase until the number of time steps reached 40, after which a gradual 

fall took place. Similar trend can be found for the evolution of the Poisson’s ratio, while 

much less steep progress was experienced. This is indeed a very interesting feature of how 

the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio varied, as the increase in the early stage of 

microstructure variation was much of our expectation (which was similar to that for the set of 

900 °C LSCF6428 microstructures, see Fig. 8-18 and Fig. 8-20), whereas the later stage’s 

decrease was more or less like the decline of elastic modulus and the Poisson’s ratio in the 

case of 1000, 1100 and 1200 °C microstructures. Therefore, the next step was to investigate 

what could be the factors controlling the above variation in elastic modulus during the course 

of microstructure changes.    
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8.6.3 Effect of Inter-particle Neck Size 

The purpose of the study of the evolution on the artificial microstructures was to gain 

more thorough understanding of the dependence of elastic modulus on factors other than 

porosity of porous microstructures. Since the porosity was kept constant, the most critical 

microstructure feature needed to be firstly taken into account would always be the inter-

particle necks in the microstructures. Due to their previously-mentioned importance to the 

elastic modulus determination, it had been expected that in a porous single phase 

microstructure such as the actual LSCF6428 microstructures in our study, larger neck size 

would generally lead to a higher effective elastic modulus. It is therefore hard to believe that 

at constant porosity an increase in the particle neck size would result in the falling of the 

microstructure’s elastic modulus. Nevertheless, Fig. 8-23 shows the other side of the picture: 

an increase of elastic modulus took place before its dropping.   

It should be emphasised that despite the clear illustration of neck and its influence on 

elastic modulus in a 2D model as shown in Fig. 7-40, there is however no precise definition 

on the solid or pore size, shape or neck in complex 3D porous random microstructures [4], 

like in the current LSCF6428 microstructures. As a result, the measurement of the “neck size” 

might be sometimes ambiguous, particularly when the microstructure was extremely irregular. 

Therefore it was not simple to attribute the elastic modulus results to these features or 

parameters, although they were somehow “measurable” with the aid of current Avizo 

software in this study. Nevertheless, the measured results along with some general 

morphological observations could be used in an interpretive way to correlate with the 

mechanical behaviours of the microstructures. 

In the light of the analysis above, we have estimated parameters related to particles and 

necks in individual modified microstructures as a function of the number of time steps, as 

shown in Fig. 8-24 and Fig. 8-25. 
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Fig. 8-24 Number of necks and average neck size of individual modified microstructures as a 

function of the number of time steps 

 

 

Fig. 8-25 Average particle size and average neck to particle size ratio of individual modified 

microstructures as a function of the number of time steps 

Fig. 8-24 indicates that the total number of necks dropped drastically before a smooth 

derease took over at the time step of 20, while the average neck size experienced a significant 

increase before levelling off from 20 ts. It can be seen in Fig. 8-25 that the average particle 

size gradually increased with the augmented time steps. The average ratio of neck to particle 

size reached a maximum at 20 ts and continued to decrease as time steps went higher. When 

the trend of the elastic modulus change in Fig. 8-23 is reexamined by taking into account the 

above analysis, it is almost certain to confirm that the elastic modulus was largely influenced 
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by the neck size at the early stage of microstructure evolution (time steps < 40). In other 

words, the rise of elastic modulus was mainly contributed by the increase of neck size. At 

some point its effectiveness was no longer sufficient to dominate the change of elastic 

modulus. As a result, the role was taken over by some other factors, which required further 

investigation and should also be applicable to the case of LSCF6428 film microstructures 

studied earlier. 

8.6.4 Issues of “Heterogeneity” in the Porous Microstructures  

As it is believed that larger particle neck size would always result in higher elastic 

modulus under the context of changing microstructure at constant porosity, the unexpected 

drop in the elastic modulus could possibly be related to factors that possibly were not directly 

related to the microscopic characteristics but rather on macro-scale features of the structure. 

One of the possible reasons we have considered to account for the drop of elastic modulus 

was the aggravated “heterogeneity”, i.e. the degree of systematic or random variations of 

individual microstructural constituents [5], of the microstructure arising from the prolonged 

time steps of microstructure change. In other words, longer time of microstructure 

modification generates less homogeneous (i.e. more disordered) spatial distribution of 

components in the microstructure. This would result in a more localised property being 

measured, which can deviate significantly from the overall statistically effective property.  

In order to minimise such a disadvantageous effect, a sufficiently large volume to be 

statistically representative of the porous material and to effectively include a sampling of all 

microstructural heterogeneities existed in the porous material [6]. This type of volume is 

defined as a representative volume element (denoted as RVE) of the material, which is an 

important notion for solving homogenisation problems in the mechanics and physics of 

periodic and random heterogeneous materials with a view to predicting their effective 

properties [7]. Any volume larger than the critical minimum RVE can be regarded as 

representative. However, a small enough RVE is preferable as it can save significant 

computation cost when dealing with very large datasets and the computation power is a 

concern.  

The determination of the minimum RVE size of a non-uniform microstructure containing 

randomly distributed particles has been extensively studied in the past years, using various 

statistical-numerical analyses [6-12]. The general idea is to link the size of a RVE to the size 

of inclusions such as particles, based on the fact that the quantity of the macro-scale effective 
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property under consideration is estimated to be consistent within a given precision (usually of 

relative error ~5%) over different volumes larger than the RVE. For example, Van Mier [12] 

in his study of concrete reported the RVE size to be approximately 7-8 times the largest 

inclusion or particle size. This would result in an L/D ratio of ~ 2 in a cubic sample.  

As said, ideally, for a volume larger than the minimum RVE size, the overall property 

computed would be insensitive to the change of volume size, the sampling location and the 

number of samples. However, for real porous media the realisation of a minimum RVE 

would always depend on the precision wanted of the overall property. The precision includes 

the bias of the averaged values from the convergent value and the statistical fluctuation of the 

scattering values (i.e. standard deviation). The convergence of overall property can be 

achieved by increasing the volume size beyond RVE, provided that there is no constraint in 

computational power. Since generally there is no periodicity in real random media, the RVE 

can only be approached approximately on finite scales [10]. 

Ostoja-Starzewski [10] has demonstrated that the determination of RVE also depends on 

the investigated morphological or physical property, the contrast in the properties of the 

constituents, and their volume fractions. In our cases of both the LSCF6428 and the artificial 

microstructures, there are merely two phases (i.e. solid and pores). Therefore the volume 

fractions of particles/pores may be of importance.  

On the other hand, there is currently not a direct quantitative indicator of the so-called 

“heterogeneity”, which is often universally neglected when evaluating microstructure 

dependence of properties [5]. Nevertheless, for a non-uniform porous microstructure with a 

definite dimension, interpretations on the determination of volume fraction related parameters 

of solid and pores can be made to gain insight into it, instead of rough topological 

observation of the microstructure. The parameters considered here could be 2D porosity in 

the sequential image slices (or the standard deviation of it) and similarly the interception 

length distribution in the images. 

Fig. 8-26 shows the 2D surface area ratio of pores over each individual image slice (i.e. 

2D porosity of each image slice) in every microstructure. The red line in the figure represents 

the mean value of the 2D porosity for each microstructure which should be the same and 

equivalent to the total 3D porosity of each microstructure: 44.6 %. As found earlier for the 

evolution of the actual LSCF microstructures, the parts of curves swinging above or below 

the red line reflected a higher or lower portion of pores in the corresponding images, whereas 

less or more solid could be found. The amplitudes of the curves deviating from the red line 

also suggest an increasingly noticeable bias was produced with the increase of the number of 
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time steps. This bias can be demonstrated as an evolution of standard deviation (SD) of the 

2D porosity, or more precisely the ratio between it and average particle size, as shown in Fig. 

8-27. It can be readily seen that both parameters increased with increasing time steps, which 

does suggest that microstructures with greater extent of heterogeneity were generated as the 

number of time steps increased. 

 

 

Fig. 8-26 Evolution of 2D surface area ratio of pore phase (i.e. 2D porosity) on each slice for 

each microstructures  

 

Fig. 8-27 Standard deviation of 2D porosity in individual microstructures as a function of the 

number of time steps 
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8.6.5 Determination of the Minimum RVE Size (i.e. the Minimum L/D Ratio) 

As long as the results above have confirmed the existence of the aggravation in 

“heterogeneity” for the samples with prolonged time steps of microstructure change using the 

CA based method, the next step was to determine the size of the critical minimum RVE size, 

based on which the minimum L/D ratio could also be estimated, where L is the lateral length 

of the cubic volume and D the mean particle diameter.   

As previously explained, in order that the minimum RVE size could be determined, the 

desired property was estimated using different volume sizes. We started to look into the 

modified microstructure at 20 ts (volume size = 200
3
 pixel

3
).  

The original 20 ts microstructure was partitioned into different sets of equal size cubes: 

i.e. a set of 100
3
 pixel

3
 cubes and the other set 50

3
 pixel

3
. Examples of their 3D 

microstructures are shown in Fig. 8-28. 

 

          

Fig. 8-28 Examples of the two partitioning volumes: (a) original 20 ts microstructure 

(volume size = 200
3
 pixel

3
), (b) 100

3
 pixel

3 
volume, (c) 50

3
 pixel

3
 volume. Yellow transparent 

boxes mark the partitioning volumes from larger volumes. 

 Note that to save computational time, only 11 randomly chosen microstructures were 

analysed for 50
3
 pixel

3
 microstructures. The partition was performed in a way that almost no 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 
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overlapping region was allowed to ensure independent volume-based measurements of 

individual samples can be achieved. 

The 2D surface area ratio of pore phase in the sequential slices, 3D porosity and the 

elastic modulus of individual microstructures within each set were measured and plotted in 

Fig. 8-29 and Fig. 8-30, respectively. Note that the properties of the original 20 ts 

microstructure were also compared (denoted as 20ts_orig in these figures).  

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 8-29 Results of (a) 2D porosity in sequential slices and (b) elastic modulus of individual 

microstructures of the 50
3
 pixel

3
 volume set 
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Fig. 8-30 Results of (a) 2D porosity in sequential slices and (b) elastic modulus of individual 

microstructures of the 100
3
 pixel

3
 volume set 

 

Significantly larger variation in the 2D porosity is found for 50
3
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3
 microstructures in 

Fig. 8-29 (a) due to the smaller and thus less representative volume used, compared with that 

for 100
3
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3
 samples as shown in Fig. 8-30 (a). Nevertheless, the original 20 ts 

microstructure tended to exhibit smoother fluctuation over the sequential slice range (i.e. 

curves shown in red). As a result, 3D porosities much larger than that of the original 20 ts 

microstructure were obtained for the 50
3
 pixel

3
 volume set, as shown in Fig. 8-29 (b), which 
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microstructure. On the contrary, in the case of 100
3
 pixel

3
 volume set shown in Fig. 8-30 (b), 

merely subtle changes are observed in 3D porosities and elastic moduli, which are almost 

identical to that of the original 20 ts microstructure. From another perspective Fig. 8-29 (b) 

and Fig. 8-30 (b) both also confirm the importance of variable porosity on the determination 

of elastic modulus. The averaged values were further compared in Table 8-2. 

 

Table 8-2 Averaged estimation of 3D porosity and elastic modulus for different sets of 

volume 

Volume size  

(pixel
3
) 

3D porosity  

(vol %) 

Elastic modulus  

(GPa) 

50
3
 46.8±6.3 40.5±11.6 

100
3
 45.3±1.4 43.9±2.6 

200
3
 44.6 46 

  

As shown in the table above, despite fairly close 3D porosities obtained, a bias in the 

estimated mean elastic modulus values for smaller volumes can be observed, namely smaller 

volumes tended to yield smaller mean elastic moduli. In addition, smaller samples also 

induced much greater statistical fluctuations (i.e. standard deviations) in the results. 

Nevertheless, a relatively slight error (approximately 6% relative error) was generated by 

using microstructures consisting of a volume size of 100
3
 pixel

3
, for which the particle 

diameter was 20 pixels, suggesting that the microstructure size was statistically representative 

of the material for an L/D ratio of greater than 5.  

Finally, by taking into account the inflection point (i.e. at 40 ts) of the elastic modulus 

evolution (Fig. 8-23) and the average particle size estimated in Fig. 8-25 (= 25.7 pixel at 40 

ts), it can be concluded that the minimum L/D ratio to be considered as a RVE of the entire 

material in terms of elastic modulus is L/D = 200/25.7 = 7.8. This value is fairly close to the 

literature data of studying SOFC electrode performance: Cai et al. [13] suggested an L/D of 

RVE = 7.5 for Ni-YSZ anode structures at 21.5% porosity when evaluating their TPB 

percolation and a minimum L/D = 7 was reported by Joos et al. [14] for LSCF cathode 

structures containing 30-50% porosity when calculating the their area specific resistance. 

This way, sufficiently accurate simulation with relative error falling below 5% might be 

expected. 

It is speculated that there should be a bias and standard deviation (which were supposed 

to be much smaller than in the case of 100
3
 microstructure) for the modulus of the 200

3
 

microstructure as well, although they had not been estimated due to lack of sample number 
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(which is only one in the current study). However, this estimated modulus value is supposed 

to be close to the asymptotic limit of the overall effective modulus, as in this case the ratio of 

L/D reached 10 (= 200/20), which was higher than the minimum one (= 7.8) and thus more 

accurate results were obtained. By plotting the minimum L size required (i.e. minimum RVE 

lateral size = 7.8 times average particle size) as a function of the number of evolution time 

steps, as shown in one can estimate that approximately > 300
3
 pixel

3 
volume size is needed of 

a microstructure at 200 time steps of evolution to be statistically representative for much 

accurate elastic modulus simulation.    

 

 
 

Fig. 8-31 Minimum RVE lateral size required as a function of number of time steps, for a 

better understanding, the normalised modulus is also plotted. Red dashed lines indicate the 

threshold values at 40 ts.   

 

In addition, we also measured the total neck surface area density, which was calculated 

as the ratio of the total surface area of all necks in a microstructure relative to the volume of 

the microstructure. The result is shown in Fig. 8-32 and the normalised elastic modulus is 

shown again for correlating with the neck area density. The observation indicates a direct 

dependence is most likely, particularly for the early rising stage where the volume sizes were 

larger than the minimum RVE size required. The decline of the elastic modulus at the later 

stage might be attributable to the much dramatic drop of the neck area density. However the 

most fundamental reason to account for the decrease in modulus was the fact that the 

microstructure volumes were no longer representative as they became increasingly smaller 

than the minimum RVE size required. Nevertheless, the figure from another perspective 

further confirms the importance of the overall neck size to the elastic modulus during the 
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early microstructure modification period before the insufficient volumes became a key to rule 

the modulus change. As a result, the moduli calculated by simulation for the volumes larger 

than the minimum RVE size were considered statistically equivalent to the microstructures’ 

constitutive property.    

 

 

Fig. 8-32 The total neck surface area density as a function of the number of time steps. The 

normalised elastic modulus is also plotted to show correlation. 

 

 

8.7 Applying the Minimum L/D Ratio to LSCF6428 Microstructures 

As far as the effect of the modified microstructures of LSCF6428 was concerned, the 

actual ratio of L/D was calculated for each individual microstructure at different time steps. 

The results were plotted in Fig. 8-33 along with the minimum L/D ratio (shown as a red line) 

required for a volume to be representative.  
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Fig. 8-33 Comparison of the actual L/D ratios for all sets of microstructures and the 

previously derived Minimum ratio (Min L/D = 7.8, shown as a red line).   

 

The figure above shows clearly that the ratios for each individual microstructure set 

experienced gradual drop as the time steps increased, implying that generally coarser 

microstructures require larger RVE sizes. It is also noticeable that the ratios for the 900 °C 

microstructures are all above the critical minimum L/D ratio (= 7.8), whereas for the other 

three sample sets (1000, 1100 and 1200 °C) the values were all below 7.8 and became 

increasingly small over the period of modification time steps, despite the close values to 7.8 

found for the initial microstructures at 0 ts. The above observation suggests that the volume 

sizes of the 900 °C microstructures were all larger than the minimum RVE required, so that 

the properties derived could be regarded statistically representative and reliable. In this case 

the increase of neck size (or the overall neck surface area to sample volume ratio) contributed 

to the raise of elastic modulus. On the contrary, the L/D ratios below 7.8 for the other three 

sets of microstructures after modification indicate insufficient volume sizes for simulation, 

namely smaller than the minimum RVE size required so that the “heterogeneity” problem 

with the microstructures appeared to be increasingly predominant, which as a result led to the 

increase in the elastic modulus estimation. Nevertheless, as the initial 1000, 1100 and 

1200 °C microstructures possessed L/D ratios close enough to 7.8, their volumes remained 

fairly representative, so that the validity of the FEM-derived elastic moduli of these initial 

microstructures was little affected.  
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The analysis above once again confirms that under the condition of sample volume being 

larger than the minimum RVE size, the elastic modulus change of the 900 °C microstructures 

(see Fig. 8-18) in the course of CA based microstructure modification behaved as in the early 

stage (going up) of the curve shown in Fig. 8-31. On the other hand, for the other sets of 

microstructures, their elastic modulus changes behaved more like in the middle/later stage 

(going down) of that curve, due to the volume sizes being less than the minimum RVE size, 

particularly at longer time steps.  

The ratios of the total surface area of necks relative to the corresponding sample volumes 

were also estimated, as shown in Fig. 8-34.   

 

 

Fig. 8-34 Comparison of the total neck surface area densities as a function of number of time 

steps     

 

The figure shows increased ratios with the increase of time steps for 900 °C 

microstructures, whereas reduction was observed for the other three sets of microstructures. 

Although the volume sizes of the 1000, 1100 and 1200 °C microstructures were insufficient 

to be representative at relatively higher time steps, the figure above suggests that the 

contribution of the variation of total neck surface area “density” (i.e. total neck surface area 

per unit volume) to the elastic modulus change was the most likely.  

A number of conclusions can be drawn from this study, 

(1) The elastic moduli of the porous LSCF films produced in this study were calculated 

using FEM based on the 3D microstructures reconstructed using FIB/SEM tomography, and 

good agreement was found with the previously measured nanoindentation results.  
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(2) Porosity determined the elastic modulus of the porous microstructures to a large 

extent. Generally larger porosity led to smaller elastic modulus. On the other hand, it was 

shown that porosity alone was not sufficient to account for the mechanical properties of the 

partially sintered material. 

(3) CA based method was used in the study of both the actual porous LSCF 

microstructures and the artificially created microstructures, to evaluate how factors other than 

porosity affected the elastic modulus and the Poisson’s ratio when microstructures were 

modified at constant porosity. Results revealed fairly identical dependence of these two 

elastic properties on the microstructure modification. 

(4) Since FEM generally took a definite volume of material for consideration, the 

heterogeneity could always be an issue in determining the statistically effective properties. It 

was found that there existed a critical minimum RVE size (or L/D ratio) in terms of 

determining a statistically representative elastic modulus. The heterogeneity of the porous 

microstructures required the volume sizes not to be smaller than the minimum RVE size in 

the numerical simulations for calculating statistically representative elastic moduli.  

(5) The minimum L/D ratio was found to be 7.8 based on the analysis of the artificially 

created microstructure evolution. The elastic modulus evolution on the artificially created 

mono-size microstructures followed the following two patterns continuously with the 

increase of microstructure modification time steps. 

(a) When the volume stayed statistically representative (i.e. >= minimum RVE or L/D >= 

7.8 in the current study), the neck size (or more specifically the total neck surface area 

per unit volume) governed the elastic modulus of the microstructure, i.e. volumes with 

larger neck size tended to yield greater elastic moduli. This means that ideally, CA based 

modification at constant porosity of such volumes would result in increasing elastic 

modulus computed using FEM as time steps increased. The results could be regarded as 

statistically representative of each individual microstructure’s constitutive properties. 

(b) When the volume was not statistically representative (i.e. < minimum RVE or L/D < 

7.8 in the current study), heterogeneity took over the role and ruled the elastic modulus 

of the microstructure, i.e. poorer heterogeneity resulted in weak elastic modulus. This 

means that, CA based modification at constant porosity of such volumes would result in 

decreasing elastic modulus computed using FEM as time steps increased.   

(6) For the actual porous LSCF microstructures generated by sintering at 900-1200 ˚C 

which were then modified at constant porosity, the minimum RVE size (or the minimum L/D 

ratio) theory was proved to be applicable to the different sets of porous LSCF microstructures. 
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Their behaviours of the changes in elastic modulus and the Poisson’s ratio experienced either 

the first increase (case (a)) or the later decrease (case (b)) due to the modified microstructure 

volumes being continuously (or no longer) representative at longer time steps. Because of the 

contribution of particle neck size and the RVE-related issues in numerical modelling apart 

from porosity, a given elastic modulus or Poisson’s ratio does not necessarily correspond to a 

particular microstructure. 
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Summary 

 

The aim of this Chapter was to investigate the dependence of the elastic modulus of the 

porous 3D microstructure on factors other than porosity. To achieve this, the actual as-

sintered 3D microstructures collected were numerically modified at constant porosity using a 

cellular automaton based method, which only involved coarsening without densification of 

the solid phase. Comparisons were made of the important microstructural parameters 

measured between the as-sintered microstructures and the modified ones. The negligible 

change in tortuosity was thought to be attributed to the self-similarity of the microstructures 

before and after modification. The quantification of other important parameters (such as 

particle size and neck size) suggested that an increase in elastic modulus would be expected 

after microstructure modification. However, FEM-derived results showed surprisingly 

noticeable variability (increase and/or decrease) in elastic moduli and the Poisson’s ratios for 

different specimen sintering temperatures and over different microstructure evolution time 

steps. 

An in-depth study was carried out to address the unexpected results. A simple artificial 

microstructure consisting of mono-size spheres representing solid phase was created and 

evolved using CA based method in the similar way to the as-sintered LSCF6428 

microstructures as carried out earlier. Further analyses suggested that at constant porosity, the 

neck surface area density and the heterogeneity of microstructures (with a critical minimum 

ratio of specimen side length to average particle size determined) were responsible for such 

variations. Finally a number of key criteria were proposed to explain and predict the variation 

in elastic modulus for porous materials.  
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9 Conclusions and Future Work 

9.1   Conclusions 

Mixed ionic-electronic conductive perovskite LSCF6428 has been considered one of the 

most attractive cathode materials for IT-SOFC applications. The motivation of the present 

research was to investigate the mechanical properties (i.e. elastic modulus, hardness and 

fracture toughness) of LSCF6428 cathode films and bulk samples fabricated by varying high 

temperature sintering using nanoindentation experiments and analyses. The results were 

interpreted in terms of 3D microstructural parameters obtained from 3D reconstruction based 

on FIB/SEM tomography which were used to simulate the elastic properties (elastic modulus 

and Poisson’s ratio) using finite element modelling.  

Firstly LSCF6428 and CGO bulk samples were fabricated from raw powder following 

conventional ceramic processing routes. LSCF6428 films were prepared by deposition of the 

inks onto LSCF6428 and CGO dense substrates. Important physical properties such as 

density, porosity, and 2D microstructural morphologies of these as-fabricated samples were 

investigated. Abnormally large agglomerates were found in the commercially provided 

LSCF6428 powder which was therefore subjected to further mechanical milling to generate a 

powder with finer particle size suitable to be used in the study, particularly to make bulk 

samples rather than inks for film making.  

A readymade LSCF6428 ink was chosen for film deposition due to its finer and 

homogeneous particle size distribution. The thickness of the sintered LSCF6428 films was 

found to reach a maximum as a function of the number of screen-printing passes. More 

importantly, we have shown that sintered porous thin LSCF6428 films fabricated using a 

typical screen-printing LSCF6428 ink were unacceptably rough and extensively cracked, 

which caused extreme inconsistency and errors in attempts to measure the film elastic 

modulus by nanoindentation. Various processing parameters were investigated in order to 

eliminate these defects. Different film deposition methods and thermal treatments showed 

little effect on the prevention of the defect formation. Furthermore the cracks were shown not 

to arise from thermal expansion mismatch between film and substrate and it was concluded 

that the defects initiated during drying of the ink and were then made more severe by the 

sintering process. Thus, sintered porous thin LSCF6428 cathode films were successfully 

fabricated without any crack or surface asperities by using a much less viscous ink. Results 

showed that increasing the amount of terpineol solvent added to the as-received ink improved 

the wetting and self-levelling of the ink upon deposition and thus a more homogeneous 
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packing of LSCF6428 particles in the films was achieved. As a result there was more 

homogeneous shrinkage in the film during the drying and thermal treatments that followed 

and lower local stresses in the films. With the defect-free films, consistent and reliable elastic 

modulus values of the films could then be obtained using nanoindentation. 

Consequently, the measurements of important mechanical properties including elastic 

modulus, hardness and fracture toughness of LSCF6428 in both bulk and film forms were 

investigated after they were sintered at 900-1200 °C.  

For elastic modulus and hardness measurements, a spherical indenter was used since its 

contact area was much greater than the scale of the porous microstructure. The elastic 

modulus of the bulk samples was found to increase from 34-174 GPa and hardness from 

0.64-5.3 GPa as the porosity decreased from 45-5% after sintering at 900-1200 °C. The 

results were found to be sensitive to surface roughness at shallow indentation depth, while 

stable values were obtained at larger depths. Densification under the indenter was found to 

have little influence on the measured elastic modulus. However, the elastic modulus 

measured by indentation of the nominally dense bulk specimens sintered at 1200 °C, 174 GPa, 

was significantly greater than that measured by impulse excitation, 147 GPa. This was shown 

to possibly be due to residual porosity of approximately 5% in the nominally dense 

specimens which influenced the long range elastic modulus measured by impulse excitation. 

Therefore the higher value is characteristic of fully dense material. No evidence of a 

ferroelastic contribution to the load-deflection indentation response was found.  

Crack-free LSCF6428 films of acceptable surface roughness for indentation were also 

prepared by sintering at 900-1200 °C. The porosities of the films were in the range 15-47%. 

The influence of surface roughness at shallow depth was due to the granular nature of the 

porous films, while the influence of the substrate at greater depth was due to formation of a 

“plastic” zone of crushed, higher density, material under the indent which touched the 

substrate if the indentation was too deep. The experiments in this study showed that for this 

type of porous film and using a spherical indenter, relatively reliable measurements of the 

true properties of the films were obtained by data extrapolation provided that the ratio of 

indentation depth to film thickness was in the range 0.1 (which was approximately equivalent 

to 5 times the roughness) to 0.2, acknowledging the fact that the substrate effect persisted but 

at a lower level in this depth range. Thus it was found that the elastic modulus of the films 

increased from 32 to 121 GPa and hardness from 0.37 to 1.97 GPa as the sintering 

temperature increased from 900 to 1200 °C. Comparison with bulk specimens clearly showed 

that the porous films behaved very similarly to the porous bulk specimens in terms of the 
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dependency of elastic modulus on porosity. Microstructures obtained by FIB/SEM slice and 

view of the film specimens, after indentation revealed the nature of the “plastic” deformation 

zone and how this affected the measurement of elastic modulus when it reached the substrate. 

Based on the crack length measurements from micrographs obtained for Berkovich-

indented samples, the fracture toughness of bulk porous LSCF6428 was determined to 

increase from 0.51 to 0.99 MPa·m
1/2

 after sintering at increasing temperatures from 900 to 

1200 °C. The surface and subsurface crack morphologies at the indents were investigated 

using SEM and FIB/SEM slice and view. This revealed the presence of radial and half-penny 

crack systems induced by Berkovich indentation and justified the applicability of the 

conventional bulk fracture toughness expression in the current porous material. Similar 

experiments on films suggested that the generation of distinguishable indentation-induced 

cracks could be very difficult for porous thin films sintered at temperatures below 1200 °C, 

and cracks were only detectable in the films sintered at 1200 °C, which gave a toughness of 

0.16 MPa·m
1/2

, much smaller than that of bulk material with even larger porosity. 

In order to further correlate the elastic behaviour of these as-sintered porous LSCF6428 

films with their microstructural characteristics, FIB/SEM tomography was used to reconstruct 

digitally their actual 3D microstructures. Some issues and artefacts originating from the 

image acquisition process, such as the curtain effect, ion charging, low phase contrast, the 

shadow effect, redeposition of sputtered material and image drift, were investigated in order 

to evaluate their influence on the quality of the images acquired. Measures were subsequently 

taken to reduce these arising side effects. High resolution and high quality images thus 

obtained were then used to implement the 3D microstructure reconstruction, followed by 

volumetric mesh generation to create FE models. Finite element modelling was carried out on 

the digitised and meshed microstructures to calculate the elastic modulus in three orthogonal 

directions. The FEM results showed excellent agreement with the data produced using 

nanoindentation, despite the existence of some anisotropy in modulus discerned in the models. 

The anisotropy was attributable to constrained sintering, which eventually resulted in larger 

stiffness normal to the film plane and smaller isotropic modulus in the film plane. 

Comprehensive quantification of the microstructural parameters (such as porosity, volume 

specific surface area, phase tortuosity, distribution of particle and pore size and orientation, 

and particle neck area) was carried out. The actual 3D microstructures, and artificial 

microstructures formed of contacting spherical particles, were numerically modified at 

constant porosity by applying a cellular automaton algorithm that simulated coarsening by 

vapour phase transport. This enabled the influence of factors other than porosity on elastic 
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modulus to be evaluated. The results on the artificial microstructures showed that neck 

growth in the initial stage of coarsening increased with time. Further analyses suggested that 

at constant porosity, the neck size and the heterogeneity of microstructures (with a critical 

minimum ratio of volume side length to average particle size determined) were responsible 

for the different changes in elastic properties of all the coarsened actual LSCF6428 

microstructures, 

 

9.2   Future Work 

The experiments revealed that the films and bulk material had well-defined hardness 

controlled by crushing of the porous structure. However, there is currently no theory 

available to interpret hardness of porous materials quantitatively. Therefore, the hardness 

behaviours and data found in this study must be further explored and interpreted.  

On the other hand, finite element modelling would also be a part of the future work to 

assist a better understanding of fracture behaviours in the LSCF6428 films and bulk samples. 

The study involved a number of FIB/SEM tomographic 3D microstructural 

reconstructions, but relatively small volumes of interest were processed. Although results 

showed that the volumes were more or less representative, larger volumes were supposed to 

generate more accurate results. However, the compromise between accuracy and computation 

cost should always be considered. Further work is required to provide guidelines for 

optimising the trade-off between these conflicting goals. 

In this study, numerical methods have been applied to vary the characteristics of the 

original 3D reconstructed microstructures by simulation of coarsening and evaluate the effect 

on elastic modulus. However, a more detailed and quantitative correlation should be 

established to account for the decrease of elastic modulus when the criterion of representative 

volume element size is not met. Additionally, a more realistic experimental approach will 

need to be implemented to validate the models. In other words, the modification of real 

microstructures should be investigated, for example, by varying the microstructures with 

powder characteristics or by adding pore-forming additives. Thereby, the development of 

more predictable and controllable microstructures can thus be achieved for further 

understanding and optimisation of mechanical properties. 

Future work is also required to test the electrochemical performance of cells fabricated 

consisting of the LSCF6428 cathode with desired microstructural features. The balance of 

trade-off between the electrochemical performance and the ability to withstand mechanical 

constraints must be achieved.  
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